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ack up my files regularly, clean up and 
sort my photos, resist the urge to take out 
my smartphone while I’m out with family 
and friends. These are some of the tech 
resolutions I’ve been making every year 
since, well, maybe 2010? I’ve lost track. 

The good news is I’ve made some 
progress when it comes to backing up 

and cleaning my digital files. The bad news is they pile 
up exponentially, and they accumulate faster than I can 
keep up with. As for my anti-social behavior and poor 
attention span, there’s just no excuse. In these fast-
paced times, some quiet alone time and undistracted 

E d i t o r - i n - c h i E f

Clean slate moments with our 
loved ones are just 
too precious to not 
give our undivided 
attention to. 

How about you? 
What are your tech 
resolutions for 2016? 
Are you getting poor 
sleep because you 
can’t stop checking 
your social media 
feeds while in bed? 
Do you still text and 
call while driving? 
Do you unmindfully 
post and share stuff 
on Facebook without 
verifying them first? 
Are you one of ‘em  
parents who put up 
their phablets, tablets, 
and cameras to record 
their children’s school 
play but miss the 
actual experience of 
watching the show? 

The New Year is always 
a good opportunity to 
clean up our acts. And 
so in this first issue 
of Speed, we offer 
suggestions on how 
you can improve, reset, 
or upgrade your tech 
life (p.80) and how, if 
you’re a parent or an 

B
adult, you can raise 
tech-responsible  
kids (p. 116).

Of course, we have the 
regulars: new, shiny 
products starting with 
the groundbreaking 
Lytro Immerge (p.28), 
product reviews of the 
latest tech toys, and 
other articles worth 
your time, including 
an interview with Cash 
Cab Philippines host 
Ryan Agoncillo, and a 
feature on some cool 
multitools that you 
should consider for 
your everyday carry.

Happy tech-tastic  
New Year, geeks!
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Dr. Iris Thiele Isip 
Tan is an internist-
endocrinologist. She is 
Chief of the university 
of the Philippines 
Medical Informatics 
unit. She is the recipient 
of the first uP Gawad 
Pangulo award for 
Progressive Teaching 
and Learning. recently, 
her blog endocrine-
witch.net won the 
People’s Choice award 
in the 2015 Philippine 
Blogging awards. 
Her post, “Why Does 
Self-diagnosis annoy 
Doctors?” won Blog 
Post of the year.

Ron Cruz is well on his way into 
becoming a grumpy old man. 
He is delaying this inevitable 
transformation by playing card and 
board games, trawling the interwebs, 
and stuffing his face silly with junk 
food. He still has an unhealthy 
obsession with cats.

Carmela Maraan Fernando is a freelance copywriter who 
has returned to two of her many first loves, art and cooking. 
She’s currently engrossed with vegan food preparation and 
photography, and you can check out some of her creations  
@carmelabyday on Instagram.





Inbox
We want to 
hear from you!
Send in your thoughts and comments 
about Speed by dropping us a line or two 
at editorial@speed-mag.com.

Speed feed

@maxenemagalona: 
Happy Holidays! My 
second Speed magazine 
cover is out this month! 
Hope you guys can grab 
a copy!

@mrandmrsfrancisco: I 
love it Maxy

@maxenefever: Glamorous

@mariajolina_ig: Ganda!!!!!

@netmvict: Very nice 
gorgeous photo, what else 
can I say... ur dp and Speed 

cover, perfect! :) #fangirl

Hi!

I saw your “Empire Strikes Again” article in 
your December issue, and as a Star Wars 
fan, I was very happy to see gadgets inspired 
by one of my favorite movie franchises of all 
time. (I write this a week before The Force 
Awakens comes out, and I hope I won’t 
be disappointed. Then again, I don’t think 
anything will top The Empire Strikes Back as 
my favorite Star Wars movie.)

Back to your feature…I would love to have an 
HP Star Wars Special Edition laptop or the 
Devon watch. They’re so cool! 

Great December issue, Speed! Keep it up and 
more power!

Marvin Mencias
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The Force is 
strong in your 
December issue

Hello, Marvin.

They’re cool, we think, too. 
Fans of Star Wars, we are 
ourselves. On these fun 
topics, we work hard. Happy 
that readers like you enjoy 
them, we are so. A fellow 
Rebel Alliance supporter, we 
assume you are. For that, 
BlueAnt Pump Mini wireless 
HD audio sportbuds 
worth P4,750 from Digits 
Trading, we give you. Your 
music listening experience 
unhindered, may these keep, 
even while running from the 
Imperial Army, you are.

May the Force be with you 
when you visit the Speed HQ.

Hot, hot list!
Dear Speed,

I really love your Hot List 2015 in your December issue. It’s very entertaining to read,  
plus it seems na pinag-isipan niyong mabuti yung list. Did you guys fight over the 
rankings? Haha! I don’t really agree with everything there though. For example, Snapchat 
should be in [the] Mobile Apps [list]. Or is it because it’s old kaya hindi na kasama? But 
anyways, congrats, guys! You did a great job overall! Looking forward to reading more 
issues of Speed.

Anton Vidanes

Maxene to the max
What a nice way to end the year—with 
Maxene Magalona in Speed! She looks so 
gorgeous on your December cover that I 
immediately got a copy when I saw one at 
National Bookstore. Love it!

Marissa de Guzman

Good guide
I saw a copy of your November issue at 
my friend’s house. It was only my second 
(or third?) time to read your magazine. But 
wow, I’m glad I read your November issue. 
It’s very informative and nicely designed. 
My favorite part is the Holiday Gift Guide. 
It helped me pick Christmas gifts for my 
loved ones. Thanks a lot, Speed!

Lawrence



Trending
TECH FRONTIERS

Words  Candy VillanueVa-lykes

Hey, you! i’m talking to you! don’t 
you look away! My name is Talking 
ally, a robot designed to get your 
attention. There is no ignoring me. 

My name is ally,

As you can tell by now, I am 
not just any kind of robot. 
Those walking tin cans you 
call robots use monologue 
mechanisms, so they 
continue conversing with 
you the same way even 
when you’re not paying 
attention (kind of like 
how you are when your 
mom nags you). But I am 
designed differently. I can 

track your gaze, and will 
know if you’re not paying 
attention and are looking  
at something else.

So look into my eye—yes, 
just one—while you’re 

talking to me, because I will not be  
ignored. Actually, I have another eye that 
you can’t see which tracks your face.  
If you’re not paying attention, I will bug 
you until I get your undivided attention. 
More than just the standard “Yoo-hoo! I’m 
here!” I can spout out trivia that is more 
interesting than whatever it is that you are  
preoccupied with.

I can be a very engaging conversationalist, 
nodding my head vigorously as if  
you just said the most profound thing.  
My servomotors and springs give me a 
great range of movement, so not only can I 
nod, I can also turn my head around to see 
what is distracting you.

This is not just all talk. I’ve already been 
tested with volunteers who are distracted 
by sports programs playing on TV. When 
they watched the show for too long, I was 
able to call their attention and re-engage 
them in a meaningful conversation. 

And just so you know, annoying you is not 
my only goal. I am designed so that my 
creators will eventually figure out how to 
develop a more natural interaction between 
my kind and yours. Because frankly, you’re 
not that easy to talk to.

and I’m not just your 
ordInary talkIng robot
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See 
through 
walls

Slim down 
your fat (cellS) 
If only there was a swItch that  
we can flIck to tell our body to 
stop eatIng, weIght-loss wouldn’t 
be so hard and tIrIng.

well, thanks to the recent discovery that 
sheds light to how our body breaks down 
fat, it can be done. 

leptin is a hormone that tells your brain 
how to regulate your food intake and how 
fast or slow fat is broken down. as leptin 
levels rise, your appetite falls and your 
metabolism increases. the opposite is true 
when your leptin levels fall; your appetite 
rises and your metabolism slows. there 
are people, however, who are insensitive 
or resistant to leptin, which means their 
brains are unable to receive signals  
from fat cells properly.

through the research by a team from 
Portugal, it was discovered that leptin’s 
fat-burning switch can be turned on to  
help the brain and the fat tissue to 
communicate with each other and prompt 
the fat breakdown. 

using a combination of techniques  
and experiments, the research team 
identified nerve fibers—sympathetic 
neurons—that offer a potential target for 
obesity treatments other than leptin.  
the researchers genetically engineered 
mice so that they could selectively turn 
on the sympathetic nerves within rodent 
fat tissues using a laser. it was discovered 
that turning on those nerves mimic the 
effect of increasing leptin, which is to 
stimulate fat breakdown.
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If There’s one Power you’d  
LIke To hAve, X-rAy vIsIon wouLd 
ProbAbLy be rIghT uP There  
wITh fLyIng, InvIsIbILITy,  
And mInd reAdIng.

We can’t say much about the other three, 
but X-ray vision is getting closer within 
our reach with the RF Capture, a device 

that uses radio frequency (RF) 
signals to take snapshots of a 
human figure through a wall. 

A wireless transmitter fitted 
behind a wall emits signals that 
reflect off the body behind the 
wall. Once it detects a body, the 
signal is reflected back and is 
then stitched to reconstruct the 
silhouette into a single image. 

The device can also detect 
gestures and body movements 
as subtle as the rise and 
fall of a person’s chest. This 
breakthrough could greatly 
help in the medical field, 
rescue and surveillance 
operations, motion capturing 
for films, among others.

Beauty is  
in the AI of 
the beholder

Some people lIve 
for every lIke, 
heArt, or fAvorIte 
thIer SelfIeS get 
on SocIAl medIA. 
But how do you know 
if your carefully 
orchestrated self-
portrait will be a big 
hit or a big bomb 
among your social 
media circle? Well, 
you can ask your 
friend, mom, or bae  
first before you post  
your photo. 

Or ask a neural network if  
you want.

An artificial intelligence 
trained by Stanford PhD 
candidate Andrej Karpathy 
can gauge if your selfie will 
earn likes and loves. Using 
two million selfies culled 
from the Web, Karpathy 
trained a 140-million-
parameter state-of-the-
art Convolutional Neural 
Network to measure  
the ultimate selfie based 
on the number of likes 
each picture got.

According to the AI, here 
are the traits that make 
a good selfie: crop out 
your forehead, grow long 
locks, use filters, and oh, 
be a woman, among other 
things. Have your selfie 
judged by tweeting it to  
@deepselfie. Let’s see how 
you will fare.

MIT CSAIL
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The stair-climbing 
Scalevo is an all-electric 
wheelchair engineered 
with retractable tracks. 
This promises to turn 
climbing stairs and 
crossing overpasses into 
an easy-peasy task.  

 
To climb the stairs on the Scalevo, press a button while at the bottom of the 
steps to prompt the rotating tracks to protrude and align with the stairs through 
the help of built-in sensors. The Scalevo then adjusts the seat height through a 
piston-driven system to stay balanced. That solves the problem of going up and 
down the stairs in a wheelchair without any help from a companion or stranger.

Not every city allows easy 
mobility of persoNs with 
disabilities (pwds). but a new 
technology has just trail-blazed new 
roads for those who need to move 
around in a wheelchair. 
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Voice of the Voiceless

climb on wheels
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HOw SURE ARE yOU THAT THE 
wATER yOU ARE dRINkING IS 
cLEAN? GETTING A SAmpLE 
ANd SENdING IT TO A LAb JUST 
wOULdN’T cUT IT wHEN yOU’RE 
ALREAdy pARcHEd.
 
A new technology wants to give 
you the assurance, thanks to a 
biosensor that can test water  
and give immediate, almost real-
time, results. 
 
This smart sensor for water has  
the ability to detect bacteria and 
alert you once contamination 
occurs. Using a technique called 
impedance flow cytometry,  
the biosensor uses electrodes 
that carry multi-frequency 
voltage signals. Bacteria that hit 
the electrodes are differentiated 
from other non-organic particles, 
prompting the alert.  
 
At present, some water facilities 
only take water samples once or 
twice a week, leaving a gap between 
some dates and opening a window 
for undetected contamination. 
Integrating this new technology  
into large-scale water plants  
or rural communities may help 
reduce waterborne diseases across 
the globe. 

h20
sanitation 
sensor

PeoPle with hearing and sPeech imPediments may now be able  
to sPeak with the aid of this new gizmo. the signlanguageglove  
is a newly designed wearable that can convert sign language  
into text or sPoken dialogue. 
 
integrated with sensors that detect hand and finger gestures, this wearable 
recognizes even the slightest of movements. fitted into the signlanguageGlove 
are five flex sensors that monitor the movement of every finger, while a built-in 
accelerometer detects the orientation of the glove. 
 
Although this may not be the first time that the concept of a movement-to-
speech technology became a hot topic, its integration with mobile devices could 
prove as a promising and refreshed take. the designer of signlanguageGlove, 
hadeel Ayoub, is eyeing to add real-time language translation and built-in  
Wi-fi connectivity. 
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A heart of foam
Words PAT CALICA

Today’s artificial hearts 
get the job done—pumping 
blood throughout the 
circulatory system—but 
these rigid blocks of 
machinery are aliens 
inside the human body.

Soon, however, an artificial 
pumping heart that imitates the shape and functions of the real deal could 
replace your unhealthy heart. And it will not be out of place inside your 
fleshy body.

The key to this is a solid, porous plastic foam that lets air flow through the 
pores. This material is soft, stretchable—elastic, if you may—and is said 

to be more efficient in 
pumping fluids.

To create the foam  
heart, an elastomeric 
foam is poured inside a 
3D-printed mold of the 
human heart. The initial 
model made for testing 
has only two chambers—
as opposed to the four 
that a person has—and is 
coated with plastic to seal 
the form in like a skin.

The speed at which the 
foam heart is able to  
pump fluid is still limited, 
and the material would 
have to undergo more 
tests and gain clinical 
approval first. 

Australian recording  
artist Sia sings about  
thick skin and elastic  
heart, but researchers  
at Cornell University are 
onto something else.  

Cornell University
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Beach- 
cleaning 
Bikini 

A new material created 
from the the oily skin  
of citrus fruits may just 
be a simpler and more 
efficient way to reduce 
mercury pollution in  
the environment.
 
The new substance, 
called sulfur-limonene 
polysulfide, is a polymer 
created from sulfur and 
limonene—a substance 
found in the oily skin 
of citrus fruits. Using 
the process known as 
waste-valorization—or 
the industrial process 
of reusing, recycling, or 
composting wastes into  
useful products or sources 
of energy—the scientists 
transformed two industrial 
by-products of sulfur, from 
petroleum, and limonene 
from citrus peel, to create 
the new polymer.
 

Recycled 
oRange peel

The substance binds very well 
with heavy metals. By bonding 
mercury to the new substance, 
the researchers discovered that 
almost 50 percent of mercury 
solution was easily removed. 
The process is currently 
undergoing further treatments 

to reduce the level of mercury almost to nil, to the point of 
making mercury-laden water drinkable. The new material also 
changes color in response to exposure to mercury, thus making 
it able to detect mercury pollution in water and soil. 
 
With more than 70 million tons of sulfur and 70,000 tons of 
limonene produced yearly from the petroleum and citrus 
industries, respectively, there is literally no lack of raw materials 
for the polymer. Not only is it good for reducing mercury 
pollution, it is also a new way of recycling abundant waste 
materials and converting them into material that is much  
easier to store. 

AustrAliAn reseArchers 
At Flinders university hAve 
discovered Another use For 
recycled orAnge peel other 
thAn A compost pit. 

reduces mercury pollution

If you can clean up Boracay’s 
Beaches By sImply goIng for a 
swIm, would you?  
 
Married engineering professors Mihri and 
Cengiz Ozkan from University of California 
Riverside have found a way to clean the 
ocean simply by going for a swim. 

Their creation, The SpongeSuit, recently 
won first place at RESHAPE’s 2015 
Wearable Technology Competition. It is 
basically a bikini that repels water and 
absorbs harmful contaminants in  
the ocean.
 
The SpongeSuit is made of a carbon-
based material simply known as “the 
Sponge.” It is developed from heated 
sucrose, a form of sugar. It absorbs 
everything but water and can hold up to 
25 times its own weight. The bikini itself 
is two millimeters thick, has an estimated 
surface area of 250 square centimeters, 
and weighs a mere 54 grams. It can be 
worn an average of 20 times before it 
loses its absorptive power.
 
Once a Sponge is used up, the pollutants 
can be emptied by heating the suit to a 
temperature of more than 1,000°C. Since 
that kind of heat is not accessible to the 
average bikini wearer, the bikini’s elastic 
material is designed for easy removal of 
the used Sponge pad and can be replaced 
by a new one to recycle the old swimsuit.
 
The SpongeSuit, according to its creators, 
is safe to wear. Contaminants will not 
touch the wearer’s skin since they will be 
confined in the inner pores of the bikini 
material. Aside from swimsuits, the 
creators are also exploring possibilities 
of developing surfboards and other swim 
gear that will perform the same function.

Flinders University Eray Carbajo
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T cyberspace

A different kind of 
treAsure hunt

The game crams movie 
references into a garage 
stuffed with items related 
to 66 iconic movies, 
and challenges you to 
find them and name the 
corresponding films. 

Sounds easy enough? 
Even fans of the film are 

stumped and can’t seem to get close to the 66th mark. Most items are 
cleverly hidden in piles of clutter scattered everywhere. Clues are tiny, 
and there seems to be no way to enlarge the image to get a closer look. 
Although a lot of objects look familiar, sometimes it takes time before the 
answer dawns on you. A gremlin hides cleverly behind what is probably 
another movie reference, while a little yellow smiley face can leave you 
perplexed. And even the most obvious—a manhole right in the middle of 
the floor—can be overlooked.

Film fanatics and popcorn fans are  
up to the challenge in spite of the  
difficulty. The puzzle is presented  
in excellently made graphics coupled  
with dark gritty music. After three  
wrong guesses, the garage lights  
go out, and you are taunted to try again 
with more movie references like, “Hello? 
Is anybody there? You’ve got to think 
McFly, if you want to get back in the Doc’s 
good books. Chicken!”

A correct answer will earn you a badge,  
a bonus video from the film you guessed, 
and the right to feel smug for a few 
seconds until you start searching  
for the next movie reference. 
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PopCorn Garage 

PoPCorn GArAGe 
(popcorngarage.com) is 
the PortAl for moVie 
buffs And reAlly, 
for Anyone who hAs 
nothinG better to do. 



Not every oNliNe coNteNt is 
believable, especially wheN it 
aNNouNces that your favorite 
pop icoN just got killed—agaiN. 
but how do you know the line between 
reality and fiction when it has been 
blurred in the fast-paced social  
media age?
 
First Draft News (firstdraftnews.com) 
wants the public to develop the habit of 
verifying content and to become more 
critical of online news. Formed by media 
collective First Draft Coalition, it publishes 
informative news, features, case studies, 
guides, interviews, videos and podcasts, 
and even interactive content on various 
topics, including verifying content, context 
building, and strengthening online 
journalism, contextualized in some of the 
hottest global news.  
 
This informational website targets the 
training of newsrooms, where writers, 
editors, and producers can use the site as 
a resource material. First Draft News can 
also serve as an online community for  
the public. 
 
Among notable features of the site include 
allowing users to sign in, save articles 
or guides, recommend to friends, and 
organize saved content into “packs” for 
easy sharing.
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Fact or 
Fiction

Tcyberspace
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Hightail Spaces  
(spaces.hightail.com)  
is an online sharing 
platform that works  
like Google Docs but  
is designed for more  
visual content and users 
(e.g., photographers  
and artists) because it lets 
you share images, PDFs, 
presentations, and other 
documents among  
your circle. 
 
Knowing that communication 
keeps the ideas flowing, 

are you part of an art 
collective or a budding 
graphic design group? this 
new webpage may just be 
the perfect tool for your 
collaborations. 

artist’s circle
Hightail Spaces lets you 
post that constructive 
criticism or highly needed 
compliment right on an 
image. The page alerts you 
of new annotations through 
an email notification. 
 
Using the website is as 

simple as dragging files onto the Hightail 
Spaces page. This uploads your files to 
unique “Spaces” that you can link to your 
teammates. 
 
There’s also no limit to the number  
of files and size of photos you can upload. 
For a free account, you are given two 
Spaces, but wanting beyond that would 
require you a Pro account for about $15  
per month. 
 
Don’t worry about file theft because 
Hightail Spaces uses unique URLs for every 
Space. You also have the option to place an 
access code for added security.

Walk back in time
Let this website reintroduce world history to you. 
 
Histography (histography.io) is an interactive webpage 
that plots the history of humanity into a moving and 
graphic timeline designed by Matan Stauber. 
 
It isn’t like a linear history graph from your classic 
old textbook or your local museum’s lobby. Instead, 
Histography shows you history as multiple dots, 
with every dot representing a monumental occasion 
for humanity—be it a breakout invention or a cold, 

devastating war. Hovering your 
mouse on a single dot reveals 
a photo and description of that 
specific event. 
 
Want to retrace history back  
from the Big Bang? You can 
customize your view from a wider 
bird’s eye to a more zoomed-in 
perspective. If you’re looking for 
specific content, just customize 
and filter your search. 







MOBILE APPS

Words ERIK PAOLO ESCUETA

Platforms: Android, iOS

BENEATH THE 
LIGHTHOUSE

BENEATH THE
LIGHTHOUSE IS A FUN
AND QUIRKY PUZZLER
where you rotate and spin the screen
to get the protagonist—a lone boy searching 
for his missing grandfather—out of the way 
of obstacles and traps, dropping him into the 
next door or passageway to descend further 
underneath said grandfather’s lighthouse.

Admittedly, in practice, the gameplay
is devilishly fun and clever. Quite often you’ll 
be spinning things around feverishly and with 
calculated speed just to toss the kid into the 
right nook and cranny (or out, depending on
the situation) and escape any death-dealing 
traps, which range from swinging guillotines
to spiked floors and walls. 

The visuals are quite vivid even if the color 
palette rarely changes, thanks to a geometrical 
pixel art style that’s very animated and littered 

with little things moving about that feel full of life. 
And you’ll definitely want to take stock of every ounce 
of detail you see, since it could mean life or death
at the slightest tilt or turn, with your charge’s
joyful giggles and 
laughter turning
into a scream
of bitter regret. 

To say that Beneath 
the Lighthouse is 
one of those games 
that’ll keep you interested and hooked for hours
on end is essentially an understatement. It’s also 
worth the in-app purchase price to remove the ads, 
since it also removes the lives system in favor
of infinite retries—a boon when playing longer and 
more complex level sequences and combinations.
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GREAT BIG STORY 
Platforms: Android, iOS 

The idea behind Great Big Story is 
arguably a striking one: a regularly 
updated collection of quality, bite-sized 
informational videos that’s befitting of 
today’s media-centric consumer. It tackles 
the problem with most video curation 
apps—the need to filter thoroughly for the 
good stuff—by offering original productions 
that cover a wide range of topics such as 
cultural oddities, geographical wonders, 
and historical revelations. 

The brevity of each video means more time 
watching than waiting, plus the high quality 
of the programming should not leave you 
disappointed in its presentation. So if you’re 
curious about the world’s most iconic
coffee cup or why Zanzibar’s sea turtles
are in danger, then this new streaming 
video storyteller app is most likely worth
a gander.

DSCO 
Platform: iOS 

If the mobile internet 
has taught us one thing, 
it’s that animated GIFs 
are notoriously effective 
in spreading animated 
wisdom (or in-motion 
comedy, depending 
on which websites 
you regularly visit) to 
the global populace. 
And DSCO, the new 
recording app from 
the same developers 
of popular camera app 
VSCO, wants to make 
creating your own
GIFs a seamless
and classy exercise. 

And it couldn’t be any 
simpler—just tap and 
hold the screen to 
record with the in-app 
camera, and once you 
release your finger 
the GIF is ready to 
be shared. To liven 
things up, there are 
also different filters 
and effects, including 
limited edition ones 
that should add some 
creative distinction to 
your creations. It’s just
a little odd that you 
can’t use existing video 
clips in your phone’s 
camera roll to make 
your GIFs.

DNA PLAY
Platforms: Android, iOS 

Apparently taking the song “Monster Mash” 
quite literally, DNA Play lets you create and 
build your own transformable monsters in 
real-time by modifying their DNA using
a sequencer. 

The seemingly endless number of possible 
monster mutations and DNA combos—
the developer attests that there are about 
200 billion monsters you can come up 
with—certainly gives the app a lasting 
appeal. And it’s not a garish-looking affair 
either; the flat art style and simple color 
combinations give the monsters a look
and feel that’s both freakish and friendly
for kids and adults of all ages. 

PLOTAGON 
Platform: iOS 

Definitely a different take on educational 
apps, Plotagon lets you create your
own animated story shorts using your 
own characters and settings, all in 3D 
cartoon glory. 

Granted, the graphics quality isn’t
exactly high-end as are the provided
3D models and textures, but the 
finished output does look acceptable 
with some precise animations and 
detailed environments that could even 
give professional studios a run for their 
money. The fact that you can even add 
your own audio and sound effects makes 
Plotagon even more doubly impressive. 

You’re really only limited by your 
imagination, as the online community 
can attest—some submissions have hit 
multiple seasons and episodes, while 
others have opted to create comedy 
sketches, pop culture re-enactments,
and even animated selfies. 

If you fancy yourself the creative type,
you owe it to yourself to give Plotagon
a go.
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technosphereT

Before I focused on covering the  
technology beat, I was a music reviewer 
and critic, and I have been a music lover 
and collector ever since I can remember. 
Like most mediums, music has been greatly 
transformed in the past  
20 years. 

I remember when FM radio was the great 
music discovery tool. It was where you 
heard new songs and musicians first,  
and then you went on to buy a single or an 
LP record (long playing), or a cassette tape 
if you preferred that.

From analog to digital
Today, music streaming services have taken 
over the role of music discovery, delivery, 
and point of sale terminals.

You can use a service like Apple Music or 
Spotify to find new music and artists,  
and if you are a paid subscriber, you can 
carry that song or album on your mobile 
device and play it anywhere you want. If 
you really want to buy the song, there are 
dozens of online services that will sell it to 
you, and you can ‘own’ the song or album 
within minutes (depending on how fast your 
internet connection is).

This is the way music is promoted, 
distributed, or sold, and it is ideal for a whole 
new generation of users who have never 
bought a CD or a record because to them 
music is nothing more than a digital file.

Wi-Fi music
I recently got my first Sonos wireless 
speaker second hand, a first-generation 
Play 5 model. This speaker runs on my home 
Wi-Fi and accesses my Spotify playlists 
directly as well as whatever music I have 
stored in my hard drives or connected 
mobile devices. 

Sonos speakers really complete the circle of 
how music is now consumed. While these 
speakers have a line in that can take a CD 
player or iPod, the real magic happens 
through apps that access music services.

Most music streaming services can be 
accessed via the Sonos app, which then 
controls the speakers. Being Wi-Fi-enabled 
speakers means that Sonos has better 
range and can stream higher quality file that 
sound as good as CDs. I use Spotify, Google 
Play Music, and Tidal’s streaming services, 
and found that they are seamlessly 
connected to Sonos’ app.

The ease of finding and playing music 
is outstanding. I like to listen to jazz and 

classical while working and using Spotify’s curated playlists. 
I can always find the right music for the right mood. If I’m 
starting to feel drowsy and need to pick up my pace of work, 
I can play some lively alternative or even heavy metal to fuel 
me through the day.

Google Play Music, which has absorbed Songza, now  
also offers a range of human-curated playlists plus some  
smart algorithmic playlist to suit every mood and moment.  
Google boasts 35 million songs in its library and Spotify has 
30 million, which is really more than any one person would 
have in their collection.

Appreciation vs convenience
There’s no arguing the ease and convenience of being able 
to access and enjoy almost any song your heart desires,  
and play it back on any device. Personally, I think this is a 
result of great innovation, although something is lost in the 
art of appreciating music.

What I mean is, the whole concept of what a piece of music 
used to be: an album with artwork, lyrics, and the whole 
experience of unwrapping a vinyl record, cassette tape or 
CD, and really immersing oneself in all the aspects of the 
band, album, and individual songs.

These days, we just get the song, maybe the lyrics and  
a small image, and most listeners are fine with that.

The economics of play
What I wonder and worry about is how musicians profit from 
these new streaming services. I know they get paid very 
little for thousands of plays, which means it will take a lot for 
them to earn from their music. Many have taken to touring 
and selling merchandise to break even. But what other 
incentive do they have?

Sadly, few artists are as influential as Taylor Swift or Adele 
who can choose to deny streaming services of their new 
album in favor of actual CD sales.

The music industry is a prime example of how technology 
can take over and change a business for better or for worse. 
Music lovers now have unparalleled access to music for 
less than the price of a CD, and musicians have to find 
alternative ways to earn from their highly commoditized 
music creations.

Gadget, gear, and technology insights

Gadjo 
Cardenas 
sevilla

The new world 
order of music
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This is your design.

We all see and experience things 
differently. But imagine being able  
to bring other people into your world 
and see things from your perspective—
or at least from the perspective of  
your camera. That’s what Lytro,  
the imaging company that develops 
groundbreaking Light Field cameras, 
promises to put in your hands with 
the Lytro immerge, which takes 
virtual reality (Vr) filmmaking and 
storytelling to new heights.
The Lytro Immerge is a system that includes a 360-degree 
camera, a server, editing tools, and a player, all working 
together to bring a more immersive and realistic virtual 
experience. By creating a lifelike VR scene, the viewer has 
the freedom to move forward, backward, up, down, and 
sideways—or the six degrees of freedom (6DoF).

God  
of lyt
lytro Immerge
Words AriThA ZeL ZALAMeA

The 360-degree 
camera is a dense 

light field camera. Instead 
of capturing several 
shots and stitching them 
together to complete  
the 360-degree view,  
it captures the entire 
scene, including inanimate 
and moving objects, in just 
one shot using no other 
than Light Field array.

The Light Field 
camera is highly 

configurable in that you 
can set it to capture 
360-degree, 180-degree, 
parallax, or spherical 
images, among others.  
It contains depth 
information in every 
frame, allowing you, the 
storyteller, to control depth 
of field and therefore, 
distance perspective.

The spherical 
camera is made up 

of five layers packed with 
sensors. Each layer takes 
in light data like no other. 
This construction allows 
the camera to identify 
where the light hits the 
surface and the direction 
that that light is traveling, 
and therefore recreate the 
whole scene as it is viewed.

This is big data,  
and by big data,  

we mean huge. That’s 
where the Lytro Server 
comes in to store the 
lightray information that 
the 360-degree camera has 
captured, which includes 
colors and distance. Lytro 
has developed a way to 
create a 3D model for 
viewers to move with 6DoF 
within a lifelike virtual 
reality space.

But what to do with 
all the Light Field 

data and footage you’ve 
just captured? Lytro won’t 
leave you dry. The company 
has also created Light 
Field editing tools that are 
compatible with popular 
post-processing programs 
being used today. 

Finally, you have 
completed your  

work of art. Have it  
played on the Lytro 
Immerge Player, the 
playback engine that lets 
your VR content be played 
and viewed using popular 
VR headsets and other 
VR-capable platforms. 
The scene, which you 
have taken Light Field 
information from,  
will be rebuilt in virtual 
reality via computer 
generation for others 
to experience without 
transporting through  
time and space.
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Jack be 
simple

Basic is classic. Whether 
you’re catching up with 
friends over coffee or 
impressing a client with 
your genius, you can 
never go wrong with 
understated style.

The (1)Zara Man shirt with 
contrast band (P2,295) 
achieves that clean look; 
its detailed collar, cuffs, 
and buttons prevent it from 
looking too bland. Pair it 
with the (2)Zara Man pants 
(P2,595) for a put together, 
minimal look. For some 
leather goodness that isn’t too 
confining, get the (3)Lacoste 
Low-rise Chaymon Trainers 
with punched leather (£80  
or €110).

Keep your new Apple iPhone 
6s protected and juiced up 
using the (4)Apple iPhone 6s 
Smart Battery Case ($99).  
The battery pack at the back 
of the case provides up to 25 
hours of additional talk time 
and 18 hours of LTE use.

Now all you need is the 
perfect pen to go with your 
look and work demands. Say 
no more. The (5)Pen Uno ($25) 
is the slim, lightweight, and 
sturdy writing tool that you’re 
looking for. It can even match 
your iPhone’s color because 
it is available in space grey, 
silver, gold, and rose gold.

5
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Drive to 
success

As you blaze a trail  
toward success, make 
sure you come with the 
right gear and garb to 
look every inch the winner 
that you are.

Start off by exuding  
authority while you’re in the 
(1)Mango Man slim-fit cotton 
suit blazer (P6,495) and (2)
Mango slim-fit cotton suit 
trousers (P3,295).

A computing device that is  
as bullish, competent,  
and flexible as you are, the 
13-inch (3)Lenovo YOGA 
900 2-in-1 laptop (P78,995) 
features an Intel Core i7 
processor and the latest 
Windows 10 operating system. 
The 360-degree watchband 
hinge allows the use of the 
YOGA 900 in laptop, tent, 
stand, and tablet modes. Keep 
inside your breast pocket the 
(4)Montblanc M Pen by Marc 
Newson screenwriter ($460), 
so you can draw, write, and 
sketch on the YOGA 900’s 
touch display when an idea 
strikes you.

Fuel your drive to be the best 
with the (5)Bremont Jaguar 
MKIII watch strapped on  
your wrist. The MKIII comes 
with a 43mm steel case and  
a tachometer-like dial with  
a date window at the six 
o’clock mark.
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Technical 
Traveling

They say traveling is 
the only thing you buy 
that makes you richer. 
So, book a trip for every 
holiday or long weekend 
and prepare the stuff 
you’ll be lugging around.

What you need to always have 
are clothes that are practical 
and comfortable like the  
(1)H&M Joggers (P1,490) 
and the (2)H&M Waffle-knit 
sweater (P1,490). For some 
Back to the Future traveling, 
you have the (3)Falyon SDJ-01 
self-drying jacket to make 
sure that no rain, melting 
snow, or spilled drinks will 
ruin your fun.

The (4)Nike SB P-Rod 9 
Elite brings the worlds of 
skates and hoops together 
as it perfectly marries the 
signature sneaker design of 
professional skateboarder 
Paul Rodriguez with some  
Air Jordan details. 

No matter where you are on 
the globe, stay connected with 
the (5)Lenovo YOGA Tab 3 Pro 
(P29,999). This tablet features 
1.44GHz to 2.24GHz processor, 
2GB RAM, and an Android 
5.1 OS, aside from its built-in 
entertainment features such 
as the optimized HD display, 
pico projector, and front-
facing JBL speakers.

5
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Twin- 
headed 
shooTer
starmobile Knight 
Spectra

Snipe like a pro 
Shooter uSing 
the firSt pinoy-
brand phone to 
incorporate a 
dual rear camera—
Starmobile’S lateSt 
flagShip, the knight 
Spectra. 

This device is armed with a 
one-two combo of 13MP and 
2MP rear shooters that aim 
to create photographs with 
richer colors and sharper 
details. Fast-focusing and 
multiple shooting features aim 
to enhance your photography 
further. Review every dazzling 
shot you take on the 5.5-inch 
Full HD AMOLED display.   
The Knight Spectra is powered 
by an octa-core Qualcomm 
Snapdragon 615 processor, 
3GB RAM, 32GB expandable 
internal storage, and a 
3500mAh battery.  
Price: P14,990

Ideapad 500 (starts at P49,995) loaded  
with more than enough power thanks  
to its 6th-generation Skylake Intel  
Core i7-6500U dual-core processor, 
8GB/16GB RAM, 1TB HDD, and a Full HD 
1920 x 1080 screen. 

For desktop users, the Ideacentre AIO 700 
(P69,990) is the beast for every gaming  
or multimedia warfare as it comes 
bolstered with the latest 6th-generation 
Intel Core i7 processor, a 24-inch 10-point 
multi-touch display, JBL stereo speakers,  
and a dedicated NVIDIA GTX graphics card.  

Conquering worlds
Lenovo Ideapad 
100, Ideapad 500, and 
Ideacentre AIO 700
Why just take over a whole world when  
you can conquer three? If your daily  
combat involves endless hours of paper 
work at coffee shops or on the road,  
the 14-inch Ideapad 100 could be the 
perfect value companion. Starting at 
P18,995, this portable 1.9kg laptop 
promises that working on your files 
becomes a breeze with its 5th-generation 
Intel Core processor and up to 8GB DDR3L 
memory. Making room for your important 
documents, photos, and videos is a 500GB 
HDD or up to 128GB SSD memory capacity. 

If you need more fire power in your arsenal, 
gun for the Windows 10-powered 15.6-inch 

ideapad 100

ideapad 500
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DYNAMIC DUO
PT-LB412 and PT-TW343R 

projectors
Words ANTONIO JOSE GALAURAN

Panasonic wants information to flow smoothly inside corporate halls and learning 
institutions, and its latest projectors back this vision by displaying digital content

in superb resolution.

SMART PRESENTER 
Leading this one-two punch is the powerful Panasonic 
PT-LB412 capable of blasting up to 4,100 lumens to 
ensure that every text, image, or video you project 
comes out with superior clarity and detail.

The PT-LB412 is designed to be a cost-effective utility 
tool, as its lamp and air filter replacement cycle can
last up to 10,000 hours using Eco2 mode. 

It’s also the best projector for on-the-go professionals 
thanks to its wireless connectivity feature. By simply 
plugging an optional wireless dongle (ET-WML100)
to any PC, laptop, tablet, or smartphone, you can flash 
any presentation with class, and wow even the sternest 
clients with your innovative genius. 

FOSTERING DYNAMISM 
Another tool to cast your ideas with is the Panasonic PT-TW343R.
Under the hood of this short-throw projector is an innovative feature that 
allows you to draw or write on the projected image with an interactive pen/
pointer. Invite engagement from the audience or students as this feature 
can accommodate up to two users simultaneously, making for livelier 
discussions or learning sessions. The projector also allows you to save
your scribbles and notes on your computer. 

Tough and fit for survival, the PT-TW343R can beam your content at
3,300 lumens with no distortion even at a narrow projection distance.
It has a maximum replacement cycle of up to 10,000 hours using
Eco2 mode and an optional wireless feature using the ET-WML100
USB dongle.

PT-LB412

PT-TW343R

For inquiries, please call (02) 635-2260 loc. 6230/6231 or email bernadeth.nacino@ph.panasonic.com. 
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Flarewear
Huawei Watch

Sophisticated on the outside, but smart from 
within. This is how Huawei wants to project itself 
in the watchmaking arena with the release of the 
Huawei Watch. Inspired by the design of luxury 
Swiss watches, this Android Wear device is 
protected by scratch-resistant sapphire crystal 
and encased in 316L stainless steel. It also 
comes with leather and stainless steel strap 
options. Completing the ensemble is a 1.4-inch 
full circle 400 x 400 AMOLED screen with a pixel 
density of 286ppi. The Huawei Watch is equipped 
with a 1.2GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon 400 
processor, 4GB internal storage,  
and 512MB RAM.  
Price: starts at P19,990
 
 

robusT and 
resilienT 
Fossil Q Founder

Fossil taps two tech giants as it makes its jump 
into the smartwatch scene. The marriage of 
an Intel processor and Google’s Android Wear 
OS gives birth to the Fossil Q Founder, which 
allows you to check calls, emails, and text 
notifications, and track your fitness activities. 
Customize the watch face displayed on a 1.5-
inch 360 x 326-pixel 240ppi LCD to suit your style 
or mood. Available in leather and stainless steel 
strap variants, this smart wearable is dust- and 
water-resistant with an IP67 rating, and could 
last you through a day thanks to its 400mAh 
battery power.  
Price: starts at $275
 
 

Fancy resoluTion
samsung Galaxy Gear S2

Emanating class and digital smarts is the all 
new Samsung Galaxy Gear S2. This Tizen-
powered wearable boasts a 1.2-inch circular 360 
x 360-resolution 302ppi Super AMOLED screen 
that displays time and menus. Incorporated 
into this fancy wearable is a rotating bezel for 
managing your menus, plus multiple sensors 
including an accelerometer, barometer, gyro 
sensor, HR Sensor, light sensor, and more, atop 
the ability to act as a health tracker. The Gear 
S2 is powered by a 1.0GHz dual-core processor, 
512MB RAM, and 4GB internal memory that runs 
on 250mAh juice that can survive 2-3 days on 
moderate use.
Price: starts at P13,490
 
 

Prim and 
PamPered  
Hard Graft Rest Station

Who said only humans can rest?  
Gadgets can, too.

Designer of luxury leather goods Hard Graft 
handcrafts the Rest Station, a rest dock for  
your smartwatches and smartphones, from 
materials sourced in Italy. This premium 
leather-and-wool rest station has a variant 
specifically for the Apple Watch, which comes 
with a clear cut-out for the Apple Watch charger. 
Another variant uses a universal coaster without 
cutouts, specific to any type of smartwatch  
and smartphone.
Price: $73



LONG-TIME WEARABILITY
Housing design is shaped along the outer ear to 
achieve high wearability and sound insulation for a 
low-stress on long time use.

3D FIT STRUCTURE
Ergonomic based design adopts 3D fit structure on 
Ear Pads dispersing lateral pressure for comfort. 
Reduces sound leakage enjoying more of the rich 
sound by cutting-off external noise.

STORAGE
Adopted compact and collapsible design for easy 
storage.

AUX Connection
Use included 3.5mm stereo 
mini-connection and use as wired 
headphone even if battery runs out.

NFC capabilities
Easily pair your android device with the LBT-OH100 
headphone via NFC.

MULTI-POINT CONNECTION
Connect two devices at the same time via bluetooth 
connection.

φ 40mm DRIVER
Produces better Sound quality and clarity.

APT-X CODEC



Executive sound
Harman Kardon 
Esquire 2
 
Turn every boardroom teleconference 
meeting into a sophisticated affair with  
the Harman Kardon Esquire 2.

Crafted out of premium material,  
and available in black, champagne,  
and graphite variants, the Esquire 2 is 
designed to look good on any executive’s 
desktop. On top of its rich high-end 
acoustics courtesy of pure Harman Kardon 
sound engineering, this Bluetooth speaker 

has a conferencing system that 
features a quad-microphone 
VoiceLogic noise- and echo-
canceling tech with 360-degree 
voice pickup.

The Esquire 2 houses a 
3200mAh battery inside its  
190 x 34 x 130mm body, while 
the 599g weight makes it easy 
to carry around.
Price: P10,995

no distractions
audio-technica ATH-ANC40BT
 
Make your Music listening 
More personal (and More 
coMfortable) even when you’re 
on the streets of the noisy city 
jungle.

Audio-Technica’s ATH-ANC40BT QuietPoint 
in-ear headphones can give you that distraction-
free music experience. With its noise-
cancelation feature, you can tune out ambient 
noise and listen more closely to your songs or 
calls. The aptX sound-improvement technology 
fitted on these in-ear headphones promises 
quality audio performance. 

While not really “wireless,” the ATH-ANC40BT 
doesn’t have a need for tangled cable to connect 
to your mobile device. You can pair these 
headphones to your smartphone or tablet  
using Bluetooth.
Price: $179.95 
 

 

start ’em young
onanoff BuddyPhones 

who said only adults can don 
those fancy ear- and neck- 
hugging headphones? now, 
your Music-loving child can, 
too! The OnanOff BuddyPhones is a pair of 
volume-limiting headphones designed to allow 
kids to listen to music or educational materials 
without compromising safety. With peak volumes 
capped at 85dB, rest assured that this gizmo 
won’t damage your child’s hearing. It also comes 
with a built-in BuddyCable audio splitter, so you 
get to monitor or share your tunes together. 
Price: P2,214 
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Movie big shot
JBL Cinema SB250
 
Friday night is movie marathon night.  
The couch is warm, the popcorn is cooked 
right, and the images are vibrant on your 
flat-screen TV. So, let the JBL Cinema 
SB250 wireless speaker system do its 
audio magic.

The Cinema SB250 promises immersive 
home theater experience with its Dolby 
Digital and Harman virtual surround 
sound. To connect to your TV, the SB250’s 
soundbar uses a single cable connection, 
while its separate subwoofer pairs to the 
soundbar wirelessly. Stream music on the 
SB250 from mobile devices via Bluetooth; 
you can even automatically switch between 
your device’s and TV’s audio with the JBL 
SoundShift feature. 
Price: P15,990

esquire 2

cinema sb250





Do you 
comprehenD?
TinymoS Tiny1
 
You don’t need to wait for love 
to fall from the stars. The TinyMOS 
Tiny 1 promises to make it possible for love to 
land straight into your arms, as it flaunts out-of-
this-world low-light photography capabilities. 
Hoping to be the camera of choice of stargazing 
enthusiasts, the Tiny 1 positions itself as an 
astrophotography tool for serious enthusiasts. 
It is encased in brushed aluminum and can also 
capture time-lapse videos up to 2.5K resolution. 
Catch it being crowdfunded early this year.

T arsenal | Cameras

A Vr-y wiDe 
worlD
memora Luna
 
recording videos in 2d has 
become so passe. Luna by Memora is a 
360-degree camera that captures footage up to 
2K resolution. It is also touted as the smallest 
camera of its kind in the market right now. All 
those things sound fine and dandy, but Memora 
doesn’t stop there. The accompanying app 
can play footages taken with the Luna using 
a VR headset for a more immersive viewing. 
Livestream or share your videos via Wi-Fi to 
welcome your friends into the wide world you’re 
living in.
Price: $249 W
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Steady shooter
yuneec Typhoon ActionCam
 
At a time when action cameras are striving to become smaller, lighter,  
and less obtrusive, the Yuneec Typhoon ActionCam proves to be a punk 
device, arriving in the scene with an unwieldy contraption attached to 
it. Hinging itself as the go-to action camera for stable 4K recording, the 
Typhoon ActionCam puts together the CG03 3-axis Gimbal Camera and a 
handle that keeps your shaky hands or wobbly surface from ruining a great 
footage. Attach your mobile device to use its screen as a viewfinder for live 
previews. The Typhoon ActionCam uses a 1/2.3-inch CMOS sensor and is 
capable of recording 4K videos up to 30 frames per second. Get your 120fps 
slow motion fix at 1080p.
Price: $550  
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VR in youR pockeT
Figment VR
 
If you can’t be bothered to 
carry around a tIny cardboard 
box for your Vr needs, there’s 
an accessory made for you—If 
you’re an iPhone user, that Is. 

Figment VR is an iPhone case that packs two VR 
app-ready lenses so you can enjoy immersive VR 
right on your phone wherever you are. When not 
in use, you can just fold the headset part to the 
rear of the case. Available in black and white, 
the sleek case/VR headset is designed to protect 
your iPhone 6/6 Plus or iPhone 6s/6s Plus. It’s 
available for pre-order for $49 on Kickstarter.

ViRTual 
enTeRTainmenT
i am cardboard VR Kit v2.0
 
here’s how to enjoy VIrtual 
realIty the I am cardboard way: 

1. Slide, flip, and secure the VR headset.
2. Download the Google Cardboard app from the 

Apple App Store or Google Play Store.
3. Immerse yourself in a virtual world.

The new VR Cardboard Kit v2.0 comes with 
37mm asymmetrical biconvex lenses with 50mm 
focal length and a conductive foam button that 
replaces the magnet switch of its predecessor. 
There’s also a QR code on the new v2.0 kit that 
automatically calibrates the 3D image that you’ll 
see on your phone to its display size. 

This VR headset is universally compatible with 
all phones with displays up to 6 inches and is 
priced at just P900.
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Peace of mind
yale Travel  
Lock Range
 
Don’t fall victim to laglag-bala or other 
MOs while traveling. Roam the world with 
peace of mind with Yale’s new Travel Lock 
Range, which are designed to be easy on 
the eye, in the hand, and on your luggage. 

It comes in vibrant, easy-to-spot colors 
and is made of solid, molded metal. Soft-
coated, flexible wire shackles prevent 
damage to your bags, and fit easily through 
the zipper-eyes. The 3-digit combination 
codes are easy to set, and can be reset 

whenever you wish. And 
because they’re approved by 
the TSA (Transport Security 
Administration)—which means 
they incorporate a security 
system from Travel Sentry, the 
global standard for security—
security personnel no longer 
need to cut your locks or force 
your bags open if they need to 
inspect your luggage.
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Champ’s kicks
Under ArmoUr 
Curry Two
Knock down defenders like the 
NBA champ and MVP himself 
with the Under Armour Curry 
Two locking your foot. A full-
length Charged Cushioning 
midsole adds support to your 
step, perfect for setting up 
menacing attacks to the hoop 
and redirecting your opponents 
for killer ankle breakers. As 
precise as Steph Curry shoots 
his detonating threes, the 
Curry Two’s UA Speedform 
technology gives precise fit 
to your foot for easy lateral 
movements and for racing up 
and down the hardcourt. The 
shoe is injected with stability 
and control features to help you 
stay on top of your game. 

Its “Iron Sharpens Iron” 
colorway is inspired by the 
Baby-Faced Assassin’s 
commitment to leadership and 
team play. This is embodied 
in the gray upper with a back 
layer of yellow popping though 
perforated pattern, plus a 
midsole with orange to yellow 
colors signifying the forging  
of metal.   
Price: P8,995

BUild 
BrAwn 
BeTTer
Jetstream MG-512 
home gym
 
Turn your home 
inTo your Training 
ground wiTh The 
JeTsTream mg-512 
home gym. This mean 
machine for strengthening  
your upper body is designed  
for bilateral chest press, 
pectoral fly, and reverse 
pectoral fly workouts. Ensuring 
your routine’s efficiency is 
a heavy-duty pulley with a 
bearing supplemented by 
PVC-coated 7 x 11 cables. This 
home gym can be loaded with 
standard 100lbs weight stack 
and can be upgraded to 120lbs 
without changing the cable.  
Price: P26,995

Speed And STABiliTy
newton Distance S IV

engineered To help you race down any 
road wiThouT compromising your ride’s 
sTabiliTy is The newTon disTance s iV. Built on 
a P.O.P. 1 platform, this speedy stability shoe promises comfort and 
responsiveness to your every glide. 

The Action/Reaction Technology in the midfoot provides trampoline-
like motion to your run, helping reduce energy loss. An Extended 
Media Bridge (E.M.B.) makes room for a broader midsole for 
enhanced stability, while the combination of a lightweight, breathable 
mesh upper and anatomical metatarsal stretch panels lets you alight 
in natural motion. 
Price: P7,995
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CusTomizable 
Coffee 

auroma One Coffee Machine

EvEry pErson likEs a diffErEnt 
flavor, mix, and tExturE 

to thEir EvEryday coffEE. 
fortunately, a new coffee maker 

can now create the perfect mix just 
the way you like it. the auroma one 

coffee machine is an automated 
coffee system that can profile the 

taste of your coffee whether you like 
it sweet, creamy, strong, or just about 

every taste in between. 

After taking your morning cup, simply grade 
it through the accompanying app and score 

your coffee’s bitterness, texture, and strength. 
The Auroma One will automatically adjust 

its brewing settings based on your feedback 
until it gives you the perfect cup, not once but 

consistently from there on. This coffee machine 
can change the grind size, temperature, coffee-
to-water ratio, and total dissolved coffee just the 

way you like it.
Price: $249

smarT Coffee 
engineering

De’longhi PrimaDonna Elite

thE pErfEct coffEE rEquirEs 
closE attEntion to dEtail. 

and serious coffee makers like the 
de’longhi primadonna Elite know the 

wisdom behind the perfect cup. 

This coffee machine allows you to control ground 
coarseness, brew flavor, and cream froth of 

your coffee. If you’re up for a quick drink, you 
can also choose from preset coffee drinks via 
the PrimaDonna Elite’s TFT touchscreen or 

through the accompanying mobile app. Beyond 
making plain espresso or latte, it allows you to 

adjust the grinder, milk, and temperature levels, 
making for a highly personalized cup of joe.   

Price: $2,255 

Alpha aura 
rolls-royCe  
Cocktail Hamper
 
When you drive to the countryside for a romantic 
beach date under the star-filled night sky, the 
perfect company to serve your drinks in class is 
the Rolls-Royce Cocktail Hamper. This luxurious 
machine takes the bar with you wherever you go as 
it comes complete with every drinking paraphernalia 
you need. It includes decanters, tumblers, cocktail 
shakers, an atomizer, a strainer, and more.  

Decked with American Walnut wood and premium 
natural grain leather, this cocktail hamper suits the 
design of every premium automobile.  A built-in light 
turns on with every open of the hamper, signifying 
that the bar is officially open.
Price: $46,328
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Take it to the max
Yamaha NMAX
 
Urban riders looking for a sporty ride now 
have another option with the launch of 
Yamaha’s NMAX scooter. 

The 155cc, liquid-cooled engine, which 
produces 15hp and 14.4Nm, was designed 
with fuel efficiency in mind as part of the 
brand’s Blue Core design philosophy. 
According to Yamaha, Blue Core tech 
reduces friction between mating parts, 
improves combustion and cooling 
efficiency, and reduces frictional losses. 

The NMAX also sports Variable Valve 
Actuation (VVA), which regulates fuel 

combustion depending  
on the engine speed.

Other features include  
a smoked out headlamp,  
digital instrument console, 
telescopic forks, and large  
13-inch alloy wheels. Braking 
is courtesy of front and rear 
disc brakes as well as anti-lock 
brake system.  
Price: P118,000 
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Racing Dna
honda RS150
 
Honda’s all-new  
Rs150 is Ready to Rock 
and Race witH a new-
geneRation 150cc 
liquid-cooled doHc 
6-speed engine boRn 
out of Honda’s  
Racing dna.

The sharply designed bike features 
LED headlights, a fully integrated 
digital meter panel, rear and 
big diameter front disc brakes, 
aluminum cast wheel, clamped 
handlebar, tubeless tires, and rear 
mono-shock absorber. Its bank 
angle sensor increases your safety 
by automatically turning off the 
engine in the event of a crash  
or fall.  
 
The RS150, which has a maximum 
power of 16hp @ 9,000rpm, is 
environment-friendly, passing  
Euro 3-compliant emission and 
safety standards.  
Price: P93,900 W
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Gem in The rouGh
honda CR-Z
 
A sporty hybrid with An Attitude, the new 
hondA Cr-Z Comes with 1.5L 4-CyLinder in-
Line engine thAt deLivers 133hp (At) or 134hp 
(mt). Premium features include push-button engine start, 
a 7-inch touchscreen display, electric parking brake, reverse 
parking camera, and 17-inch alloy wheels. 

This state-of-the-art hybrid comes in five color options, including 
several with a two-tone paint job: Helios Yellow Pearl (two-tone), 
Milano Red (two-tone), Premium White Pearl (two-tone), Brilliant 
Sporty Blue Metallic, and Polished Metal Metallic. 

Words Won’T cuT iT
Ferrari 488 GTB
 
be the king of the roAd with 
ferrAri’s ALL-new 488 gtb, the 
sports CAr with the power to 
send you breeZing through the 
Competition. Own the highway with its V8 
90-degree Turbo-Dry Sump engine that delivers 
a whopping 661hp and 760Nm of torque, reaching 
100km from zero in just three seconds. It is 22lbs 
lighter than its predecessor, the Ferrari 458 Italia. 
Feel closer to the circuit without leaving comfort  
and style with Daytona-style seats, traditional 
switches and knobs, a 12-speaker 1280-watt stereo 
sound system, and the Ferrari manettino chassis-
control switch on the steering wheel.
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Ravishing ride
ToyoTa RAV4
 
Roam the metro and rev in style with 
Toyota’s new subcompact hybrid SUV that 
will make heads turn. The 2016 RAV4 is 
equipped with a 2.5L Dual VVT-I 4-Cylinder 
16-Valve DOHC engine that exerts 180hp 
and 233Nm of torque. It sports a 6-speed 
Automatic Transmission with Super 
ECT, 17-inch tires, a new bumper, LED 
headlights, and silvered skid plates. Inside, 
there is a 7-inch touchscreen command 
center and a 360-degree Birds Eye View 
Monitor that uses four cameras covering 
all sides of the car. 

There are four models available: 4x2 Active 
(P1,263,000), 4x2 Active+ (P1,441,000), 4x2 
Premium (P1,863,000), and 4x4 Premium 
(P2,066,000).
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Suave STarTer 
Nissan Almera
 
Take on The busy sTreeTs 
wiTh ease inside The almera. 
nissan’s enTry-level almera 
varianT comes wiTh an in-line 
3-cylinder dohc 12v engine ThaT 
puTs ouT 77hp and 134nm of 
Torque. A stronger powertrain is available: 
a 4-cylinder DOHC 16V engine capable of up to 
97hp and 134Nm of torque. Additional features 
include electric power steering, manual folding 
adjust, and matte black grilles and handles. 
Higher variants get power adjust and 15-inch 
alloy wheels, with the top-of-the-line version 
carrying chrome-plated front grille and handles, 
rear spoiler LED lights, full auto-climate air 
conditioning, rear comfort fan, and leather 
seats. The new Almera comes in Alpine White, 
Brilliant Silver, Titanium Grey, and Bluish 
Black. It is available in five variants: 1.2L MT 
(P630,000), 1.5L MT (P726,000), 1.5L E AT 
(P762,000), 1.5L V AT (P845,000), and 1.5 VL AT 
(P880,000). 
 
 

Fancy & fantastic
PeugeoT 308
 
Peugeot’s all-new 308 sports slim LED headlights,  
a rear LED lighting signature, a steering wheel with a 
mounted instrument panel, and a 9.7-inch touchscreen. 
This compact car comes in two engine options and four 
variants: 1.6L Petrol Allure HB (P1,490,000), 1.6L Diesel 
GT Line HB (P1,890,000), 1.6L Diesel Allure Touring 
(P1,690,000), and 1.6L Diesel GT Line Touring (P1,890,000), 
all equipped with 6-speed automatic transmission.

Bold aNd 
BeauTiful 
Hyundai Elantra
 
wiTh a bigger body and a more 
aggressive exTerior, The 2016 
hyundai elanTra looks To Take 
ouT The compeTiTion wiTh power 
and finesse. Created with 32 percent 
more advanced high-strength steel than its 
predecessor, the new Elantra promises more 
stability along with its 16- and 17-inch alloy 
wheel definitions, and rear combination lamps 
inspired by the company’s Fluidic Design 2.0 
style philosophy. Comfort awaits the passenger 
as the interiors are fitted with rear air-
conditioning vents, thicker door glasses,  
and better noise and vibration cancelling. 
Drivers are given better control with a rear 
view camera and electric folding mirrors pre-
installed in the sedan. The 2016 Elantra is 
available in three variants: the 1.6 E 6-speed 
MT, the 1.6 S 6-speed AT, and the 2.0L 6-speed 
AT, with the top-of-the-line Nu 2.0MPi engine 
expecting to produce 150hp and 192Nm of torque. W
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Extreme G-force
Mercedes-Benz  
GLE, GLE Coupe, GLA  
and GLC
 
The royal family is back with more strength 
and style as Mercedes-Benz rolls out 
its premium SUV line. All new off-road 
vehicles now carry “G” in their name,  
which is short for Geländewagen or “off-
road vehicle” in German. Check out these 
four new models that aim to master any 
terrain and bring performance wherever 
you go.  

GLE
The Mercedes-Benz GLE comes with 
a nine-speed 9G-TRONIC automatic 
transmission and six drive programs 
through the Dynamic Select feature. 
Crosswind Assist and Collision Prevention 
are also present on all variants of the 
SUV, with the GLE 250d and 250d 4MATIC 
carrying a 4-cylinder engine with 204hp, 
and the GLE 350d 4MATIC sporting a V6 
engine with 258hp and 620Nm of torque.

GLE Coupé
The sweet balance of comfort and power 
can be found in the Mercedes-Benz GLE 
Coupé, which comes in petrol (367hp) 
and diesel (258hp) options. Both variants 
of the SUV hybrid come with 9G-TRONIC 
automatic transmission, 4MATIC 
permanent all-wheel drive, Sports-Direct 
Steer system, and all-LED headlamps. 

GLA
This compact SUV wants to be your ride 
of choice in the city and off-road. The GLA 
comes equipped with 4MATIC all-wheel-
drive and 7G-DCT automated dual clutch 
transmission. Downhill Speed Regulation 
promises safe off-roading, while the 
3-spoke steering wheel with 12 function 
keys and a galvanized chrome clasp boost 
your driving convenience.

GLC
Cruise with the whole family with peace of 
mind. Aside from heralding safety, the GLC 
mid-size SUV boasts 19 percent better fuel 
efficiency, while offering a combination 
of driving comfort and sporty handling. 
It is fitted with DYNAMIC ASSIST and 
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission with 
an engine that delivers 211hp and 350Nm 
of torque for higher agility and accuracy on 
the roads ahead.
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Ford Focus 1.5L  
EcoBoost Titanium+
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1736

dimensions 
305.7 x 220.6 x 

6.9mm, 713-723g

Do-it-all solution
Apple iPad Pro

Review by Gadjo Cardenas sevilla

display
12.9-inch 2732 x 
2048 264ppi 
os
iOS 9
cpu
A9X, M9 motion 
coprocessor
memory
32/128GB internal 
storage, 4GB RAM
camera
8MP rear iSight, 
1.2MP front 
FaceTime HD
connectivity
LTE (optional), 
Wi-Fi, Lightning, 
Bluetooth 4.2, 
3.5mm audio jack, 
Smart Connector
price
P42,990 (Wi-Fi, 
32GB); P50,990 
(Wi-Fi, 128GB); 
P57,990 (Wi-
Fi+Cellular, 
128GB)

The Apple iPad Pro clearly 
points to a future where 
low-powered mobile 
processors can match 
and even exceed desktop 
silicon. It also signifies 
a shift for tablets and 
2-in-1s as people’s main 
computers. The iPad Pro 
still has a long way to 
go, but the blueprint and 
master plan is a solid one, 
provided that consumers 
are open to the idea of a do- 
it-all tablet solution.

speed says

geek meter

Apple has said countless times that they will never converge iOS and Mac OS, 
which means that laptop and desktop computers, and tablets and smartphones 
will continue to exist in their own universes with very little crossover. But the iPad 
Pro represents the closest thing to a converged device in that it is an iPad through and through, but has 
the power and size to challenge MacBooks and PC notebooks. 
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even after three weeks with the 
device, I’m still adjusting to its  
large size which makes the iPad  
Air 2 look as tiny as the iPad mini by 
comparison. the iPad Pro reminds 
me of the very first MacBook Air, 
which was strange and expensive, 
and didn’t seem to fit into any norm 
of usage. 

Geared toward creatives by way of 
the excellent Apple Pencil, while 
also trying to turn on enterprise 
users with the promise of a 
tablet that can slice through ‘pro’ 
applications, the iPad Pro is really a 
rare beast and one that presents an 
intriguing, albeit expensive, fork in 
Apple’s iOS tablet roadmap.

the Apple Pencil is, 
to be quite honest, 
the best reason to 
get the iPad Pro. 
If you illustrate, 
paint, or draw for a 
living, this is likely 
the closest thing to 
creating on paper 
or canvas. And 
while the price of 
the iPad Pro plus 
Pencil could equal 
what one would 
spend for multiple 
years’ worth of art 
supplies, I predict 
these products will 
together transform 
various industries 
quickly because they 
are natural and easy 
to use.

the iPad Pro is a showcase device  
that could only be pulled off by the  
most valuable company in the world,  
and it shows just how formidable Apple 
has become in building a device top to 
bottom. the A9X processor is blazingly 
fast and takes full advantage of iOS 9’s  
major multitasking, dual screen, picture 
in picture, and graphics muscle. Graphics 
capability is similarly off the charts 
as evidenced by the iPad Pro’s ability 
to edit various streams of 4K video 
simultaneously without breaking a sweat.

the gorgeous 12.9-inch 
display is one of the nicest, 
most detailed screens on 
the market today. the fact 
that it works seamlessly 
with the Apple Pencil  
makes this a true feat  
of engineering.

Using Apple’s Smart 
Keyboard (which is a case 
that features a molded 
taffeta QWeRtY keyboard), 
I can easily type on the iOS 
version of Microsoft Word 
without a hitch. Bluetooth 
pairing is one of the biggest 
headaches when dealing 
with accessory keyboards, 
but because the Smart 
Keyboard is powered by the 
Smart Connector, you don’t 
need to charge or pair the 
keyboard case. 



the numbers

product test no.

1737

speed says

geek meter

If you’re an Android user,  
there’s nearly no learning 
curve to use the BlackBerry 
PRIV. There are various 
BlackBerry apps that add  
functionality, but aside 
from that, you can download 
and use all your Android apps  
while enjoying the features 
that BlackBerry excels in.  
That all these familiar  
apps are running within 
BlackBerry’s safety net is  
truly a big bonus from one of  
the most surprising handsets 
I’ve seen in a long time.

dimensions  
147-184 x 77.2 x 

9.4mm, 192g

display
5.4-inch 2560 
x 1440 540ppi 
AMOLED, Corning 
Gorilla Glass 4
os
Android 5.1.1 
Lollipop
cpu
1.8GHz dual-core 
Cortex-A57 & 
1.44GHz quad-
core Cortex-A53 
Qualcomm 
MSM8992 
Snapdragon 808, 
Adreno 418 GPU
memory
32GB internal 
memory, microSD 
up to 2TB,  
2GB RAM
camera
18MP rear,  
2MP front
connectivity
LTE, Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth 4.1, 
NFC, USB 2.0
price
P45,000

Best of both worlds
BlackBerry PRIV

Review by Gadjo Cardenas sevilla

BlackBerry is back in a way no one ever suspected or imagined.  
the company that defined the early ideals of smartphones now allies itself with Google’s Android OS in 
their latest and arguably greatest creation, the PRIV.

the PRIV, which takes its name from privacy and privilege, is much more than a rehash of the old 
BlackBerry torch’s slider and touchscreen ethos. It is an all-in attempt to jump the line and land itself 
at the top of the Android flagship heap. It also showcases BlackBerry as a world-class hardware maker 
with one of the most diverse lines of devices encompassing QWeRtY-enabled phones, touchscreen 
phones, and innovative products like the Passport.

pgtested 
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the keyboard has its own tricks, including predictive 
text functionality and capacitive control, turning it into a 
trackpad for scrolling or for getting into specific areas 
or lines of text. Keys are soft but responsive for thumb-
typing, and all the popular BB shortcuts are  
still accessible.

the press renders and product photos 
really do the BlackBerry PRIV a 

disservice because they make it look a 
lot larger than it really is. this device is 
thinner than the htC M9 yet features a 

full QWeRtY keyboard, which slides out 
with a reassuring mechanical click.

You can enjoy the 
PRIV even without 
ever sliding down 
the keyboard. 
It integrates 
BlackBerry’s equally 
accurate (and ever-
learning) software 
keyboard where 
predicted words 
float on the screen 
and you simply 
swipe them up to 
type them in.

BlackBerry spared no 
expense in terms of 
materials and build. 
While some will balk  
at the device’s premium 
price, you only need 
to spend some time 
with the PRIV to realize 
that this is a premium 
smartphone through  
and through.

the curved 
glass display 
differentiates the 
PRIV from the 
gaggle of Android 
flagships, while 
the grippy carbon-
weave back gives 
it a functional 
and purposeful 
character.

As BlackBerry’s 
first device running 
Android (yes, more 
are coming), the 
PRIV could have 
been a bloated 
abomination of 
two operating 
systems struggling 
to take command 
of the experience. 
BlackBerry has 
done a remarkable 
job at letting Android 
be Android, while 
creating a safety 
net around the user 
experience.

From the time 
you boot the 
device, which 
greets you with 
an Android 
robot holding 
a black shield, 
you quickly 
understand 
that Android is 
running within 
some stringent 
security fences. 
each time  
you reboot  
the device,  
it verifies the 
integrity of the 
OS by asking 
if you want to 
start Android.
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dimensions 
186.6 x 96.6 x 
7.6mm, 229g

Fee-fi-fo-fum
Lenovo Phab Plus

Review by ARItHA ZeL ZALAMeA

display
6.8-inch 326ppi 
Full HD IPS 
capacitive
os
Android 5.0 
Lollipop
cpu
Quad-core  
1.5GHz & quad-
core 1.0GHz  
Qualcomm 
MSM8939 
Snapdragon 615
memory
32GB internal 
storage, 2GB RAM
camera
13MP rear, 5MP 
front
connectivity
LTE, Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth 4.0, 
microUSB, 3.5mm 
jack
price
P14,999

The specs may seem 
average, but because of the 
generous screen real estate 
and the budget-friendly 
price, the Lenovo Phab  
Plus delivers great value 
for money. The unusually 
large size may limit its 
appeal, but the Phab Plus 
gives the option of leaving 
the larger, heavier tablet  
at home and makes the 
most out of the popular 
second mobile phone 
(sometimes even a feature 
phone) used for efficient 
texting and calling.

speed says

geek meter

With the return of styli-driven devices comes the resurgence of extra-
large smartphones, and we’re not talking about the run-of-the-mill 
6-inchers. A couple of recent releases feature screen sizes that border the realm of tablets,  
and the Lenovo Phab Plus is one of them.  

the 2GB RAM proves powerful enough for the usual apps. Playing 
videos and music is no problem, but graphics-intensive games may 

prove difficult after running for some time. this is not a high-end 
device, but the midrange performance is reliable.

I enjoy watching videos and looking at photos, primarily on 
my Instagram and Facebook feeds, because of the extra-large 
screen. Reading is also a treat. In essence, doing anything on 
the device feels less stressful because of the roomy surface. 
I appreciate that nothing feels cramped and my fingers need 
not be too precise when tapping. however, readability suffers 
outdoors during the day.

the speakers 
blast loud 
sound and 
are capable of 
managing it. 
the Phab Plus 
is outfitted  
with Dolby 
Atmos 
technology,  
and this 
software boost 
definitely 
performs,  
so whether you 
watch videos 
with earphones 
or speakers,  
it would still  
be enjoyable.

It. Is. huge. there’s no 
doubt about it. the size is 
bordering on ridiculous, 
but with several other 
smartphone models 
sporting the same screen 
size, the big brands probably 
know something that I don’t. 
As expected, the size needs 
getting used to, but it has 
grown on me. My fingers 
don’t get tired as much 
because they contract less, 
making the device seem to 
just rest on them.

Despite its size, the Phab Plus is 
surprisingly easy to handle. It is 
light and slim enough to promote 
convenient usage, and I like the 
texture of the metal chassis. the 
design, however, is pretty popular 
nowadays and doesn’t offer any 
unique elements.

the camera isn’t stellar, but it does 
the job, at the very least. Photo 
quality makes images good enough 
for social media posts, but don’t 
expect highly detailed photos with 
vivid and true-to-life colors.
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The WD My Cloud Mirror not only gives  
you added storage space and security over 
your files, it also grants the convenience  
of accessing your files from anywhere.

Review by AntonIo Jose GALAURAn

Review by  ARItHA ZeL ZALAMeA

Dependable drive
WD My Cloud Mirror

Do not disturb
Epson EH-TW5200

speed says

speed says

If you’re the type of 
professional who’s 
always on the go 
and needs to always 
access files from 
anywhere, the WD My 
Cloud Mirror could 
be your life-saver. Its 
steep price, however, 
is a factor, but you get 
a lot of safety features 
along with it.

For an entry-level 
home projector,  
the Epson EH-TW5200 
exceeds expectations. 
It’s quite expensive, 
but for movie and 
TV buffs, and even 
gamers who have the 
budget, this would be 
great to have at home 
and could keep the 
whole family together 
on weekends. Just 
imagine watching 
the next mega fight, 
blockbuster, or GoT 
finale through it before 
switching to playing 
Resident Evil HD.

geek meter

Lcd
0.61-inch wide 
panel with MLA
Aperture
f/1.58-1.72 
Focal length
16.9 to 20.28mm
Lamp
200W UHE
output
2,000 lumens
connectivity
2 x HDMI, 15-pin,  
9-pin, RCA, stereo  
jack, USB, mini 
USB
resolution
1920 x 1080 1080p
price
P53,100

Storage Space 
4TB
processor
1.3GHz dual-core 
Marvel ARMADA 
385 
connectivity
USB 3.0, Ethernet
price
P15,990 

When I desperately scoured the 
universe for a projector to watch 
the UAAP Season 78’s Cheerdance 
Competition on a few months back, 
epson readily loaned me the eh-
tW5200. UP didn’t win first place 
(boo!), but the viewing experience 
with this projector hasn’t left any 
sore losers since.

Setting up the eh-tW5200 with my 
Windows laptop and desktop PC is 
a breeze. I just plug in the supplied 
15-pin and power cables, which 
work on both, and then use the 
remote control to do the rest.

Images are clear, bright, and sharp. 
even when all (white) lights are on 

I love spending weekends on movie  
and TV marathons, and enjoy video games 
and sports every now and then, so having  
a great screen or projector is always a  
treat for me. That’s why I found a friend  
in the EH-TW5200, Epson’s entry-level  
3D home projector. 

Setting up the My Cloud 
Mirror is fairly easy. Just 
plug the ethernet cable to 
your common network’s 
router and a power source, 
visit mycloud.com/setup,  

and follow the installation procedure. But things could get tricky if you 
want to master the usage of all the apps and features WD offers. 
 
For starters, once you’ve successfully set up your network and verified 
your account details, you and your network PCs can start dragging 
and dropping files to the device, which then automatically upload to 
your cloud storage. You also have the option of saving on public or 
password-protected folders.
 
the selling point of the WD Cloud Mirror is its file accessibility via 
cloud. But the device is more suitable for home use rather than an 
office setting; you have to keep the device on to access your cloud files 
(unless your office allows you to leave devices on 24/7). But if you set 
up the My Cloud Mirror at home, this device ensures you never forget 
an important file on your home computer. 
 
the mobile features also come in handy. By installing the My Cloud 
app, you instantly gain access to your cloud files on-the-go. You can 
also back up photos and videos that you take on your mobile device.  
 
For worry-warts, the My Cloud Mirror incorporates good safety 
features. the 4tB unit we tested had two separate 2tB drives. If you 
save files on one drive, the device can automatically back up to the 
other drive. 

in the office, the projection 
can still be viewed without 
any problem. Positioning 
the eh-tW5200 just three 
feet away from the wall 
can still result in a well-
focused projection, and the 
controls to skew the shape 
of the image comes in handy 

when you can’t position the eh-tW5200 perfectly 
perpendicular to the wall.

epson also provided two pairs of 3D glasses, 
which I got to use watching just one movie.  
It boils down to how much 3D video content you 
can get your hands on.
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The 4K display may be 
the Xperia Z5 Premium’s 
biggest selling point, but 
it’s pretty pointless right 
now. That said, this is still  
a good phone in its own 
right, offering a solid 
overall experience. The 
question is: are you willing 
to spend P43,690 for Sony’s 
latest premium device? 
If you ask me, I’d rather 
spend less money on a 
similar or better device 
minus the 4K display.

dimensions  
154.4 x 76 x 

7.8mm, 181g

display
5.5” 4K UHD 
3840 x 2160 
806ppi Triluminos 
Display
os
Android 5.1 
Lollipop
cpu
1.5GHz quad-
core Cortex-A53 
& 2GHz quad-
core Cortex-A57 
Qualcomm 
Snapdragon 810
memory
32GB internal 
memory, microSD 
up to 200GB, 3GB 
RAM
camera
23MP Sony Exmor 
RS rear with 
wide-angle G 
lens, 5MP front 
Sony Exmor R
connectivity
LTE, Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth 4.1, 
NFC
price
P43,690
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Powerful phone  
at a premium price
Sony Xperia Z5 Premium

Review by  Katrina rivere-diga

Ladies and gentlemen, 
presenting the world’s 
first smartphone with a 4K 
display: the Sony Xperia  
Z5 Premium.

Cue applause.

Or, maybe you should hold the hurrah 
and cheers. Because, let’s be honest 
here—at a time when you can barely 
find stuff to watch on your 4K tV, do you 
really need the same display resolution 
on a pocketable device? 

there are over eight million pixels  
on the Z5 Premium’s 5.5-inch screen,  
and if you think about it, it’s kind of crazy. 
It’s a gorgeous, pin-sharp screen, let’s 
give it that. But unless you have really 
discerning eyes, you probably won’t be 
able to tell the difference between the Z5 
Premium’s display and another flagship 
phone’s QhD display. If you think an 
ultra-dense screen will do wonders for 
your everyday tasks such as emailing  
and browsing websites, you’re mistaken.

4K aside, the phone’s 
display is great in other 
respects. the colors are 
rich and punchy, there’s 
good contrast, and the 
white balance can be 
tweaked in the Settings 
menu. Readability under 
direct sunglight is also 
fairly decent. 

Packed with Qualcomm’s 
flagship SoC under  
the hood and 3GB of 
RAM, the device can 
pretty much do whatever 
you throw at it with 
barely a hiccup. 

there’s no doubt the Z5 Premium makes for a nice phone to 
watch or view media on. Sadly, the built-in speakers are pretty 
thin, so you’re better off plugging in a nice set of earphones to 

enjoy your videos.
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The Xperia Z5 is the smaller 
brother of the loftier Z5 Premium. 
Aside from the 4K display, 
bigger battery (3430mAh vs 
2900mAh), and glossy back 
of the Z5 Premium, the two 
phones are essentially the same. 
This means you can expect the 
same performance—pluses and 
quirks—on the Z5.

Between the two however,  
I’d probably go with the Z5 for  
two reasons: one, I prefer the 
frosted glass back because it feels 
better to the touch, and two,  
the price (P35,990) is much easier  
to swallow.

Sony Xperia Z5
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The Z5 Premium’s 
camera takes 
great shots in 
daylight. Go out 
and snap a picture 
of the rich, blue 
sky and you won’t 
be disappointed; 
there’s a lot of 
detail captured by 
the high-resolution 
sensor. However, 
the camera’s 
performance can be 
a head-scratcher; 
while some photos 
come out stunning, 
others suffer from 
over-processing, 
resulting in lost 
details. The camera 
is also a bit slow to 
shoot—about a half 
second shutter lag.

The camera doesn’t have optical image 
stabilization or large sensor pixels, so 
indoor, low-light shots get muddled by 

image noise. 

The device’s 3430mAh battery may seem big on paper, 
but it takes a hit because of the 4K screen. You can get  
a solid day off a full charge, but it won’t last two days  
as advertised. 

The fingerprint scanner is fast and accurate, but its 
placement isn’t the most ideal: on the side-mounted 
power key. If you get a case for your phone to avoid iffy 
fingerprint smudges, expect accessing the scanner to  
be a chore.

The Sony Xperia 
Z5 Premium is a 
huge rectangular 
affair with stark 
angles and a shiny 
body that’s prone to 
fingerprints. While 
the phone looks and 
feels well made, 
the Xperia design 
language is getting 
a little old for me. 
With its “premium” 
tag, I was hoping 
for a device with a 
fresher form factor.

product 
test no.
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I am pleased with how the Fujitsu FD7 Car 
DashCam performs, but not wowed enough 
to bring it up my shortlist of dash cameras.

Review by JoHn sosMeÑA

Review by ARItHA ZeL ZALAMeA

Nightraider
Fujitsu FD7 Car Dashcam

Let there be Wi-Fi
LiNksys N600 PRO (RE4100W)

speed says

speed says

For its price, the 
Fujitsu FD7 Car 
DashCam is a sweet 
deal for the hours 
of priceless footage 
you can take while on 
Metro Manila roads 
during day or night, 
parked or running,  
but the WDR has 
its cons as well. 
Having the dash cam 
plugged into your 
car’s cigarette lighter 
also prevents you 
from charging mobile 
devices. A direct 
connection or an 
external battery 
pack would be a  
better solution.

The Linksys N600 
PRO Wi-Fi extender 
works, and in a house 
where your Wi-Fi 
signal doesn’t cover 
the whole area, it is 
a godsend. The only 
hiccup is in setting up 
the connection, which 
requires very simple 
steps but sometimes 
just doesn’t cooperate.

geek meter

geek meter

connectivity
Dual-band 
Wi-Fi (2.4 and 
5GHz; a/b/g/n), 
Ethernet, 3.5mm 
jack
price
P3,100

display
2.4-inch TFT
resolution
Full HD 1920 x 
1080 @ 30fps
Viewing angle
180 degrees 
(diagonal)
File format
.mov
Storage
microSD (up to 
32GB)
price
P5,000

the Re4100W model comes 
with one ethernet port if 
you need to be connected 
to it directly and an audio 
jack for playing audio over a 
Wi-Fi network. It is almost 
plug-and-play. Setting it 
up only requires the device 

to be plugged into a power outlet (preferably where 
the Wi-Fi signal is getting weak; the product guide 
recommends 50 percent strength) and connecting 
your device to the Linksys extender Setup network  
via Wi-Fi.

Although the manual says the setup should start 
automatically, on my Android device it doesn’t. 
Setting up the connection on the browser is needed 
at extender.linksys.com. this page shows the Wi-Fi 
networks within range, so just choose the one that 
connects to the internet and input the password,  
if it is protected.

the setup isn’t always this smooth. A few times after 
supplying the password to the Wi-Fi network with 
internet access, my device gets disconnected and 
warns of having no internet access. this is despite 
being connected still to the Linksys extender Setup 
network. I remedy this by restarting my device’s 
Wi-Fi or forgetting and reconnecting to the Linksys 
extender Setup network, and restarting the whole 
ordeal. the extender.linksys.com also becomes 
unavailable at this point.

The modem router that internet service 
providers supply is often entry level,  
and so has a short range. This is where 
Wi-Fi range extenders come in, which are 
more accessible than buying a second Wi-Fi 
router for the home.

size and ratio. Playback is 
smooth even when recorded 
at fast speeds. 

It is essentially a WDR, or 
wide dynamic range, camera, which allows the 
FD7 to take in ample light. But just like IR dash 
cams, it also washes out the car plates directly 
in front because of the reflective surface. this 
sometimes makes it difficult to see the plate 
number.

With only a 250mAh battery, this dash cam won’t 
last for more than 30 minutes unplugged, but 
this allows you to take the camera with you if you 
need to continue recording outside of your car in 
case of an accident. A cigarette lighter adapter is 
provided in the box for continuous power.

It’s not difficult to control the FD7. After plugging 
it into the car, it automatically turns on and starts 
recording. there’s a handy LeD indicator light as 
well, and long pressing the “M” button lets you 
take still photos.
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You can’t go wrong with Full hD 
resolution. Coupled with the 
180-degree viewing angle,  
the videos are recorded in a good 
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dimensions 
152 x 76.4 x 

7.5mm, 167g

Balanced performer 
Huawei G8

Review by AntonIo Jose GALAURAn

display
5.5-inch 1080 x 
1920 401ppi, IPS 
LCD capacitive 
touchscreen
os
Android 5.1 
Lollipop
cpu 
1.5GHz quad- 
core Cortex-A53 
& 1.2GHz quad-
core Cortex-A53 
Qualcomm 
MSM8939 
Snapdragon  
615 chipset
memory
16/32GB internal 
memory, microSD 
up to 64GB,  
2/3GB RAM
camera
13MP rear 
autofocus,  
dual tone flash, 
5MP front
connectivity
LTE, Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth 4.0, 
GPS, A-GPS, 
GLONASS, 
microUSB 2.0
price
P17,990  
(3Gb rAm)

Although it doesn’t have 
a single standout feature 
to set it apart from the 
competition, the Huawei G8 
can be your do-it-all phone 
powered by top-of-the-line 
specs, including decent 
camera and speakers, and a 
premium metal-clad body. 

speed sAys

geek meter

While Huawei has been busy dishing out flagship-level and spotlight-
grabbing phones lately, including the Google Nexus 6P and the 
flagship Mate S, the mainland China brand does not fail to reload 
some ammo into its midrange arsenal. the huawei G8 is one of its latest mid-
market progenies, available in two variants, including 2GB RAM (16GB internal memory) and 3GB 
RAM (32GB internal memory) models. 

the G8 packs premium looks, but does it offer enough killer instinct to bang bodies in the 
midrange category? to find out, we tested the 3GB RAM variant. 
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While not the most 
stellar shooter I’ve 
seen in its price 
range, the G8’s 
camera is still 
capable of shooting 
in all conditions, 
including low-light 
environments, 
while offering fast-
focusing and good 
depth. the camera 
also comes loaded 
with fancy shooting 
features, including 
make-up (which we 
toyed around for fun 
in the office). Need 
extra light? the G8 
sports a dual-tone 
flash, while the 
screen lights up as  
a handy front flash. 

What makes the G8 standout  
is its all-metal exterior and finely curved 

edges. the G8 fits snugly in the palm, 
making it a flexible phone for  

on-the-go use. 

the combo of a 
Full hD and 401ppi 
screen delivers 
your multimedia 
needs in good and 
vivid image quality. 
Audio playback is 
decent and can 
fill a bedroom you 
share with a sibling 
or in quiet spaces 
outdoors. It’s good 
enough for casual 
playing. the G8 also 
comes with a non-
removable 3000mAh 
battery that can last 
for more than a day 
on moderate use.  

the fingerprint sensor is highly responsive.  
It lets you secure your lock screen and execute 
commands, including answering calls, taking 
photos and videos, stopping an alarm, and 
toggling your notification panel. But if you prefer 
using your phone while it lies on a table, the 
sensor’s placement at the back could be a hassle 
and may convince you to choose other lock 
screen security options instead. 
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All things bright 
and powerful
GooGle Nexus 6P 

Review by Gadjo Cardenas sevilla

Huawei has acquitted  
itself magnificently with 
the Google Nexus 6P.  
While the look of 
this smartphone isn’t 
breathtaking, it feels great, 
and offers superb features 
and build in equal measure. 

speed says

geek meter

The Nexus class of devices gets a new flagship in the large Huawei-made 
Nexus 6P, which is already considered by many as being the best Android 
device one can buy right now. Surprisingly thin and light, the bright and powerful Nexus 6P 
sets the bar quite high since it is an all-metal-and-glass affair and one that’s designed reasonably 
well if you like larger phones.

display
5.7-inch 1440 
x 2560 518ppi 
WQHD AMOLED, 
Corning Gorilla 
Glass 4
oS
Android 6.0 
Marshmallow 
cpu
1.55GHz quad-
core Cortex-A53 
& 2GHz quad-
core Cortex-A57 
Qualcomm 
MSM8994 
Snapdragon 810, 
Adreno 430 GPU
memory
32/64/128GB, 3GB 
RAM
camera
12.3MP rear, 8MP 
front
connectivity
LTE, Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth 4.2, 
NFC, USB Type-C
price
P29,990

dimenSionS 
159.3 x 77.8 x 
7.3mm, 178g

Out of the box, the Nexus  
6P looks and feels like 
the most luxurious Nexus 
handset ever made. It is 
surprisingly thin, swathed 
in smooth aluminum and 
glass, and the fit and finish 
is top notch. After using the 
device for over a week,  
I was amazed that it 
exhibited none of the 
niggling fit and finish 
roughness of Nexus devices 
from three or four years 
ago. It is unfortunate that 
the Nexus 6P’s availability 
at launch was so limited, 
and it had to suffer its own 
‘bendgate’ scandal very 
early on.

the Nexus 6P is a 
completely gapless and 
precision-built handset, 
and one that looks and feels 
like how much it costs. 

Nexus 6P reminds me of an htC 
product, which is a good thing,  
at least when htC led the charge in 
making truly original (not derivative) 
and innovative smartphone designs 
and used the best materials around.

Some might find 
the Nexus 6P a bit 
generic-looking. I’m 
not a big fan of the 
flat back with the 
protruding camera 
bar, and wished the 
Nexus 6P were more 
curvaceous and 
ergonomic.  
I understand, 
however, that Nexus 
devices strive for 
plain looks and 
utilitarian features, 
but even the lowly 
Nexus 5X seems 
to have a bit more 
personality.

the Nexus 6P has a 
superb camera. the 
6P’s camera—which 
uses an identical 
12-megapixel 
sensor to what is 
available on the 
cheaper, smaller, 
plastickier 5X—has 
the added benefit 
of Optical Image 
Stabilization. 
In contrast, the 
camera that shipped 
with previous Nexus 
devices (I’ve owned 
all of them, except 
the Nexus 5) never 
got me excited. 

the display is quite stunning and is up there with the best 
smartphone displays in terms of quality and readability.  

Not all Quad hD displays are created equal, and while the 6P 
isn’t as ultra-vibrant as some of Samsung’s phones, it has 

accurate color reproduction and good detail. You really can’t 
ask for anything more.

Android Marshmallow has some visible differences 
from Lollipop: the new Google logo and fonts as well 
as a revamped app drawer. the Now on tap feature, 
which appears when you hold press the Nexus 6P’s 
home button, scans whatever screen you’re looking 
at and pushes more info on people, movies, song 
names, and restaurant ratings. this feature may have 
potential but seems a little undercooked right now. I 
have no doubt we’ll all be using it in a matter  
of months.
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The Samsung Galaxy S6 
edge+ is as attention-
grabbing and powerful as 
the Galaxy S6 edge, bearing 
the same stunning design, 
powerful performance, 
gorgeous display, and 
remarkable camera.  
Unfortunately, the Galaxy 
S6 edge+ comes with the 
same unresolved usability 
issues that were found on 
its predecessor.

dimensions  
154.4 x 75.8 x 
6.9mm, 153g

display
5.7-inch 2560 
x 1440 518ppi 
Quad HD Super 
AMOLED
os
Android 5.1 
Lollipop
cpu
2.1GHz quad-core 
& 1.5GHz quad-
core processor
memory
32/64GB internal 
storage, 4GB RAM
camera
16MP rear, 5MP 
front
connectivity
LTE, NFC, Wi-Fi 
802.11, MIMO, 
Bluetooth 4.2 LE, 
USB 2.0
price
P39,990 (32Gb); 
P44,990 (64Gb)

Unresolved issues
SamSUng Galaxy S6 edge+

Review by  PAt CALICA

Samsung released the top-of-the-line Galaxy S6 edge in the first 
quarter of 2015. then in less than a year’s time, the tech company introduced a bigger 
version of the device with few new features, upgraded specs, and an added “+” to its name. Sounds 
like a familiar move? Sure. But it doesn’t necessarily mean the same thing. here we test the 32GB 
variant of the Galaxy S6 edge+.

If the double  
curved edge screen 
of the Galaxy S6 
edge hasn’t lost its 
novelty for you yet, 
you’ll probably fall 
in love again with 
the Galaxy S6 edge+. 
It has the same  
design only in a 
larger screen  
real estate. 

Samsung’s Super 
AMOLeD screen is 
perhaps one of the 
best you can have 
on a smartphone. 
Best for watching 
content, the Galaxy 
S6 edge+’s screen 
gives deep blacks 
and makes the 
colors pop. the 
device comes with 
a decent built-
in speaker that 
provides loud and 
clear sound even at 
top volume. Should 
you prefer to plug 
a set of cans, the 
Galaxy S6 edge+ 
upscales the audio 
and minimize 
distortion would 
come in handy.

the curved edge is the same as in the Galaxy S6 edge—
stunning to look at, but doesn’t do much. It lets you 
interact with your favorite contacts and access favorite 
apps with a swipe, notifies you using different colored 
lights when an important contact messaged/called, and 
gives you information when the phone is off. the last 
feature needs you to rub the side so hard to prompt the 
time, date, social media notifications, and Yahoo! News.

the rear camera, like in the 
previous Galaxy S6 edge, 
gives gorgeous results even 
in low light. Samsung’s 
camera software comes 
with a pro mode where 
you can manually control 
the settings of the camera 
before you capture. the 
front camera is more than 
adequate to satisfy your 
selfie needs.

the Galaxy S6 edge+ still 
has the smooth front and 
back glass panels, along 
with a strong metal frame.  
It may look flimsy at first, 
but the Galaxy S6 edge+ 
feels solid to hold. the 
bigger screen, however, 
requires two-handed use 
most of the time to be able 
to navigate and reach the top 
part of the screen.

A bigger 3000mAh 
battery is used to power 
the S6 edge+, though 
it doesn’t quite deliver. 
Fully charged, this 
Samsung device would 
last only one and a half 
days of running basic 
tasks. As for memory 
expansion, Samsung still 
chose not to add support 
for microSD, but the free 
100GB Microsoft One 
Drive cloud storage can 
be taken advantage of.

the S6 edge+ unlocks pretty fast because of the 
fingerprint scanner feature. I don’t have to place 

my whole thumb to unlock the phone; it can 
recognize even just the half of it.

Under the hood is a powerful engine that 
can take on even the most CPU-intensive 

apps. You can run several applications 
and not worry that the phone will crash 

or lag. however, I still have no love for all 
the bells and whistles (read: bloatware) 

on this phone’s user interface.

pg tested 
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If you want some luxury 
car status but are on a 
budget—and by “on a 
budget” we mean no higher 
than P4,000,000—then the 
CLA 250 4MATIC should be 
on your list. For a relatively 
low price, you get great 
styling, decent power, 
some premium interior 
materials, and a big tri-star 
on the grille. 

speed says

geek meter

The two front seats  
are comfortable,  

have good lumbar support, 
and gives you the feeling 
of being hugged. The high-
back design, however, 
blocks the view of those 
seated at the back, where 
it’s already cramped by the 
sloping roofline. I’m 5’4” 
and I need to duck to get in 
the back. Imagine how tight 
the headroom would be for 
6-footers.

The main instrument 
cluster and retro-style 

round air vents are  

similar to high-end 
Mercedes-Benz models. 
The infotainment system  
is a mixed bag, though.  
It’s easy to navigate,  
but I’ve seen better 
iterations from other car 
brands. The display tacked 
on top of the dash looks 
odd; I imagine it would look 
better if it were integrated 
into the center stack.

2

1

product TesT no.

1748

InterIor

“Entry-level luxury” may sound like a paradoxical phrase for the super 
affluent crowd, but for those who want prestige, practicality, and features 
in a relatively attainable price, the term makes perfect sense.  
 
the Mercedes-Benz CLA is one such car. It’s a step up from more pedestrian offerings with its gorgeous 
styling, on-road confidence, and a sprinkle of luxuriousness. 

Swank for less bank
2015 MercedeS-Benz CLA 250 4MATIC

Review by KaTrIna rIvere-DIga

engine
2.0-liter 
turbocharged I4
transmission 
7G-DCT 
automatic 
transmission
power
208hp @ 5,500rpm
torque
258Nm @ 
1,250rpm
Suspension
Coil spring, twin-
tube gas pressure 
with SDD front, 
coil spring, 
single-tube gas 
pressure with 
SDD rear
tires 
225/45 R 17
Brakes 
vented discs 
front, solid discs 
rear 
price
P3,380,000

dImenSIonS 
4630 x 2700 x 

1778mm, 1540kg

pgTesTeD 
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this four-door coupe lacks straight 
lines—and that’s not a bad thing, in my 

opinion. It looks slippery with its curves 
and droopy lines, and it looks chic 

enough for the younger moneyed crowd. 
It may be a small car, but it’s definitely 

got a huge presence.`

the ride is on the firm side so you need 
to be careful when driving it on our 
pockmarked roads and on ill-designed 
humps. It’s definitely not a pillowy ride.  
I wish it had a softer setup.

there’s a bit of a lag when you shift 
the car into D or R; you need to 
give it a little gas to go forward or 
reverse. Once underway, however, 
you’ll feel the power (lots of it). this 
four-door coupe is quite agreeable 
to drive on a daily basis.

I got a paltry 5 kilometers per liter 
driving the 4MAtIC in the maddening 
Christmas rush, but under more ideal 
driving conditions (read: 60kph along 
Commonwealth Avenue), the car eked 
out a decent 10-11kpl.

2

1
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The revamped Focus with 
a new 1.5-liter EcoBoost 
powerplant is mighty fine to 
look at, cheap to run, easy 
to park, and fun to drive. 
The comfort, refinement, 
and entertainment you get 
inside make being stuck in 
bumper-to-bumper traffic 
quite bearable. 

speed says

geek meter

It’s nice to have a 
talking dashboard 

when it’s as intuitive 
and responsive as the 
Ford SYNC 2. While it 
“misheard” a couple of 
voice commands (or maybe 
my enunciation was bad),  
it worked well overall. 

I like the layout of 
the controls on the 

center console. The 8-inch 
touchscreen is responsive, 
but has a knack for accu-
mulating fingerprints. 
Sadly, while the Focus has 
front and rear proximity 

sensors, the touchscreen 
doesn’t offer a rear  
view camera.

Interior fit and finish 
felt very good, the 

leather seats offer good 
support, and there’s ample 
space for front and rear 
passengers. As someone 
who occasionally eats 
inside the car, I’m not a fan 
of the stain-prone black-
and-beige interior. 

2

1

product TeST No.

1749

InterIor

Billed by Ford as smarter and more refined, the new Focus is indeed 
sleek, sporty, and filled to the brim with improvements both looks- 
and performance wise. After a quick four-day jaunt with the top-of-the-line sedan, I was 
sorry to let it go.

Mighty fine
2016 Ford Focus 1.5 EcoBoost Titanium+

Review by KATrINA rIvere-DIgA

engine
1.5-liter 
turbocharged 
four-cylinder 
EcoBoost 
gasoline 
transmission 
6AT
power
178hp @ 6,000rpm
torque
240Nm @ 1,600-
5,000rpm
Suspension
MacPherson strut 
front, control 
blade multi-link 
rear
tires 
235/40 R18
Brakes 
vented disc front, 
disc rear 
Safety 
ABS, 6 airbags, 
traction/stability 
control, parking 
sensors
price
P1,278,000

pg TeSTeD 
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I love the Aston-esque grille and tapered 
headlights of the new Focus. the rear ain’t so 
bad looking either with its updated taillight 
cluster and spoiler. Viewed from the side, my 
Magnetic Metallic test unit looks polished with 
its 18-inch tires and Y-spoke wheels. 

Don’t judge a car 
by its small engine 
displacement. the 
1.5L ecoBoost 
engine is smooth 
and refined, and 
the power arrives 
effortlessly. 

Ride comfort is good, and there’s 
minimal jarring even when passing 
over jaw-rattling potholes. Steering, 
meanwhile, is incredibly responsive, 
allowing me to easily maneuver through 
turns and tight spaces. 

If you suck at parking, you’ll be glad 
to know that Ford fitted the Focus 
(titanium+ and Sport+) with an 
enhanced Active Park Assist that’s 
simple and easy to use. It works 
in both parallel and perpendicular 
parking, so you can just let go of 
the wheel and let the car do all the 
hard work. According to Ford, the 
technology also actively scans for a 
parking space; unfortunately,  
I wasn’t able to test this feature.

Sadly, I can’t pass 
judgment on the 
car’s fuel economy. 
there just wasn’t 
any chance to test 
the frugality of the 
engine because 
I was crawling 
through Metro 
Manila traffic—
worsened by the 
holiday rush—at 
10-14kph. that said, 
I still got an average 
6.6kpL mileage, 
which could only 
mean fuel economy 
will get better on  
the highway.
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dImenSIonS 
4,358 x 1,823 x 

1,484mm, 1,409kg













reviewed

vital stats

As the latest main title in the Assassin’s Creed 
series, Syndicate has a lot to live up to and make 
up for because last year’s installment, Unity, 
was technically a disappointing outing against 
its predecessors. Fortunately, Syndicate pulls 
its weight to earn the series another chance, 

with a renewed focus on its single-player experience that 
introduces two alternately playable protagonists, a wider 
spread of available activities, and greater attention to detail 
in terms of locale and story. However, Syndicate also loses 
a number of previous features in the proceedings and even 
retains some of the technical kinks from Unity, leaving one 
to wonder if Syndicate’s solo-only experience is worth the 
full asking price. 
 
Two’s A compAny
This installment’s featured location is ye olde London in the year 1868 during 
the famed industrial revolution, into which the game wastes no time dropping 
you with an opening tutorial sequence that covers pretty much all the basics 
in a thorough manner. 
 
But more importantly, it introduces the game’s two protagonists—the assassin 
twins Jacob and evie Frye—and how differently they play despite sharing the 
same basic skills. in short, Jacob is a brawler better suited for fights while 
evie is more adept at stealth and covert ops. when traversing the open-world, 
you can switch between them in real-time, giving you some choice to your 
preferred playing style. Of course, some specific missions will call for  
a specific sibling, which is not all surprising.
 

Worth a 
butcher’s hook
ASSASSIN’S CREED SYNDICATE

Review by Erik Paolo EscuEta sibling rivAlry 
The storyline has some decent story 
hooks, particularly where the Fryes 
are concerned. Granted, the premise 
is cookie-cutter, with the Assassins 
in London having been all but wiped 
out from the city, and the Templars 
in full control under ruthless Grand 
Master Crawford Starrick. 
 
Naturally, the Fryes are looking 
to change all that by eliminating 
Starrick permanently, although 
Jacob and evie pursue different 
paths to that goal—the brother 
prefers high-profile assassinations 
and occupying territory with his 
crew The rooks, while the sister 
opts to search for and secure eden 
artifacts as leverage against the 
Templars. But it is the difference 
in their ideologies that sets the 
stage for some intriguing character 
development (and witty banter with 
some cockney thrown in for good 
measure). it is also helpful that 
the spotlight is on the London plot 
rather than on the modern-day one, 
keeping gamers from splitting  
their attention needlessly  
between the two.
 

pg

PlayStation

reviewed
4

Platforms 
PlayStation 4,  
Xbox One, Windows
Developer 
Ubisoft Quebec
Publisher 
Ubisoft
No. of Players 
1 Player
Official Site 
http://assassinscreed.
ubi.com
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Assassin’s Creed 
Syndicate makes a good 
effort at returning to 
the series’ roots in its 
single-player outing, 
vastly expanding the 
options and opportunities 
on hand, which more 
than offsets any of 
its compromises and 
concessions. However, it’s 
a bit disappointing that 
issues with the controls 
still persist and that the 
updated combat system 
still feels lacking in 
refinement. From a larger 
perspective, Syndicate 
is definitely a step in the 
right direction that should 
appease core fans of the 
series’ trademark single-
player experience, even if 
the overall package might 
not exactly be worth its 
perceived money’s worth. 

speed says

geek meter

PrOS
two switchable, 
playable protagonists 
add customizable depth 
well-done character 
development and plot 
emphasis, focus
good number 
of missions and 
sidequests available  
of ample variety
lots of leveling and 
upgrade options for 
added replay incentive
 

CONS
updated controls still 
lacking in precision, 
takes time to get  
used to
combat could use more 
refinement, is slightly 
prone to repetition and 
button-mashing
no multiplayer modes 
or options might 
lessen its appeal to 
newcomers

London underground
In series tradition, Syndicate 
makes liberal use of its expansive 
geography to spread out the many 
missions and sidequests you can 
pick or drop at your leisure.  
What’s surprising is how big  
London feels, even if it doesn’t  
offer the same continental scale 
of Black Flag. It is even a tad 
larger than Unity’s Paris while 
still maintaining the same level of 
architectural depth and precision 
(although not as attractive). 
 

games

Loads of travel options, 
from hijacking horse 

carriages to riding your train 
of a home base, makes traveling 
less of a chore, especially when 
heading toward story missions 
or sidequest markers (fast travel 
to unlocked waypoints is also 
available, which works just as well 
sans the sights).
 
On that note, sidequests are 
correspondingly plentiful and of 
adequate variety, so if you prefer to 
explore and discover at your own 
leisure and pace, this game has 
you covered in spades. Completing 
sidequests also helps in earning 

experience points for your skill leveling and upgrade 
options—the latter a healthy combination of the city-
restoring activities from the Ezio trilogy and the crafting 
system from Assassin’s Creed III onwards. 
 
To say the options on hand are staggering is an 
understatement. It offers good replay incentives amid 
the absence of some previous activity favorites like ship 
battles and animal hunting.
 
SpannerS in the workS
While Syndicate has made some adequate strides  
in the features department, the same can’t be said for 
the controls. The controls are the same updated scheme 
from Unity. If you’re coming from AC games prior to that, 
it definitely takes some getting used to with its  
learning curve. 
 
They’re also inconsistently sensitive; frequently during  
a free-run, you’ll be finding yourself moving in a different 
direction than intended with the analog stick, whether 
it be scaling a wall or jumping a ledge. Even while 
walking or when blending into a crowd, a simple bump 
often translates into a rough shove that always catches 
unwanted attention. 
 
The combat has been updated to be more free-flowing, 

but this also has its fair share of troubles, feeling 
more like a floaty affair due to the pre-canned 

fighting animations that seemingly move 
on their own. Not only does it encourage 
button mashing, it can start becoming a 
bit repetitive (the finishers and combos, 
though, are visually stunning). Suffice 
to say, the combat system is definitely 
more of a one-step-forward, two-
steps-back deal than anything.
 
One minor thing to note is that 
Syndicate has no form of multiplayer 
whatsoever, which is not surprising 

given how Unity failed to integrate  
it as a core feature. But its removal 

may not be as palatable for gamers 
who enjoyed the separate modes in  
Black Flag and prior, or newcomers  
who might be expecting the feature one 
way or another.
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Words RON CRUZ

/SpeedMagazinePH @SpeedMagazine @SpeedMagazine

U
nless your name is MacGyver, you’ll need more than 

a rubber band and a paper clip to get out of a hairy 

situation. At the very least, you’ve cursed out in 

frustration while trying to pry something open with 

your fingernails. This is where multitools come in and make       

a world of difference. But just because something is utilitarian 

in nature doesn’t mean it has to look bad. We’ve gathered           

a unique selection of tools that embody good design and are 

perfect for your #EDC posts!



FORM FACTOR
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Swiss+Tech
Utili-Key XT

Zootility Tools
Pocket Monkey

Minimalism is always one of the most important 
factors with good design, and the Utili-Key XT 
is as minimalist as it gets. This multitool is 
precision crafted out of solid stainless steel into 
a key-size 8-in-1 marvel that includes everything 
from a precision screwdriver to a bottle opener, 
wire cutter, and even nail file. True to form,
the Utili-Key XT securely snaps onto any 
standard key ring, which ensures that it will 
always be with you during emergencies
and times of need.

There are dozens of different everyday carry 
multitools in the market, but Zootility Tools’ 
Pocket Monkey is perhaps the only one that fits 
snugly inside your wallet. This 12-in-1 device 
is engineered to fit a dozen versatile functions 
into a one-millimeter wide, one-ounce in weight 
credit card-sized wonder.  The Pocket Monkey 
uses a special hardening process that makes 
it incredibly sturdy without packing on the 
pounds, giving you the freedom to do a variety 
of essential life-saving tasks, one of which is 
opening beer bottles.



SWANK OF ALL TRADES
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Spyderco
C188ALTIBBKP
Dog Tag Folder

Victorinox
Rangerwood Damast 
Limited Edition 2015

For pocket-sized knives, being able to conceal 
it is vital. Spyderco’s C188ALTIBBKP Dog Tag 
Folder got this in spades. The whole thing is 
exactly the size of a conventional military dog 
tag. Its handle is crafted from solid titanium and 
the blade, while short, is made from premium 
CPM S30V particle metallurgy stainless steel. 
What this portable blade lacks in size, it makes 
up for with its lightweight, versatility, and very 
capable cutting prowess. 

Limited to just 300 pieces, Victorinox’s 
Rangerwood Damast is a beautiful sight to 
behold. This classic Swiss Army knife gets
a much-needed aesthetic boost thanks to
the use of Walnut wood for the handle,
making it more classic and refined. The piece 
de resistance however is the blade, which is 
fashioned out of precious Damast steel.
This metal features banding and ripple patterns 
reminiscent of flowing water, giving the blade
a distinctive and unmistakable look no one else 
can match.



FORM FACTOR
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White River
Knucklehead Knife

Buck 941
TravelMate Kit

Preparing food outdoors when you’re camping 
or backpacking can get dicey without the proper 
tools. Heck, even eating a meal with just a Spork 
is an ordeal in itself. Buck 941’s TravelMate Kit 
makes sure you never have to struggle again. 
The stainless steel blade has a wide serrated 
edge that lets you chop, dice, spread, serve,
and everything in between. It also comes with
an antimicrobial sheathe to prevent bacteria 
from interfering with your meals.

For multipurpose knives, especially those 
geared toward survival, durability and reliability 
are paramount. White River’s Knucklehead knife 
boasts a skeleton handle design that sheds 
away unnecessary weight as well as a chisel-
ground, hand-sharpened, leather-honed blade. 
If you’re out and about in the wild, reflections 
will betray you, so the metal is stone washed to 
a nice textured finish. To complete the package, 
the knife comes with Kydex sheathe that’s 
impervious to gouging or scratching.



SWANK OF ALL TRADES
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Bar10der

If you have no pretensions on what your multitool is going 
to be used for, the Bar10der is just what the doctor ordered. 
Designed for budding mixologists and closet alcoholics, this 
10-in-1 tool combines all the essential bartending tools—
a jigger, reamer, zester, and of course, corkscrew—into a 
handy gizmo. Since this tool is going to be used with drinks, 
its designers made sure to craft it with stainless steel and 
use liberal amounts of rubber to aid with the grip.



FORM FACTOR
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Everyman
Porter Key Knife

Lezyne
SV11

Not every tool needs to contain everything but the 
kitchen sink. Everyman’s foray into the competitive and 
demanding EDC industry features only two functions:
a knife and a bottle opener. The Porter Key Knife is 
obviously the size of a key and folds out into a knife.
It is designed to be out of sight and out of mind in your 
keychain right up until the moment you need it. It is 
made out of surgical-grade stainless steel, is corrosion-
resistant, and can pretty much cut through anything. 

Biking is one of the 
activities that absolutely 
require having a multiool 
handy. There’s nothing 
worse than getting stuck 
in the middle of nowhere 
without a single tool 
to help you. Lezyne’s 
SV11 multitool ensures 
that you always have 
something to help with 
repairs, be it a quick 
bolt adjustment or chain 
breaking. Nothing is 
amiss with its design.
Every component is well 
thought out, and every 
tool is essential. This 
all-in-one device clocks 
in at just over 100g and 
keeps a low-profile in 
your saddle bag. 





The phrase “hello, world” 
has been used as a test 
message to see if a program 
works properly. Wikipedia 

cites its first known usage in a 
C programming tutorial at Bell 
Laboratories in 1974. To this day, 
“hello, world” characterizes a new 
beginning, a fresh start, a sign 
of life, and even a thumbs up for 
programming something that works.

For Speed’s January 2016 issue, 
we do not only celebrate with
you the beginning of something 
new. We also want to help you
lay waste on your tech nightmare 
of a past and start anew, rebuild, 
and recover.

We are all about getting it right
the first time, but we also know 
that sometimes, we all need
a second chance. Because just
like you, we have made mistakes, 
we have developed bad tech 
habits, we have regretted an
email or a post on social media, 
and we are continuously figuring 
out how to live right in this high-
tech, fast-paced, internet-centric 
age. So, jump to the next page 
and start working on your much-
needed tech resolutions, and then 
read on to the next article, so you 
can clean up your act online and 
fix your image on social media
and the rest of cyberspace.
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Aside from the easily broken 
vow of going to the gym 
regularly, New Year’s 
resolutions are a good way 

of starting off with a clean slate 
and moving forward toward positive 
goals for the upcoming year. Since 
technology has become such an 
integral part of our daily lives, it’s only 
natural to list some bad habits we 
need to break and some techniques 
we need to employ. Here’s a short list 
that will hopefully lead to a digitally 
happy 2016 for you.

Go paperless. You aren’t 
doing the environment any 
favors by still having paper 

bills sent to your home or printing that 
nth revision of the letter you’re drafting. 
Going paperless is a quick and surefire 
way to figuratively and literally
de-clutter your life. 

01

Words RON CRUZ

16 TECH RESOLUTIONS FOR 2016
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Put down your gadgets while eating.
You scheduled a dinner with your friends
so that you can socialize and catch up on 

what’s going on with each other’s lives. Sitting quietly 
while staring at your phone and ignoring everyone is no 
bueno. The least you could do is to gather around, laugh, 
and collectively swipe left. 

Stop using generic passwords.
We’re all guilty of this at one point in our 
online lives and frankly, it has to stop. 

Unsavory characters on the internet are getting bolder 
and bolder by the minute, and all it takes is one little 
misstep for your online world to come crashing down. 
“12345qwerty” just doesn’t cut it anymore. If need be,
use a password manager.

Stop texting while driving.
No matter how much you think you’ve 
memorized the keypad layout of your phone, 

using it while on the road is a recipe for disaster. While 
driving, you need all of your concentration. You can’t 
afford to be distracted even by a split-second because 
it can spell the difference between life and death. If you 
really need to reply, pull over.

Go offline two hours before sleeping. 
You’ll never get the restful sleep you 
deserve as long as you’re still clutching your 

smartphone or tablet when you’re about to go to bed. 
Checking Reddit just one more time means you’ll get lost 
inside that time sink for hours. Train and wean yourself 
from all gadgets when bedtime comes so that your sleep 
cycle becomes more natural.

Remove the TV from 
your bedroom.
Having a television in 

the bedroom leads to sleep debt. 
We’ve all experienced the downward 
spiral that is the “I’ll just watch 
one more episode.” For couples 
out there, the bedroom is the best 
place to catch up with your partners. 
Having a TV turned on distracts the 
two of you from actually getting 
some quality time. 

Know how to change
a flat tire.
What use is all your 

gadgetry when you’re stuck in the 
middle of nowhere with a flat? If you 
still don’t know how to change a flat 
tire or have a rudimentary grasp of 
basic vehicle troubleshooting, now’s 
a good time as any to learn! It is
a skill that will always be relevant up 
until the moment we get flying cars. 

Respect intellectual 
property.
We all have our excuses 

and reasons why we engage in 
piracy. Some are legitimate, while 
others are flimsy at best. But when
it comes to $1 apps, $1 songs,
or cheap games on Steam and GOG, 
let’s open up our wallets. Developing 
and producing the content we want 
isn’t free, so we owe it to ourselves 
to lend all the support we can give.

Stop recording live 
gigs on your phone. 
We’re not hating if that’s 

your thing, but we believe in enjoying 
the moment. Instead of wasting your 
phone’s battery and disk space for 
something you won’t watch again 
and is destined for the trash bin, 
just watch the bloody concert, sing 
your heart out, and enjoy. This goes 
for weddings as well. Let the official 
photographer and videographer do 
the job they’re paid for.

Turn off push 
notifications.
How many times have 

you been interrupted by those pesky 
push notifications? They do more 
harm than good. The best thing to
do is to turn them all off and wait
a week or so.  If you feel like you’re 
actually missing updates from
a certain app, then turn them back 
on one at a time.
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Back up your files.
The sheer terror you feel when your computer 
won’t boot up is multiplied exponentially

with the realization that you haven’t backed up any of 
your precious files. Schedule backing up your files on
a monthly basis, both on an external hard drive as well 
as on a cloud-based platform, so that you’ll never have
to worry about losing anything important.

Delete old unused accounts.
While it is true that anything on the internet 
would probably be there forever, there’s no 

reason for you not to spruce up and keep your Web 
presence up to date. Audit all of your online accounts.
If you feel that your LiveJournal blog with your “life is 
pain” musings isn’t you anymore, just delete it.
(Read more about this on page 84.)

The elusive zero inbox.
The start of the New Year should come with 
a clean slate as well. There’s nothing more 

stressful than having over a thousand unread emails 
just sitting in your inbox. While search algorithms make 
things easier, having unread emails feel like a dark cloud 
hanging over your head. Clean up your act and commit
to having a zero inbox life.

Clean your gadgets.
What’s more embarrassing than having your 
tech guy say that there’s nothing wrong with 

your computer; it is just filthy? You use these gadgets on
a daily basis, so all the germs on it touch you every day 
as well. Schedule a regular cleanup session of all your 
gear. There are plenty of DIY cleaning solution recipes 
online for you to use. (We help you do this on page 115.)

Clean up your cloud storage.
Apple iCloud’s raison d’etre was to simplify 
and streamline your life by getting everything 

in sync. You can now do this on almost any platform.
This is a genius idea that has helped a great deal,
but by automatically syncing everything, the cloud
is now full of junk—from embarrassing selfies to other 
digital content you’d rather not have evidence of. 
Do some spring cleaning in your digital bank and
simplify your life.
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Get a dash cam.
If you still don’t have a dash cam, get one ASAP. 
Not only can it potentially save your life one day, 

but it can help out others as well. Recording everything 
happening in front of you ensures that you always have 
proof when you need it. The peace of mind it gives you 
easily outweighs and justifies its cost.
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CHANGE 
CHANNELS
START OVER WITH YOUR SOCIAL NETWORKS 

New year, new 
resolutions, 
new...online 
persona?

Perhaps your regular social media 
exchanges now sound like white noise. 
Whenever you reread your older posts, 
you probably wonder, “Did I actually say 
that? I swear that was my evil twin!”

Have you and your Tweeple been 
constantly slinging passive-aggressive 
memes against each other? If your 
LinkedIn reputation has been tarnished 
after you committed a huge professional 
faux pas or if you’ve found yourself in 
a messy breakup after having posted 
several sticky-sweet relationship 
updates all over Facebook and 
Instagram, you may now feel the urge
to just wipe out your accounts in the 
hopes of reinventing yourself. 

Words CARMELA MARAAN FERNANDO
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ONLINE OVERHAUL
Social media allows us to scream 
to the world, “HEY, I’M HERE. THIS 
IS WHO I AM.” Each channel lets 
us display a certain facet of our 
personality, depending on that 
network’s culture. Its beauty (and 
danger, if you’re a catfish) is that we 
can control how much or how little 
the world knows about us, thereby 
controlling how the world sees us. 

The downside is that you may 
gradually become stuck in the role 
you expect yourself to play within 
your circle of followers. Or if you 
deliberately misrepresent yourself
as someone drastically ideal or 
someone completely different,
you will still eventually and inevitably 
reveal what you are. 

When you assimilate yourself into
a network, in turn you assmilate
that network’s ethos into your
own personality: as you behave,
you become. I’ve seen a number 
of much older users who are 
authoritative professionals,
parents, and grandparents
turning into giggly, sarcastic,
and sometimes selfie-happy 
teenagers once they start spending 
their daily free 5.763 hours on their 
Facebook feed. I myself have yet
to weed out “IKR,” “IDGAF,” “FFS,” 
“ROFLMAOMFG,” and “(insert 
adjective here) AF” from my
daily lexicon. 

TABULA RASA
If you’re not happy anymore with how you’re behaving and how people are responding
to you on your networks, it may be time for a social media makeover.

You may want to start off with something easy to lose: an account with the least 
engagement in followers, or accounts that you haven’t touched within the last six months. 
(I myself have deleted my Tumblr blog—not easy—because it had a particularly strong 
emotional grip on me, and it was decidedly negative.) For multiple deactivations, tools like 
JustDeleteMe, AccountKiller, and HootSuite can make it more convenient. 

During your journey, expect a few of these things and mull about the others:

You will transfer some of your content elsewhere. It’s natural, but try to keep the 
appropriate content within their respective networks. 

Old habits may catch up with you. You may be tempted to replace the old account
you have just deleted. Resist the urge. If you used to rant and share negative posts,
free yourself from as much emotional baggage as possible.  

CHANGE CHANNELS
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You may feel lost sometimes. The price 
of liberating yourself from former posting 
habits is the sense of loss. Social networks 
inadvertently become an extension of 
yourself, and they can become your go-to 
emotional crutches. Where else can you 
play out your life and have the world as 
your audience? Just breathe and let the 
feeling pass. 

You will lose the urgency to post 
everything that comes to mind. Social 
media lets you think out loud, but it’s also 
accompanied by the rattling of empty cans. 
Disabling the instant gratification granted 
by your old accounts teaches you to step 
back a bit from trigger-happy posting.

You will see yourself again outside of 
the Like-tinted glasses. When you take
a breather from your active accounts,
it gives you enough space to focus on 
who you really are before you became 
caught up in chasing your audience’s likes, 
shares, follows, and comments. 

You will begin to streamline your 
priorities. After a while, the line between 
what you want and what is actually 
happening between you and your
network may get blurred. Distancing 
yourself pushes you to refocus on your 
primary needs and goals: attention 
and validation, education and personal 
improvement, building professional 
authority, or a complete social overhaul? 

You may have more time for an
active life. And possibly lower data
and electric bills. 

Recreation involves destruction.
Which of your old posting habits and 
attitudes are you willing to destroy in
order to remake yourself?

You must get real. Renewing your online 
persona and reputation is strongly hinged 
on authenticity. If you’re especially doing 
it for damage control, transparency and 
honesty are vital. Don’t pretend to be 
someone you’re not; your real self will 
show through anyway. It’s better to behave 
as a more improved version of yourself. 
Given time, you’ll grow into it.  

Not all old accounts need to go. 
Understandably, you’ll keep the accounts 
with your most significant connections, 
both personal and professional. Everything 
else, however, falls into the wayside. 

READY? REACTIVATE!
Like any other change, re-establishing
a new online presence from the ground
up takes conscious and active commitment. 
You’re not only changing your posting style, 
content, and networks of choice, but also 
your overall mindset toward your social 
media routine. 

Give these things a try. Shift your habits, 
and the rest will follow. Remember, you
can be done with who you were, but you’re 
not done yet with who you will be.

If you’re not 
happy anymore 
with how you’re 
behaving and 

how people are 
responding

to you on your 
networks, it may 

be time for a 
social media 

makeover.





If you or someone you know has ever gone 
to San Francisco, chances are you’ve taken 
a photo with the giant marble columns of 
the Palace of Fine Arts as backdrop. A bus 
stop away from the famed Golden Gate 
Bridge, the Palace of Fine Arts is eminently 
Instagram-worthy. 

What’s less known is that it 
was built in 1915 to be the 
site of the World’s Fair—
a collection of exhibitions 
that brought in millions 
of visitors to the city and 
showcased the best of 
technology at the time, 
including electricity and 
long-distance telephony. 
So when I heard that the 
same site would host Real 
Future Fair, a modern-day 
equivalent with robots, 
drones, and virtual reality 
goggles, I wondered if
the choice of venue had 
been deliberate.

FEATURE

REAL-LIFE 
TOMORROWLAND

Words AISA VALENZUELA
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Event organizer Cara De Fabio, from
Fusion Media Network, confirmed with
me via email that the choice of venue was 
“very intentional.”

She said, “We wanted to take a look into
the future with the same spirit as the
world fair; a civic view, where everyone 
could see their own potential future 
reflected in the programming.” 

Fusion, a joint venture between Univision 
Communications, Inc. and Disney/ABC,
is a multi-platform media company
that champions a young, diverse,
and inclusive world. Real Future
launched last year as Fusion’s
technology reporting brand that
develops stories across three
different platforms: digital,
television, and live events. 

at Real Future Fair
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Real Future Fair was their 
final live event last year,
and their aim was to bring 
people together to experience their view
of the future, as if their online newsletter 
had suddenly sprung to life.

On the day of the fair last November 7,
I walked into the exposition not knowing 
what to expect, but was pleasantly 
surprised. The 120,000-square-feet
of space inside the Palace of Fine Arts
(aptly called the Innovation Hangar) had 
been cordoned off into separate sections. 

On the far left was a “zoo” of robotic 
animals that people could pet and feed. 
Middle- and high-schoolers in the Bay 
Area had created the robots during 
hackathons organized by TechHive Studio, 
in a bid to get them interested in robotics.

Across from it, members of the Aerial 
Sports League, a drone combat and racing 
league, pitted their customized creations 
against each other.

On the right side of the venue stood
a display wall of multimedia modern
art and a Virtual Reality Media Lab.
For the latter, Fusion had developed
the VRs (which included swimming
with a whale and taking a walk inside
a nuclear reactor), and although I arrived 
too late to experience them myself,
one of the attendees I talked to described 
the experience as “cool but disorienting,” 
since he could see 360 degrees around
him at space and stars but look down
and not see his body.

Lastly, at the front and center was a stage 
and a giant monitor flanked by 100-year-old 
stone angel statues created for the original 
World Fair. Talks and panel discussions 
about the future were held onstage 
througout the day, and a retro science 
fiction short film was even screened on
the monitor.

The day before the free public exposition, 
the Real Future Forum was held at the 
same site hosting a paid series of talks 
on the future of various topics (such as 
storytelling, food, gaming, sex, health, and 
money). The event culminated with a Robot 
Cocktail Party, where robots went behind 
the bar, mixing and serving drinks to guests.

It was amazing to see that the technology 
we only used to see depicted in science 
fiction—robots, drones, and virtual reality—
are now commonplace and increasingly 
being integrated into our daily lives.
We are in the future now. Which makes
you wonder: a hundred years from now, 
what technology will the World’s Fair at
the Palace of Fine Arts showcase then?

/SpeedMagazinePH @SpeedMagazine @SpeedMagazine

REAL-LIFE TOMORROWLAND

The robotic
petting zoo was
a hit with the kids.



PLACES

OF TOASTS, PANCAKES, AND BALLS

Words ARITHA ZEL ZALAMEA
Photos MELAI BALITAAN

BEYOND
RAMEN

Manila has always had a special affectation for 
Japanese cuisine, or washoku. Aside from the old-
timers peppered across the metro, recent years saw 
a surge in ramen and katsu places. But there’s more 
to Japanese food than just raw fish, fried kurobuta, 

and hot broths. Here we round up a few of the places where you 
can try more Japanese dishes, so read on, build an appetite,         
and let go of your usual chopsticks.
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BEYOND RAMEN

Café Shibuya 

Believe it or not, there is a Shibuya way 
of preparing what you and I know as 
French toast. When Café Shibuya invited 
Speed over for lunch, we were giddy with 
excitement. None of us have tried the toasts 
and Ghirardelli chocolate drinks that they’re 
known for, so off to their flagship store we 
went at U.P. Town Center in Quezon City. 
Being first timers, we put our lunch fate in 
the hands of their manager, who pointed us 
to their bestsellers, and we happily obliged.

While waiting for the dishes to come out, 
we looked around the cozy restaurant. It is 
artistically designed with fancy typography, 
lots of wooden furniture, and a few punches 
of happy colors. The place was quiet enough 
for a weekday lunch despite the several 
occupied tables. 

The Ghirardelli Chocolate Frappe – Below 
Zero (P155) was served first, sending us in
a frenzy. It was Belgian chocolate goodness 
in a tall glass, a sip of which takes all of 
your adult troubles away. The consistency 
was light, while the combination of 
chocolate powder and syrup on the airy 
whipped cream topping added to our 
childlike excitement.

But, it was time to move on to grownup 
food. We started with Signature Salad 
(P245), which was surprisingly huge.
The salad had fresh and crunchy veggies, 
tomatoes, and grapes. The mango 
vinaigrette was on the sweet side with
a tinge of sourness. Together with the
feta cheese, the ingredients provided
a variety of flavors and textures to make
the start of our meal interesting.

Beef Bulgogi Nachos (P265) was 
up next. For an appetizer, it was 
quite filling. The beef came in 
marble-size balls in a generous 
amount. The flavor was again on 
the sweet side, encouraging you 
not to hog too many toppings on 
one nacho. This would make fora 
great snack, too, especially with 
the barkada.

The pasta had a mild seafood 
flavor that was complemented
by the cheese, but could prove too 
fishy for some people due to the 
roe. Called Mentaiko (single: P265; 
sharing: P480), this dish would be 
better off paired with something 
that can balance the flavor and 
keep you eating more. After all,
the single serving is big enough
for a group of four (like us) if you’re 
sharing more than one dish.
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Signature Salad

Ghirardelli Chocolate Frappe - Below Zero
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The main event came in the form of Shibuya Benedict (P255). It was a 
monstrous 3 x 3-inch buttery toast topped with shitake mushrooms, farmer’s 
ham, and breaded deep-friend poached egg—how that is made, I don’t know, 
but the egg yolk was runny like heaven’s drool. The rest of the toast proved 
great for wiping the plate clean of the light and frothy Japanese mayo cream 
sauce. We nibbled on the side of potato chips paired with Mentaiko sauce dip 
in between bites.

We almost forgot that a main dish was lined up—Honey Lemongrass Chops 
(P295)—which we gobbled down fast so that we can reach dessert sooner.
The two slices of pork chops were about 1/4-inch thin. They came with java 
rice, and a side of corn and salsa.

Original Shibuya Honey Toast (baby: P145; regular: P175) and Strawberries 
and Chocolate capped our lunch. We ordered both in baby serving, which 
should’ve really been called baby damulag. Original Shibuya Honey Toast 
gave a simple but spot-on combination of flavors and textures, what with 
the toast’s crunchy surface and pillowy core (as advertised), the vanilla ice 
cream’s thick and creamy consistency, and the honey’s gooey sweetness. 
Chocolate and strawberry lovers, on the other hand, would love that the 
latter dessert had thick Belgian chocolate syrup dressing, and firm and ripe 
strawberries with that playful sourness.

The cozy ambience, colorful interior design, and comfort food and drinks 
make Café Shibuya ideal for a catch-up brunch, Sunday lunch with family, 
and unimposing dinner dates. Leave all your grownup baggage at the door, 
and just enjoy a soothing and filling meal. Remember three things when 
dining at Café Shibuya: bring a big appetite or come with a group because
the serving size is huge, almost all the dishes lean toward the sweet side,

TRY THESE!
There are more alternative 
Japanese food establishments 
out there than you think. And 
when they’re almost single-dish 
restaurants, you should be in for a 
serious gastronomic treat. Dine at 
these other two places and tell us 
what you—or your stomachs—think.

Dohtonburi
Straight from Japan, Dohtonburi is
a chain of restaurants specializing 
in okonomiyaki or Japanese 
pancake. Aside from more than 300 
stores in Japan, it has four branches 
in Bangkok, Thailand, and one in 
Taiwan. In the Philippines, they 
opened their first store last year in 
Greenhills, San Juan.

At Dohtonburi, you can make your 
own okonomiyaki by picking all
the ingredients that you want, 
mixing them with the provided
egg and okonomiyaki paste, and 
pouring your creation on the grill. 
If you’re not as adventurous, just 
pick from their tried-and-tested 
okonomiyaki recipes, which usually 
include cabbage, bonito flakes,
and Japanese mayo.

Dohtonburi
2/F Cullinan Prime Bldg.,
8 Missouri St., Greenhills, San Juan

Hokkaido Takoyaki
The ball-shaped Japanese snack 
called takoyaki is not as foreign 
to Filipinos as okonomiyaki. Food 
stalls of it can be found everywhere. 
But Hokkaido Takoyaki takes it up
a notch by providing a decent dine-
in option and more takoyaki variants 
to choose from.

Grab six to 12 pieces of octopus, 
bacon and cheese, kani (crab meat) 
and mozzarella, and scallops. These 
can be eaten on their own or, true 
to Filipino fashion, with rice, which 
Hokkaido Takoyaki also offers. They 
also prove to be great pasalubong or 
pot luck contribution. Each takoyaki 
is topped with bonito flakes, cheese, 
Japanese mayo, aonori powder, and 
okonomiyaki sauce.

Hokkaido Takoyaki
108 N.S. Amoranto Sr. St. cor.
D. Tuazon St., Santa Mesa Heights, 
Quezon City

LG/F SM Makati, Glorietta Complex,
Makati

5/F Market! Market!, McKinley 
Parkway, Taguig

Café Shibuya
G/F U.P. Town Center, Katipunan Ave., 
Diliman, Quezon City

2/F TriNoma, North Triangle,
Quezon City

3/F Glorietta 2, Ayala Center, Glorietta 
Complex, Makati

Strawberries and Chocolate Toast



play their instruments;  
I play the orchestra.” 

So says Steve Jobs 
when he is confronted 
by the fact that 
his friend and 
co-pioneer Steve 
‘Woz’ Wozniak has 
done much of the 
initial product 
development for 
Apple Computers, 
while Jobs 
hasn’t seemed 
to really pull his 
weight around the 
company. But what 

Words CARMELA MARAAN FERNANDO

Steve Jobs

BUZZ 
FEED

Steve Jobs hits our shores 
months after showing in the U.S. 

But dozens of movie reviews 
aside, the so-called brainy and 

cold film is worth seeing  
for yourself.

is pulling weight when 
he has what it takes to 
make Apple soar? 

Steve Jobs is an honest, 
less glorified take on 
the life of the marketing 
genius behind Apple Inc., 
where the story focuses on 
three revolutionary product launches 
culminating in the release of the iMac  
in 1998. 

Michael Fassbender portrays the late  
Steve Jobs as the highly magnetic yet 
eccentric leader whose volatile histrionic 
episodes have catapulted him into business 
stardom. Highly driven and virtually 
unstoppable, Jobs pushed the brand 
into technological revolution, making it 

a market leader for several years. 
Unfortunately, Jobs’ single-minded 
focus on the business drove a huge 
wedge between him and his family, 
and contributed to his poor health. 

Now, some critics have noted that 
Jobs’ character is fleshed out here 

“in full jerk mode,” and that the 
movie is somewhat an unflattering and 

inaccurate portrayal of events, focusing 
a little too much on the negative aspects 
of the man himself. However, we think 
that this offers a good balance to Jobs’ 
idolized image, making him more real, 
more human. After all, he has already 
firmly secured himself as one of the 
paramount names in the industry,  
so seeing him as someone who faces  
and overcomes the same real-life 
struggles that we do can be ultimately 
inspiring to aspiring tech leaders.  

The movie also draws 
some controversy from 
folks at Silicon Valley, 
some of whom have 

come forward to state 
that Jobs isn’t exactly 

portrayed the way they 
personally knew him.  

Perhaps, but then everyone has 
several personality facets that they don’t 

always choose to show to everybody.

One of the key points in the story that has 
been downplayed in previous biographies 
is Jobs’ turbulent relationship with his 
daughter Lisa, and how he practically 
disowned her in her formative years. 
This part of his life has been constantly 
overlooked in favor of his achievements, 
and to have it played out onscreen also 
draws several mixed responses from  
the audience, including his wife  
Laurene Powell Jobs.  

But whether people have known Jobs  
as a regular man or a high-powered 
mutant isn’t just the point; it’s a story  
of the choices a person faces and makes 
when he is driven toward greatness. 

Playing alongside Fassbender are  
Kate Winslet, Jeff Daniels, and  
Seth Rogen as Apple’s computer whiz  
Woz. Directed by Danny Boyle and written 
by Aaron Sorkin (The Social Network,  
The Newsroom), Steve Jobs offers an 
intelligent glimpse into the legend,  
replete with brilliant dialogue and 
trademark Sorkinesque one-liners. 
Whether or not you find it true-to-life  
as you know it, just come for the story,  
and stay for the insight.

OpenS January 13

“Musicians
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Opens January 13

Concussion tackles 
the story of forensic 
pathologist Bennet  
Omalu (Will Smith), who 
discovers a dangerous 
form of brain damage 
suffered by football 
players. The National 

Football League, however, 
does its best to prevent 
Dr. Omalu’s research from 
going public. 
 
Money talks. 
 

CTE (chronic traumatic encephalopathy) 
is a degenerative brain condition caused 
by repetitive injuries to the head, and is 
associated with memory loss, impulse 
control problems, aggression, impaired 
judgment, depression, and progressive 
dementia. In the movie, Dr. Omalu races 
against time to fight NFL’s system so that 
he can develop appropriate treatment for 

The movie is as 
specialized as it 
may come:

Michael Bay film = epic explosions.  
 
Based on the book 13 Hours by Michael 
Zuckoff, 13 Hours: The Secret Soldiers of 
Benghazi tells the tale of six security team 
members who defended the American 
diplomatic compound in Benghazi, Libya,  
on September 11, 2012, against radical 
Islamist terrorists. This happened after an 
American ambassador died during an attack 
in the compound.
 

Opens January 13

13 Hours: The Secret 
Soldiers of Benghazi

13 Hours is your classic 
action hero flick. Expect 
to see tight shots of fast-
paced sequences as 
the characters navigate 
unfamiliar territory to 
protect 36 lives from 
further attack. 
 
The film stars James 
Badge Dale, Toby 
Stephens, John Krasinski, 
Max Martini, Dominic 
Fumusa, Pablo Schreiber, 
David Denman, Demetrius 
Grosse, and Freddie 
Stroma, serving up a red-
hot shot of testosterone to 
go with your popcorn. 

injured athletes, as well as publicize his 
research to gain support from the medical 
community.  
 
Concussion also stars Alec Baldwin, Albert 
Morse, and Gugu Mbatha-Raw, and is 
emotionally stirring as it is informative. 

Concussion

Movies
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Disaster, drama, 
and deliverance

Movies
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We all die alone, but we can also 
survive alone. This may be the 
underlying premise of The Revenant, 
an 1820s biographical tale of the 
explorer Hugh Glass (Leonardo 
DiCaprio), who seeks vengeance 
against his hunting teammates who 
robbed him and left him for dead after 
he was savaged by a bear. The film is 
directed by Alejandro G. Iñárritu and 
is based on Michael Punke’s novel of 
the same name. 
 
More than just revenge, The Revenant also chronicles 
Glass’ days of solo survival in the freezing plains, 
mountains, and forest. This provides another angle 
as to what a person’s spirit is capable of when he is 
single-mindedly determined to push through dangerous 
circumstances, even if his personal motivation to  
do so is less than noble. Well, rage is a good motivator 
for survival. 
 
The Revenant also stars Tom Hardy, Will Poulter, Paul 
Anderson, Lukas Haas, and Domhnall Gleeson. 

The Revenant
OPens January 27

all combine in Disney’s 
The Finest Hours, director 
Craig Gillespie’s adaptation 
of Casey Sherman and 
Michael J. Tougias’ book of 
the same title. 
 
The story is loosely based 
on a 1952 Coast Guard 
rescue mission involving 
two oil tankers—SS Fort 
Mercer and SS Pendleton—
destroyed by a full-scale 
storm called a nor’easter, 
just off the Cape cod Coast 
in New England. When 
the Coast Guard members 
pull out all the stops to 
save the tankers’ crews 
from drowning, defying 
nature and imminent 
death, it shows that we are 
surrounded by real-life 

OPens January 27

The Finest Hours
heroes who don’t need the 
promise of fame, glory,  
and fortune to do good.  
 
Starring Chris Pine,  

Eric Bana, Casey Affleck, Holliday Grainger, 
Ben Foster, and Josh Stewart, The Finest 
Hours illustrates the strength and grit  
of a person’s character as he overcomes 
sheer adversity.  
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cover girl Bea Alonzo
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alonzo
The last time 
we sat down 
and talked to 
Bea Alonzo was 
for Speed’s 8th 
anniversary 
issue. That was 
in 2011. Five 
years later, we 
got the chance 
to catch up with 
the 28-year-
old actress as 
she graces the 
cover of Speed 
January 2016.



EvEryday 
gadgEts 
Fujifilm instax 
mini 70, Fujifilm 
X-A2, iPad, 
iPhone 6, 
gadgEt shE 
can’t livE 
without 
iPhone 6
FavoritE apps 
Waze, Instagram  
(@beaalonzo)

You took part in writing Popoy and Basha’s 
wedding vows in A Second Chance?
Oo, pero syempre ni-rephrase pa ‘yun ng 
writers namin. [Kaming dalawa ni John 
Lloyd] were given a questionnaire [tungkol sa 
mag-asawa]. Nag-create kami ng character 
backgrounder kung paano maitatawid ‘yung 
2007 to 2015. It was actually a beautiful 
experience. It was hard, but gandang-ganda 
ako sa experience na parang we could really 
call it our own.

‘Tsaka [sa One More Chance] naman, we were 
also part of the creative process. Pero mas 
[involved] ngayon dahil siguro mas mature na 
kami and we speak [out] more kung ano ‘yung 
pinaniniwalaan namin.

After another successful team-up with John Lloyd, 
what other projects can we look forward to from you?
I’m doing another movie with this actor na matagal nang 
hindi nakikita. I’ve always wanted to work with him. And I 
will be doing a teleserye. We’ll start [shooting in the] first 
quarter of the year. 

What second chances are you looking forward to this 
2016?
A second chance to do the things that I wanted to do like 
photography, flower arrangement, cooking—those kinds 
of things. I’d like to take up classes na sobrang layo sa 
ginagawa ko ngayon. Gusto ko lang ng breather because 
magkasunod ‘yung pelikula na ginawa ko, parehong 
heavy [drama].

What are your goals for 2016?
Mas pipili na ako ng mga projects ko ngayon. I’ve always 
done that, but right now siguro mas mag-eexplore ako in 
terms of character offers.

Have you ever said no to a role before?
A lot of times, because I don’t see myself doing that 
character. Not to be arrogant about it, but I have to 
believe the character first before I can do it. I have to be 
convinced before I can convince the audience.

What should we know about Bea Alonzo that most 
people aren’t aware of?
We were just talking about how I am afraid of dogs. May 
phobia ako sa dogs [dahil] nakulong ako sa dog house 
when I was six. It was a very traumatic experience. But  
I own one. Si BowWow, a golden retriever, na nakatira sa 
bahay ko. Siya lang ang asong nahahawakan ko.

“I’m quirkier, as you can see. I’m more 
comfortable in my own skin. I can give my 
opinions without [worrying] if somebody 
would get offended. Of course, I’m still 
cautious, but now I speak more of what 
I believe in unlike before when I was 
younger,” Bea answered.

Like everybody else, Bea grew up, learned 
from her mistakes, and became a better 
version of herself. She just did it way 
more gracefully than most of us manage 
to do so.

second chances
Following the massive and record-
breaking success of her last movie,  
A Second Chance, with John Lloyd Cruz, 
Bea enjoys some down time to relax and 
recharge before diving into her  
next projects.

Congratulations on A Second Chance. 
Your character Basha is probably one 
of your most iconic roles. Are you any 
similar to her?
I’d like to think that every character I do, 
there’s a part of me in that character. Kasi 
it won’t be organic if it’s not coming from 
an organic place. Kung tatanungin mo 
ako kung [ano ‘yung parte na ako ang  
na kay] Basha, [it’s] how she loves, how 
she commits, and how she can fight for 
that love.

Cover girL Bea Alonzo
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We went 
straight to 
our first 
question: 
how different 
is she now 
from the  
2011 Bea?
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breaking the habit
While social media plays a big role in her work, Bea 
admits that she spends too much time browsing through 
Instagram and she needs to cut it down.

“I think kapag pinagsama-sama mo ‘yung time na 
nagba-browse ako sa Instagram, it would make half of 
my day—eight to 12 hours, maybe. Siguro i-nanarrow 
down ko sa three hours in one day.”

How do you use technology in your work?
Social media is a big part of the success of our movies. 
It’s for promotions. What else? Kailangan ng emails for 
our job, and taking photos and influencing your followers 
to see kung ano ‘yung suot mo, kung ano ‘yung products 
na gusto mo.

What do you post about and how often?
When something’s interesting lang. If nothing is 
interesting, I’m not posting.

[I post] anything that interests me, mostly travels. Kaya 
mapapansin mo kapag nasa ibang bansa ako ang dami 
kong post.

Do you follow any social media etiquette?
Think before you post. You have to be very responsible 
kung ano ‘yung ipopost mo. [Think first] if it’s going to 
offend anybody or affect your followers, especially the 
kids. Kasi ngayon, as early as 12 years old meron ng 
social media account di ba?

Do you play games on  your phone?
Flappy Bird lang yata. Hindi ko pa nabubura. I get bored 
and I keep thinking [that] I’m wasting time. Dati Text 
Twist lang kasi feeling ko nae-exercise ‘yung utak ko. 
Pero the rest, feeling ko nasasayang oras ko. I don’t get 
addicted to games.

So, what kind of apps do you have on your phone?
I love Waze. ‘Yan ang pinaka-helpful sa lahat. Marami 
akong travel apps: TripAdvisor, Agoda, Expedia. I also 

have Zomato. Puro for travels, and the 
Jimmy Oliver app for cooking food. 
Instagram. 

If there’s one app that you want to be 
developed, what would it do?
Maybe about cleaning the house. Siguro 
‘yung meron kang alarm [that tells if it’s] 
the right time to change your bed sheet, 
pay the bills. Because if you’re living 
alone, it really makes sense [to have that 
app]. Home and closet organization.
 
What’s the latest gadget that you’ve 
purchased?
My cellphone? Kasi nabasag ‘yung phone 
ko when I was in London, so I had to 
buy [a new one]. Pero nauna dun ‘yung 
Fujifilm X-A2 camera. Ay! I purchased one 
Instax just recently, an instax mini 70.

You’re also Fujifilm’s new ambassador. 
Have you always been into photography?
It started being my hobby when I started 
traveling. Dati ang paniniwala ko: you 
should just savor the moment. Lahat ng 
memories mo, lahat ng snaps matitira sa 
utak mo. But after a while, na-realize ko 
na there were travels na hindi ko naaalala. 
So, naisip ko na maybe it’s nice to keep  
a good camera. 

What are the top three gadgets on your 
wish list?
The new iPhone (iPhone 6s). Ito ‘yung 
[may 3D Touch] na. Camera lenses  
[for my Fujifilm X-A2]. Maybe a  
good watch.

What gadget or technology should  
have been invented by now?
Flying car dahil sa traffic or a  
virtual skyway, ‘yung mabilis lang.  
Or time machine.
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ipopost mo. [Think first] if  
it’s going to offend anybody 

or affect your followers, 
especially the kids.



hard limit
One of the many things that changed as Bea grew older 
and more mature is her attitude toward relationships. 
The things that her younger self would have cried foul 
over no longer carry the same weight. 

“Wala na akong deal breakers. Bahala na lang kung 
anong ma-fifeel ko.”

But we learned that a man can never get a second 
chance with Bea “if he hurts [her] physically.”

How can a guy win your attention in a crowded room?
By being confident and by talking to me. And ayoko ng 
pick-up lines. Sobrang baduy.

cover girl Bea Alonzo
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How do you show your affection to  
your partner?
‘Yung love language ko is touch and 
service. I usually cook for him and do 
things for him, and [giving] words of 
affirmation din and saying I love you.

Any tips for men when going on a  
first date?
A guy should always be a gentleman—go 
to a girl’s house and pick her up. A guy 
should not talk too much about himself 
and should just listen [to the girl].

Describe to us what your typical day  
is like?
I usually hang out with my family. Kapag 
wala akong trabaho nandiyan na ‘yung 
nanay ko tanghali pa lang [for] lunch,  
and then after, pupunta ako ng derma o 
salon. Then, meet up with my friends for 
dinner and [share] drinks with them. It’s 
usually like that. I work out kung  
may time.

You live by yourself. What is it like  
for you?
Nung una [mahirap]. Pero alam mo 
feeling ko nag-mature ako because of it, 
mas naging responsible. I learned how to 
run a household. I became more assertive 
kung anong gusto ko.
 
Any hobbies or sports you’re engaged  
in right now?
I learned how to sail nung huli kong 
movie. I’m planning to go back to sailing 
din. I know how to play golf, but I stopped 
playing dahil sa araw. Well, ganun din 
naman technically ‘yung sailing.

What are the basic things we need to 
know in case we want to try out sailing?
‘Yung layman’s term lang siguro is for you 
to find the wind direction and sasaluhin 
mo lang ng sail mo ‘yung wind. So, you 
always have to sail upwind or downwind 
for you to move.

What could you be doing now if you 
didn’t get into show business?
Maybe I would be working behind the 
camera because I’ve always known na 

itong industry na ‘to is my calling.

Do you think that maybe some time in the future you’ll take the seat 
behind the camera?
you know, I’ve always thought about that, and siguro hindi talaga 
ako pupunta sa directing and producing. I would always be an actor. 
Pero kung magne-next level [ako] or when I become older, kung may 
karapatan na ako to teach about acting, maybe I can be an acting coach. 
In the future. Like, far, far future.

What kind of Bea Alonzo would we find five years from now?
I hope a better version of me, even better than [I am] now. Maybe I’d have 
one kid at least or I’d be thinking about settling. 

Siguro.
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Interview by Speed editorial team
Photos by Joan Leong, activeTV

RYAN AGONCILLO
Host, Cash Cab Philippines

As one of the most in-demand hosts 
in the country, Ryan Agoncillo has          
a vast experience in TV hosting—
from game and morning news spots, 
to talent and talk shows. Now, Ryan 

takes on another challenging project where he 
won’t only be the game master, but also take on 
the role of a cab driver. Speed got the opportunity 
to talk to Ryan about his new show and more.

You are hosting Cash Cab Philippines, 
wherein you’ll be quizzing your passengers 
while driving them to their destinations.
Just for everyone’s peace of mind, how are 
you as a driver?
I’m pretty chill as a driver. I don’t weave in and 
out of traffic. I don’t speed much. But I do get 
a bunch of road rage in my head—[just] in my 
head—because now that I’m a manong driver 
[and with children on board], you have to be 
pretty chill.



 You know, I will 
try anything
for a rush.

But I don’t go 
out there willing 
to get hurt. I try 
to [be as] safe 

as I can.

RYAN AGONCILLO

How do you keep yourself from acting on that 
road rage?
It’s actually a matter of perspective. I see the 
people out there stuck in jeepneys or air con-less 
buses, or out in a line somewhere trying to get
a ride, [while] I’m in my air conditioned car.
It’s all a matter of perspective. I’m trying to get 
home [and] I’ve got jeepney drivers driving in and 
out because the eight pesos that a passenger 
will give means a lot to them more than it will 
to me. So, yeah, you shift perspectives once in a 
while. But of course, I’m not perfect out there as 
would everyone else who’s trying to keep it all in.

You quiz your Cash Cab passengers on 
general knowledge. Have you encountered 
questions that if you were the passenger 
you’d definitely get them wrong?
Oh, there are tough ones. What I really found 
hard are the European-based questions—some 
things that we don’t normally as Filipinos care 
about, but it’s out there. General knowledge 
like say: Who is the only woman to have held 
the position of the prime minister in the United 
Kingdom? You’re supposed to know that, right? 
But it’s going to stump you at some point when 
your brain is fried, and you’re trying to get over 
that second or first ‘X’ mark. Not a lot of people 
would be confident to say their answers out loud.

You said that what prepared you for your 
role as manong driver on Cash Cab was 
your previous drifting and motorcycle 
racing experiences. What got you into those 
extreme hobbies?
Well, I don’t drift much now. I raced as a drifter 
for four years. How did I get started? It was one 
of those things that just grew organically from 
friendships and peer pressure. (laughs)

I have this group [from college that] I used to ride 
motorcycles with and then they branched out to 
rally racing, circuit racing. We tried it once in
a while and then got stuck to drifting.

What’s the best and worst part of drifting?
The best part of drifting is that it’s such a rush. 
The worst part is that you break everything.
I hate breaking the car.

Have you ever injured yourself in drifting?
No, no, no. You know, I will try anything for
a rush. But I don’t go out there willing to get 
hurt. I try to [be as] safe as I can.

Do you tinker with your car or motorcycle?
I know exactly how to set up my car. I know what 
I expect with my car. But I leave it to the experts 
to actually set it up for me. 
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What are your everyday gadgets?
I’ve got my smartphone. Because I go to 
work on a motorcycle, it has to be light, 
right? But when I do go on long rides and 
it’s not work, I bring a camera with me. 
I have a couple of weapons of choice, 
depending on where I’m riding. It’s either
a digital rangefinder, which is a Leica M9, 
or a really powerful point-and-shoot that 
I’ve got—it’s also a digital rangefinder—
the Fujifilm X100S. It depends on where
I’m going [and] the conditions I’m going
to get myself into.

What are the other cameras you own?
I own a lot of cameras. I was a professional 
photographer at some point, so I do have 
my digital equipment with me. I have 
my cannons. Well, Canon the brand and 
my kanyon lenses—the big ones and the 
wide camera lenses. I also have my little 
Micro Four Thirds camera, although that 
is kind of old right now. It’s all about the 
mirrorless cameras now. I’m pretty much
a camera fan.

What’s the most used app on your 
phone?
[My] most used app is Snapseed. I edit my 
photos a lot. More than showing what I see, 
I want to show everyone how I see it, how
I remember it in my head.

And you share these images to your 
fans. How active are you on social 
media?
I’m pretty active on Instagram. I don’t have 
a Twitter [account]. Facebook—when you’re 
goofing around with friends, that’s pretty 
much the activity. But I treat Instagram 
more like a personal gallery. That’s why
I’m very protective of my Instagram 
[account]. It’s very rare that you’ll see
me post about work. And if I do, I post
about work that means something to me.

Of course, in this day and age, we throw
in a little business in there. But really,
my Instagram account is my photo album.
It gets me through my day. Say, I’m 
having a pretty rough morning, [during] 
lunch break I go through my Instagram 
account and then look at the pictures of 
my children, look at my wife, or look at the 
videos that made me laugh.

But how do you decide which photos to share
on Instagram?
That’s why when I choose to share something, I choose 
to share with you my feeling. I curate it because I scroll 
through my Instagram wanting to feel good. So, I want 
you to feel something, [too]. Not necessarily good, maybe, 
I want to evoke a reaction. I want to get that something: 
“hey, I’ve been there,” “hey, I remember that point,”
or “you know what, my kid was that way.” Ganun ako 
mamili. It has to be: if not all good vibes, at least it makes 
you feel something.

Any other social media rules you live by?
I like to think of my Instagram [account] as an extension
of my home. I welcome you to my home, I expect manners. 
I bring you inside my home, I treat you well. I don’t 
necessarily show you the best of me, but I will show you 
that part of me I am willing to share and that’s respecting 
your intellect, your feelings. So, there’s not a lot of politics 
on my Instagram [account]. I have politics, too, but I don’t 
want to bother you with it. I don’t want to scroll through
my Instagram [page] and be reminded of that bad thing, 
you know? So, yeah, it’s like my home. Manners are
very important.
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GEEK-SPOTTING
Meet the geeks. No, they’re not the eyeglass-wearing, backpack-carrying, socially awkward 

people who pop culture has molded into a bad stereotype. They are the experts and 
enthusiasts who show an inordinate amount of passion for a certain field, topic, or activity.

Speed scours the streets for these different types of geeks—from intellectuals to die-hard 
aficionados, from professionals to devout amateurs. They are aplenty, and we aim to showcase 

what a special bunch they are by featuring a select few one issue at a time.

What are your everyday gadgets?
I always have my iPhone, power bank, and MacBook Pro with me.
Then when I get home, I use my Samsung Galaxy Tab to read design
magazines and e-books.

What’s your typical day like as an art director?
To be an effective art director, I try to be inspired all the time. So aside 
from drinking my morning coffee, I make it a point to check out new things 
online before starting on my work load. I usually check out Behance and 
designspiration.net for new projects from my favorite graphic designers. 
Checking out new design trends helps me when I’m working on new ads
and campaigns for our clients.

Who are the artists you follow online or look up to?
When I go online and look for inspiration, I usually check out Malika Favre, 
Yukai Du, and Jack Hughes’ illustrations. I even follow their personal
accounts on Instagram.

What makes up your tech gear as an art director?
Other than my laptop, I don’t think I’d be able to survive without my Wacom 
Intuos tablet. I’ve been using it for almost three years now for illustrations,
ads, and other photo manipulations. I also keep my WD external hard drive 
handy to store finished PSDs, AIs, JPGs, and other files to keep my laptop
from lagging. 

What mobile apps/computer software do you use often?
I always use Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator CC for work and other 
illustration/ graphic design jobs. On my phone, I use Adobe Preview CC,
VSCO Cam, Uber, and games like SimCity, Shadow Fight, and Two Dots. 

I use the Pomodoro app on my phone to break down my work load into 
intervals, separating it with short breaks. This way I can track my progress,
and, at the same time, I don’t feel much of the stress.

What are your other hobbies and what gear do you use for them?
When I have time during the weekends, I go out for short walks in the city
and take photographs. I’ve been using Nikon D500 for digital photos and
a vintage Pentax Spotmatic F for film.

What’s on top of your 2016 bucket list?
Travel alone abroad!

Top 3 on your gadget wish list:
JBL E50 Bluetooth Headphones,
Apple Watch, and Star Wars BB-8 Sphero

As a reporter for an online publication, tell us a bit about your
daily grind.
I break an average of three to five stories a day. I am usually on the go,
so I really need to have a mobile phone always with ‘net access.

How do you use technology in creating your stories? 
I shoot videos, take pics, and break stories with my iPhone.

What are the essential gadgets and gear that an online reporter
must have?
iPhone, recorder, power bank, and if possible, a MacBook 

How active are you on social media? What do you regularly post 
about?
I tweet regularly for work, but I rarely post on Facebook. I tweet
breaking stories.

What are your most used mobile apps?
Messenger, Facebook, and Twitter

Outside work, what are your hobbies?
Reading books. I usually read Philippine literature and children’s books.

If there was a gadget/technology that should have already been 
invented by now, what would it be?
Hmmm.... I would want an electronic book. Not the Kindle type. Maybe an 
electronic type of book with moving pictures!

SAM DEDEL
Art Director

TBWA/Santiago 
Mangada Puno

MARC JAYSON 
CAYABYAB

Reporter, inquirer.net



What are your everyday gadgets?
iPhone 5s, MacBook Air 11” (mid-2012), Beats by Dre headphones, a bunch 
of generic phone chargers (I always forget that I own a power bank)

What are the most used apps on your phone?
Spotify, Messenger, WhatsApp, Viber, Booky

Any favorite apps?
Instagram, VSCO, DSCO, Snapchat, Candy Crush

What’s on your wallpaper?
A blurry shot of me dancing, taken by my mom. It came out pretty interesting.

What’s your ringtone?
Just an old telephone [ring], nothing fancy.

How do you use technology and gadgets in dancing?
Honestly, I ignore my gadgets when I’m in the studio because I like to focus 
on my dancing. Although, my iPhone is there for when I’m learning and 
listening to a certain choreography during breaks, and for recording those 
random (and priceless) moments with my colleagues. 

You are also a freelance graphic designer and filmmaker. What makes 
up your tech gear as both?
It’s just me and my MacBook Air. It gives me some restrictions when I’m 
designing or editing videos (storage space, mainly) but I can manage.
It comes really handy when I’m on the go, which is almost always. I usually 
borrow or rent cameras when I have a film gig. 

Where can we see your work?
behance.net/madgereyes, vimeo.com/madgereyes, and @madgereyes
on Instagram

What are your other hobbies and what gear do you use for them?
I love taking pictures! My Multiply album was most definitely updated back 
in the day. Nowadays, having a smartphone just makes life easier. But I still 
turn to my Minolta X-700, Canon 1000D, and instax mini for days when I’m 
feeling extra creative (a.k.a. when I have the time). And of course, nothing 
beats a good old camera when you’re traveling. 

If you can have any app developed or technology invented what
would it do?
I’d like to see the traffic in Metro Manila be eliminated by the tech gods.

What’s on top of your 2016 bucket list?
New York! Followed by a decent boyfriend to introduce to my parents (lol)

Top 3 gadgets on
your wish list?
Leica M Edition 60, Apple Pencil,
Crosley x UO Cruiser Briefcase
portable vinyl record player

What do you do as a mechanical engineer?
Currently, I am a Research & Development Engineer at Ayala Property 
Management Corporation. Basically, we research new energy-saving 
technologies that can improve the efficiency and lifespan of a building’s 
equipment. Once proven through series of tests and baselining, we then 
implement these technologies to the properties. 

What are you working on now?
Honestly, I can’t disclose any of our projects. What I can say is we are leaning 
towards technologies that can improve the efficiency of chillers because 
roughly around 50 percent of the electrical consumption of the building 
comes from the chiller plant. 

What are the gadget or tool must-haves of a mechanical engineer? 
An engineer can use anything as a physical tool. The most important tool 
an engineer must have is his creativity, his/her mind, and the drive to solve 
problems like other professions. 

But if you’re asking [for a] physical tool, [it would have to be a] scientific 
calculator. It’s very handy and portable. When you need to calculate lots
of numbers fast, it’s very useful.

What will we find in your bag?
I always bring my GoPro 4 Black edition, scientific calculator, laptop,
and my phone.

Outside work, what are your hobbies?
I read books using my phone or laptop. But when it comes to videography,
my GoPro, phone, and laptop are what I use. 

If there were a gadget/technology that should have already been 
invented, what would it be and why?
They should’ve invented the teleportation device so we can easily travel 
from one place to another. Fortunately, I think there is progress with the 
teleportation technology. I’m just not sure on the details. I can get back
to you if you want. 

Haha! Yeah, please do. If you were to design/create your dream 
machine, what would you build, what bells and whistles will it have, 
and why?
My dream machine is a time machine that can fly like in the movie Meet 
the Robinsons. I can go to different eras and also fly to easily get away from 
danger. What the time machine in the movie didn’t have is an autopilot that 
can call on the time machine with just a click or touch of a button. 

Another machine I want to build is a planet creator machine. I would create 
a machine that creates habitable planets or worlds. This, in turn, can provide 
lots of potential not just for the human race but also for all life. If we can 
create worlds, we can sustain life. But its drawback is that people might have 
the tendency to take it for granted and just waste resources, since we can 
create planets anyway.

MADGE REYES
Former soloist,

Ballet Philippines;
Freelance art director, 
dancer, and filmmaker

MIGUEL LABAO 
Research & Development 
Engineer, Ayala Property 

Management Corporation
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EVENTS

A ONE-OF-A-KIND VISUAL DISPLAY MARKED THE OFFICIAL 
LAUNCH OF THE GALAXY STUDIO AND THE NEW SAMSUNG 
GEAR S2 SMARTWATCH.

Samsung Philippines turned the SM Mall of Asia LED Globe into
a giant Samsung Gear S2, the company’s latest smartwatch.
The Gear S2 boasts a more versatile approach to user experience 
with its rotating bezel control, pre-installed apps, and 1.2-inch 
super AMOLED display. The interchangeable watch strap allows 
you to switch up your style to fit the occasion.

The Galaxy Studio, which was open from November 27 to
December 5 at the SM MOA Cyberzone, showcased several hubs 
that offered guests a rich experience of the new Gear S2,
the Galaxy Note5 and S6 edge+, as well as an interactive 
experience of Samsung’s new breed of connected accessories, 
including the Gear VR virtual reality headset and Level On Pro 
wireless headphones. 

SAMSUNG SHINES
THE SPOTLIGHT
ON THE GEAR S2
Samsung Galaxy Studio lands in Manila

(From left) Byron So, co-owner of Crossfit MNL; Franz Decloedt, marketing 
director of Volkswagen Philippines; Digs Dimagiba, business unit head for 
IT and Mobile of Samsung Electronics Philippines; Marilou Co, owner of 
Marilou Co Jewelry; and Agu Paiso, director of CycleSport, Inc.

Victor Basa takes a groufie with (from left) Andi Manzano-Reyes, 
Xander Angeles, CJ Jaravata, and Phoemela Baranda.

Kelly Misa GP Reyes and Andi Manzano-Reyes

World-renowned designer Francis 
Libiran dons his Gear S2 Classic.
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MAKING 
THE BEST 
OF EVERY 
TERRAIN 
Mercedes-Benz launches 
much-awaited and 
revamped SUV lineup 

Iross Santos-
Cramer and 
Hubertus 
Cramer

The Mercedes-
Benz G63 is 
the perfect gift 
for all seasons. Grace Ang, wife of ANG 

President Felix Ang, 
tries out the brand new 
Mercedes-Benz GLC. 

(From left) Genesis Guy, Ramon 
Bautista, Jojo “The Love Survivor,”
and Robert Shaw

(From left) Perry Pe, Felix Ang, 
Robina Gokongwei-Pe, Edna Chua, 
Grace Ang, Beng Dee, and Ricky Dee

(From left) Cats Motors, Inc. President Rene Nuñez, Global Star Motors President Edward Onglatco, 
Auto Nation Group, Inc. (ANG) VP for Sales Robert Shaw, ANG President Felix Ang, ANG Chairman 
Gregorio Yu, German Ambassador Thomas Ossowski, and Auto Icon Inc. President Dexter Co

EVENTS

MERCEDES-BENZ’S NEW WORLDWIDE 
CAMPAIGN “MAKE THE BEST OF EVERY 
TERRAIN” MADE ITS MUCH-AWAITED
DEBUT IN THE PHILIPPINES LAST 
NOVEMBER. Auto Nation Group, Inc. (ANG) 
President Felix Ang, along with the principals
of the Mercedes-Benz dealer networks, kicked 
off the celebrations at the Rockwell Tent. 

German Ambassador H.E. Thomas Ossowski 
joined in on the festivities and gave a speech 
about the unique heritage of Mercedes-Benz.

Building on the strengths of its iconic G-Class 
SUV, Mercedes-Benz introduced three new 
models: the GLE, GLE Coupe, and GLC. These 
four cars, together with the GLA, complete 
Mercedes-Benz’s new SUV lineup. Each of these 
vehicles is optimally armed for all challenges on 
and off surfaced roads.

These vehicles will be distributed by Auto Nation 
Group through their dealer networks that include 
Mercedes-Benz Greenhills, Mercedes-Benz 
Bonifacio Global City, Mercedes-Benz Alabang, 
and Mercedes-Benz Cebu.
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SHOWDOWN
OF SPEED

Toyota Vios Cup 2

AFTER THREE EXHILARATING LEGS,
47 speed gladiators battled it out for podium
honors at the fourth and final leg of the Toyota
Vios Cup Season 2 held at the Subic Bay
International Airport last November 28-29, 2015.

Racers and winners in the previous legs faced off for deciding 
matches in the promotional, sporting, and celebrity classes.

The official practice and qualifying race were held on Saturday,
and the official races were held the next day.

The provisional results had Sam YG on top of the celebrity class; 
he was also named the Best Celebrity Driver overall. Phoemela 
Baranda and Jinno Rufino took turns at the second and third 
places in Race 7 and Race 8. Baranda also took home the
Best Female Celebrity Driver title, while Derek Ramsay received 
the Most Improved Celebrity Driver award. In the sporting class, 
Allan Uy was named Driver of the Day.



DID YOU 
KNOW?

To turn Chrome into an instant language tutor, 
download the Language Immersion for Chrome app, 
click the icon that appears to the right of the address 
bar, choose your language, and set your level of 
fluency (from novice to fluent).

The extension will slip in words or phrases into 
websites you visit, and it’s your job to make sense 
of them. If you can’t understand certain words or 
phrases, click on them and they’ll revert to their 
English equivalent.

YOU CAN
LEARN A NEW 
LANGUAGE AND 
BUILD YOUR 
VOCABULARY 
WITH THE HELP 
OF A GOOGLE 
CHROME APP. 



THIS IS YOUR FIRST OFFICER SPEAKING. 
The Earth is about to enter another time 
in the endless continuum. The year 2016 
may be a technically uncharted territory 
(because no one from the future has
ever came back to tell us about it) but we 
have enough data to posit a few things 
that could happen.

2016, the 4713th year in the Chinese calendar, 
is the year of the Red Monkey in Chinese 
astrology. The Hebrew calendar marks it as 
year 5776. Also, if you happen to have an old 
notebook/planner that you didn’t get to use 
in 1994, you can do so this year.

Nothing will change and we will still
be broke
In the year 2016, we will still be driving our 
old cars. We still cannot afford hybrid cars. 
Gas prices will go higher. EDSA traffic will 
worsen, and the MRT will remain a privately 
run entity no matter who the new president 
will be. 

There will still be many who won’t segregate 
the trash, won’t think about wastewater from 
households, and will get sick because of 
failure to wash hands properly.

Many will still attend free investment 
seminars, get suckered into paying
a small fee to follow a stock guru, get an 
online broker, buy recommended stocks 
without really studying the fundamentals
of investment, and lose cash.

And yes, police stations will still continue
to use typewriters to file complaints.

Accuracy: 100% (but I really hope to
be wrong)

No more blackberries for yogurt
The Canadian smartphone company 
BlackBerry Limited (formerly Research in 
Motion) has recently launched its biggest 
make-or-break product, the BlackBerry 
PRIV. The latest BB device ditched its own
OS and for the more popular Android.

VAL J. GONZALESCaptain’s log, Stardate -307000.0

2016: THE YEAR OF THE 
LEAPING RED MONKEY

LEARN HOW TO SPEAK GEEK IN 13 MINUTES AND 37 SECONDS
SPEED GEEKING

The stock market responded 
with fundamental gains 
expected of a promising 
move from $BBRY. However, 
market data indicates that 
BlackBerry’s market share 
in the industry was virtually 
erased when it hit rock 
bottom at 0.3 percent in 2015 
from 40 percent in 2010.

BlackBerry CEO John Chen has yet to
release the sales figures for the PRIV. 
Looking at the company’s delayed reaction, 
we can assume that the sales target has
not been reached. Simply put, BlackBerry 
just couldn’t compete with the iPhones
and the Galaxies, and Chen might have
to cut the hardware line in 2017 to solely
focus on releasing enterprise security-
oriented software.

Accuracy: 71.6%

No more plugging
Apple is betting that we don’t really need 
wires in the future. That’s why they made the 
latest MacBook with only one USB-C port. 
Yes, you charge the laptop’s batteries with 
that port, and you also attach any peripheral 
to that same port. 

In 2016, laptops would follow suit and make 
this a big marketing campaign. Personally, 
I still want the old touch of attaching or 
detaching something to my PC or laptop.
I also miss the DVD writer. But if you can’t 
beat them….
  
Accuracy: 61.8%

Drones over farmlands
The rise of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) 
as tools in photography and videography is 
apparent. But UAVs are also starting to be 
used in agriculture, and this will soon be 
popular as well. Recently, the Civil Aviation 
Authority of the Philippines (CAAP) officially 
authorized eBee to be used in commercial 
applications such as terrain mapping and 
modeling. 

The Future Rice Program of the Philippine 
Rice Research Institute (PhilRice) is 
incorporating training on how to fly drones 
to assess growth patterns, harvest, pest 
attacks, and nutrient availability.

The Department of Agriculture is
also considering the use of UAVs for
cloud seeding, in anticipation of the
coming drought.

Accuracy: 50%

Cheaper ways to tap renewable energy
By joining Meralco’s net metering program, 
you can sell back your excess harnessed 
energy from any of the following sources: 
hydro, biomass, wind, and solar. 

Solar panels on your rooftops would be the 
easiest to install. From sunrise to sunset, 
you get your power from the sun. During 
nighttime, your system automatically 
switches to the Meralco source. When 
nobody is using electricity during daytime, 
the excess energy is transmitted to the main 
Meralco lines and you get paid for it, reducing 
your monthly bill.

The only drawback is the capital investment 
cost, which hovers from P30,000 to P150,000 
per household, including Meralco’s fees for 
the net metering setup. However, a study 
by the German Society for International 
Cooperation (GIZ) said that costs in 
generating renewable energy would lower 
when more people buy into the system.  

Accuracy: 38.2%

Increased demand for smart things and 
security
The amazement for the internet of things 
(IoT) will continue to grow. But the Internet 
of Things comes with internet of crimes that 
make the jobs of cybercriminals easier than 
ever. Let’s keep in mind that deep within 
these objects are embedded computers. 
Another fact: every computer ever made
runs a hackable software. 

As manufacturers continue to push IoTs in 
the market, expect a lot of vendors selling 
security software like insurance agents. 

Accuracy: 23.6%

(The accuracy rates were made using
a famous golden ratio. It’s your job to find
out what it is. Happy New Year!)
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Words JOHN SOSMEÑA

CLEAN YOUR
TECH TOYS

TELEVISION
Materials:
•	 Microfiber cloth (preferably moderate to 

large size)
•	 Solution of mild soap and warm water 

or 50:50 warm distilled water and          
white vinegar

Method:
•	 Lightly wipe the screen. 
•	 Use wide and broad strokes                  

and movements.

Make sure that the TV is unplugged 
and do not apply liquid directly onto               
the screen.

SMARTPHONES AND TABLETS
Materials:
•	 Microfiber cloth
•	 Warm water

Method:
•	 For removing finger marks or general 

dirt, wipe the screen lightly with the dry 
microfiber cloth

•	 For ink, food, or dirt stains on the 
screen, dampen the microfiber with 
warm water and rub lightly over                    
the marks.

Do not soak the cloth in liquid or else 
you non-waterproof device could       
short circuit.

HOW TO

Start the New Year 
with a clean slate. 
And by slate we mean 
your tablets and other 
mobile devices. Throw 
in your other tech toys, 
too, for good measure. 
But you can’t just wipe 
everything clean with
a washcloth and 
alcohol, or else you’ll 
end up ruining your 
devices. Here’s a 
quick guide of the 
right materials to 
use and the simple 
methods of cleaning 
your gadgets—from 
cameras to your TV. 
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DESKTOPS AND LAPTOPS
Materials:
•	 Microfiber cloth
•	 Compressed air spray can
•	 Window cleaner
•	 Small (handheld) vacuum cleaner
•	 Screen polish
•	 Cotton swabs
•	 Alcohol
•	 Water

Method:
•	 For LCDs, use a microfiber dampened 

with water or small amounts of window 
cleaner, and wipe lightly in broad 
strokes. For older CRT displays, rubbing 
alcohol and higher amounts of window 
cleaner are permissible.

•	 Dab a cotton swab in alcohol and water 
and wipe the surface and corners lightly. 

•	 For dry cleaning, use a small vacuum 
cleaner with a slim nozzle to get inside 
the nooks and crannies.

•	 Wipe the mouse with a damp microfiber 
cloth. Be careful when near the laser 
light or battery compartments especially 
if it is Bluetooth-connected.

Do not apply liquids directly onto the 
screens, keyboards, and mice.
Always power off and unplug your 
desktop or laptop before cleaning.



Words MON GUINTO

Raise responsible kids (and adults)
THE WAY OF THE WIRED

With the development of both the internet and the 
matching hardware technology, it is so damn easy
to find/view/read/buy anything we want. As a fan
of consumer technology, this period is thrilling.
As a parent (which I am to three great kids aged 13,
10, and 8), this scares me because accessibility to 
things I consider negative is also amplified.

In my youth (warning: #throwback alert), our most 
advanced electronic gadget was our television.
Like most middle-class families, we had a room that 
revolved around watching TV. This is where our other 
“gadgets” were found: the Sony betamax, Aiwa music 
component and turntable, and Odyssey console game. 

My folks managed our time like tyrants and the 
appliances were easy to switch off.  All they had to do 
was to literally unplug them to make us stop. These 
days, everything is portable and the internet is cheap. 
Viewing shows, listening to music, playing games, 
buying stuff, and doing research can be done on the sly. 

My kids do not know a world without internet. They are 
quick learners and are adept at managing “screens.” 
Without proper guidance, our children will be 
bombarded with so much and they might not be able to 
cope. They may become addicted to their screens and 
games, which studies have shown could impair their 
social skills. Worse, they may form warped values and 
destructive habits. 

When I was growing up, getting wired
meant having one too many cups
of coffee. Now, it means living in
a rapidly changing world of information,
communication, commerce, 
and entertainment that exists in 
cyberspace. The pace of change is
so fast that even the term “wired” 
is dated; almost everything now is 
connected and accessed wirelessly. 

HOW TO
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To help avoid that, here are a few tips to help raise more 
tech-responsible children. Perhaps, some of us adults 
could learn a thing or two as well.

Start with values.

Before your child can even touch a gadget, figure out what 
you want for them, and how you want them to grow
and develop. This allows a framework or a guide that you 
and your family can use when setting priorities and rules. 

For example, in our family, we put a high premium on 
learning, honesty, and family time. In practical terms,
this means putting schoolwork first over any other
activity during weekdays. On weekends, time with family
is blocked off. 

The virtue of honesty is important when managing 
activities online. Whenever possible, continually reinforce 
these ideas and values. 

A few years ago, instead of making resolutions for the 
new year, I gathered my wife and the kids together, and 
discussed and agreed on our vision for the family. From the 
vision, we outlined priorities and activities that would lead 
us to where we want to be. We revisit and update these 
regularly (around twice every year) and use it when making 
decisions (or arguing) on what we think are positive or 
destructive habits. Having this as a foundation will help you 
manage activities, online or otherwise. The best thing is 
that there is buy-in and participation from everyone.

01



Equip yourself. 

Unlike our kids who were born in the age of internet, 
we, the parents, have to keep up and stay on our toes. 

Familiarize yourself with gadget features, websites,
and applications. Are you on Facebook? Do you have
a Tumblr account? Do you know what Snapchat is?
Will you be happy if you found out your daughter is
on Tinder? You’ll never know unless you have an idea
of what these sites and applications are for and how 
they are being used (and abused). 

Brush up on the slang and the acronyms. Pop quiz:
how many of these do you know (and which of these
do your kids use frequently)? Facepalm, troll, LOL, WTF, 
FML, BRB, ILY, J/K, DILLIGAS, OMG, TMI, TYVM, STBY, 
WYWH, NP, AMA, ELI5, IDGAF, IMHO, MIRL, NSFW, 
PAW, TBT, TL;DR. 

Overwhelming? IKR! 

Lastly, learn proper hashtag usage. It will spell the 
difference between being considered witty and being 
tagged as annoying—by your own kids.

Start early.

By “starting early,” I don’t mean teaching your two- 
year-old how to use a tablet or smartphone. Children 
this young should not use gadgets. But the temptation 
to allow them unrestricted usage is huge: it looks
cute and cool for a toddler to operate these gadgets
and more importantly, to a tired and frazzled parent,
it keeps them busy and quiet. 

A lot of parents think they are teaching their kids to 
be tech-savvy by enabling them with early gadget use. 
But, honestly, technology these days is so simple and 
intuitive that a monkey can swipe left and right to move 
pages on a tablet. Also, studies have shown many 
negative effects by getting very young children hooked 
on gadgets. 

By starting early, I mean getting your kids used to
a fixed schedule for playing with gadgets (and
watching TV). 

Ours is set in writing and signed by all. For example,
on weekdays, gadget use is not allowed. TV time is 
allowed, but only restricted to one hour. At four o’clock 
every day, everything is dropped to prioritize homework. 
No homework for the day? Study the lessons or read
a book. On weekends and holidays, we allow gadget 
use, but not at the dinner table. 

Having a strong foundation on values (see no. 1)
helps in minimizing whining and debates on schedules.
In our case, we started with our eldest daughter and
set a fixed schedule when she was still in pre-school, 
which we reinforced until she was around the third 
grade. By this time, she had already developed strong 
study habits and has learned using her gadgets 
thoughtfully. Her younger brothers picked up on this 
and are trying to emulate her habits. 

Also, as a parent, don’t forget to set a good example
by limiting your own gadget use at home.

THE WAY OF THE WIRED
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Manage the hardware.

Please don’t give a child their own device.
Rather, position their use as a privilege and 
benefit for being good and performing chores. 
Make it clear that you own the gadget and you 
manage its usage. 

In our household, I allow our children to borrow 
the phone or tablet depending on the agreed 
schedule. They may use it longer whenever 
chores are completed, or milestones in school
or in sports are achieved. 

Correspondingly, the children know that their 
parents can take away this privilege anytime. 
This hopefully limits the misplaced feeling of 
entitlement and reinforces the value of hard work.

Manage the internet.

Before your kids get online, educate them on 
which sites are okay to visit and which sites to 
avoid. As best as you can, explain why. 

Teach them online etiquette and make them 
conscious of strangers when on social media 
or public chat rooms. Show them how to post 
thoughtfully and responsibly. Let them know that 
once it gets on the internet, it becomes public. 

Limit their online access and presence by 
managing privacy settings and parental controls, 
where possible. You can also install applications 
that inform parents via email on which websites 
their children access. Keep your personal 
computer or laptop in a common area or only 
allow your children access when you are around. 

Manage the applications your children use and set 
strong passwords so that they do not arbitrarily 
download games. Encourage them to share with
you what they do online. Lastly, make it clear that
as a parent, you have the right to check up on 
their activities online.

Hooray for
No-Gadgets Day!
There are so many 
activities you can

do that are “offline.”

Sports. Go to the 
park and play football 
or basketball. Run. 
Play badminton. 
Swim. Just go outside 
and get some sun.

Art. Set time for 
arts and crafts. 
Paint. Draw. Learn 
calligraphy. Learn to 
play an instrument. 
Shoot photos.

Others. Read a book. 
Play board games. 
Learn patintero. 
Travel. Volunteer.

As a parent, you should put in measures to make your children more aware and 
responsible with technology. It won’t be easy, but you can do it.



Planning to venture into online 
selling for added income?
Or perhaps you’re a buyer 
looking for the best way to be 
as tipid as you can without 
ending up with a bad product?  

A lot of us have been in either 
of these shoes. And whichever 
side you’re on, you certainly 
don’t want to cause misery
to the other party because of
an untoward behavior or for 
asking some mema question 
when it has already been stated 
in the post. Speed lists down 
some tips on how you can 
smoothly transact in an online 
business, avoid getting tricked 
into a scam, and be an ideal 
buyer or seller that netizens 
will love.
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BUY AND SELL ONLINE

WITH CLASS
Words ANTONIO JOSE GALAURAN

Send and answer inquiries like a decent 
human being
BUYER
Before inquiring, read the whole post. We 
repeat, read the whole post. Save yourself 
from embarrassment and ire by not asking for 
information that’s already there. If you need more 
details than what’s already provided, make sure to 
ask politely and at a decent time. Granted, some 
sellers have far from ideal personalities, but treat 
everyone with respect just the same. It’s always 
better to be the good guy.

SELLER
Anyone can make an inquiry and most buyers look 
around first before purchasing, so saying “sure 
buyers only” is nothing but a you-know-what move. 
We do feel you when potential buyers test your 
patience by asking for information that’s already 
in your post. But instead of biting their heads off, 
breathe and calm down before asking them to read 
the post again or sending some other polite reply 
you can muster. These inquiries are part of selling 
online. If you can’t take the heat, get out of the 
trading kitchen.

Start with the perfect post
BUYER
Always check the reliability, 
legitimacy, and trade history
of the seller. Make sure the 
deal is not too good to be true. 
Canvas the marketplace and 
research well.

SELLER
Include as much details as you 
can about the product you are 
offering—e.g., price (negotiable 
or not), meet-up point or 
shipping options, contact 
number, exact product model, 
key specs, product condition, 
updated availability, and actual 
product photos of decent quality.
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BUY AND SELL ONLINE WITH CLASS

Respect that reservation
BUYER
Before you ask the seller to reserve a product
for you, be sure about your decision. There’s 
nothing worse than a buyer who can’t keep his 
word. Understand that by reserving the product 
for you with or without a deposit, the seller loses 
potential sale.

SELLER
Just like in a relationship, be committed. When 
you’ve assured a buyer that you’re reserving him 
the product, be a man of your word. Don’t grant the 
sale to somebody else just because you might get 
a higher price. 

Seal the deal
BUYER
Be polite when contacting and making 
transactions, and avoid last-minute back-outs
or huling hirit discounts. 

SELLER
Uphold the meet-up points or shipping options 
that you included in your “for sale” post. Include in 
your sale whatever was promised. Any last-minute 
changes will be met with justified fury and you 
might not be able to make another sale online.

Make the exchange
BUYER
Arrive at your meet-up venue on time. If you need 
change, let the seller know way ahead. It also pays 
to advise the seller when you’re on your way. 

Inspect the product well, hand over your money, 
say thank you, and then leave with a smile on your 
face. If something is amiss, it’s okay to inquire 
further, but at this stage, you can’t change your 
mind “just because.” 

If you opt for the item to be shipped to you, confirm 
receiving it for the seller’s peace of mind. 

SELLER
Arrive at your meet-up venue on time. It pays to 
advise the buyer when you’re on your way. Make 
sure to bring all the items that you promised to 
include in the sale. If you forget something,
be honest about it and offer to shoulder any 
shipping expense. Give the buyer time to inspect 
the product before you leave with his money.

If you are shipping the item, confirm receipt of 
payment, let the buyer know when you have 
shipped it (make sure that it is within the agreed 
period), and provide the tracking number.

Give feedback
BUYER
If your seller gave you the promised product and 
treated you well, post a positive feedback for
others to see. If it’s the opposite, give a negative 
one. The key here is to be honest to help the
seller or to warn other buyers.

If you get disappointed with your purchase with
no fault of the seller (e.g., the smartphone model 
you chose just happens to suck), tough luck.
Don’t blame misfortune on others.

SELLER
Leave a positive or negative feedback on the buyer 
as a sign of good will or to let your fellow sellers 
know that dealing with him is a waste of time.
The feedback system helps weed out unruly 
characters from the online marketplace. But 
remember, aftersales service may be unavoidable, 
so continue to be courteous within appropriate 
boundaries and don’t be a fly-by-night seller.
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BUY YOUR TICKETS NOW, CALL 721-2878
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ASK THE EDITOR
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Greetings, 
Speed!

I’m planning 
on buying 
a new 

camera that suits my 
needs as an on-the-
go video journalist and 
documentary filmmaker. 
Speed has always been
a reliable authority for 
tech questions, so I just 
want to ask for your 
opinion on which handy 
mirrorless cameras are 
best for taking videos?

Erika Cruz

Q A
Hi, Erika. There is indeed a growing clamor for mirrorless 
cameras among videographers. Aside from the advanced 
capabilities of newer models, those looking for a device
that shoots great photos and videos are considering 
mirrorless cameras for their relatively small form factor 
and lighter weight.

Given that you’re a video journalist and documentary 
filmmaker, we suggest you get a mirrorless camera that can shoot 4K video.

If you want portability, the Sony RX100 IV is a gem. It’s small, looks like
a P&S camera so it’s discrete, and shoots 40x super slow motion.

The Panasonic Lumix GH4, on the other hand, is slightly bigger but comes
in a tough and weatherproof body. 

If a full-frame sensor appeals to you, then check out the Sony α7 II. This DSLR-
style mirrorless shooter boasts a quick AF system and in-body image
stabilization system.

We hope that helps, Erika. 
Good luck with your purchase! 
Meanwhile, we here at Speed
would like to give you something 
just because. Come visit us at
the Speed HQ and take home
a Soundfreaq Sound Kick 2
Bluetooth speaker worth P4,950 
courtesy of our friends from
Digits Trading. 

TIZEN WHAT?
Dear Speed editor,

I heard there’s a new smartwatch in town—
the Samsung Galaxy Gear S2. I was actually 
at SM MOA when it was launched (I saw that 
they turned the MOA globe into a giant Gear 
S2!). Anyway, I just have a couple of questions 
about it: what the heck is Tizen OS and what 
devices can I pair the Gear S2 with? Thanks!

Milo Castillo 

TWO-STEP SECURITY
Hi! I often hear this two-step verification 
business for added security. Is it really 
necessary?

Joanna Lim

Two-step verification is an additional security 
feature that helps prevent security breaches
and unauthorized access to your accounts.
This is done by requiring you to provide an 
additional piece of info after inputting your 
password to get into your account. In most
cases, you’ll get a text message or an email
with a unique string of characters that you’ll
need to input to finally get in to your account. 
So yes, two-step verification/authentication is 
important especially for your online accounts
with very sensitive data. It may not be perfect,
but it’s way better than not enabling it at all.

Hey, Milo. Tizen, like Android,
is an open-source OS with a 
Linux heritage. Samsung has 
been using it for quite a while 
now on its products, including 
some cameras, smart TVs, 
mobile phones, and wearables. 

The Gear S2, which runs on 
the Tizen OS, works with 
some Android smartphones 
other than Samsung’s own. 
As is the case with Android 
Wear, however, not all apps 
on your phone can interact 
properly with the smartwatch. 
And because there’s no link 
between the apps on your 
phone and the Gear S2 other 
than basic notifications, you’ll 
need to install an app on the 
watch directly should you wish 
to go beyond basic interactions.

BEST MIRRORLESS 
CAMERAS FOR 
SHOOTING VIDEO 



Metrobank offers prepaid 
YAZZ Visa card

Billboard

Honda PH 
taPs daniel 
Padilla as 
face of new 
Gen s bikes

Teen star Daniel 
Padilla has been 
tapped as the newest 
endorser of Honda 
Gen S motorcycles, the 
latest innovative breed 
of two-wheeled rides 
from the Japanese 
manufacturer. 

Showcasing better 
fuel-efficiency, road 
safety, and eco-friendly 
features, the Honda 
motorcycles are 
ideal for the diverse 
personalities of the 
emerging generation 
of smart riders.

Designed for the young 
Filipino’s varying 
needs and lifestyles, 
the Beat-Fi, Click 125i, 
and Zoomer-X are all 
equipped with Honda 
Smart Technology,  
a set of features that 
include Enhanced 
Smart Power (eSP) 
for high power and 
high fuel efficiency 
with a quiet start and 
smooth eco-friendly 
engine; Idling Stop 
System (ISS), which 
automatically switches 
off the engine of the 
scooter during brief 
stops; and Combined 
Brake System  
(CBS) for optimum 
braking power.
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Metrobank launched its new powerful reloadable prepaid card at the 
Music Hall of SM MOA with four of the hippest stars in showbiz—Alden 
Richards, James Reid, Liza Soberano, and Kakai Bautista. 

The YAZZ card allows users to enjoy the same perks and convenience  
of a credit card, without the need for credit evaluation or a bank account.
 
You may use YAZZ to instantly pay bills and purchases from your  
favorite boutiques, supermarkets, and 24/7 convenience stores worldwide. 
Need cash? Use the card to withdraw at the nearest ATM.
 

You can get the YAZZ card 
starter kit for P300 (with 
a P50 initial load) from 
partner merchants and 
pop-up kiosks nationwide. 
A fee of P20 is charged  
per loading. 

The card uses the EMV 
global standard for chip-
based technology for added 
security and protection.

For more details, visit 
yazzcard.com.

Huawei unveiled its first Experience Shop at 
the new Cyberzone in SM Mall of Asia, giving 
consumers a chance to try the brand’s entire 
product line, including the new Huawei Mate S 
smartphone, Huawei Watch, and the Huawei- 
made Google Nexus 6P.

The 110sqm Experience Store is designed with 
simple, all-white, minimalist interiors that reflect 
the “Huawei and I” philosophy, which aims to 
establish better engagements with end-users.  
The result is a space that is both inviting and 
relaxing. 

“Knowledgeable sales people are available to help 
consumers learn about all the latest products 
from Huawei and test the best features of each 
device and guide them in choosing the best device 
according to their specific needs and passion,” 
says Jojo Vega, Consumer Business Group Director 
of Huawei Technologies Philippines.

Huawei opens first experience 
sHop in Moa
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American outdoor product 
company The North Face 
(TNF) put to the test its 
latest Mountain Athletics 
line of apparel with 
the Mountain Athletics 
Challenge, a high-intensity 
interval training course 
designed to improve  
one’s performance in 
outdoor activities. 

Held last November 7, 2015 at 
the Sandbox, Alviera in Porac, 
Pampanga, the Mountain 
Athletics Challenge, designed 
in partnership with Fitness 
First trainers, saw participants 
scale new heights wearing 
TNF apparel. This newest 
Tekwear line uses Flashdry 
fabric, a revolutionary 
technology that regulates 
temperature and facilitates 
the quick evaporation of 
moisture effectively so that 
the wearer stays drier and 
more comfortable outdoors. 

After three rounds, David 
Articulo and Juliene Christine 
Javier emerged as the grand 
champions in the male and 
female categories, each getting 
P10,000 cash, P10,000 TNF 
gift certificates, 6 months 
premier membership at 
Fitness First, 5 passes at The 
Sandbox, and a slot in the 
TNF100 2016.

Converse 
holds Cons 
ProjeCt 
Manila

JBL opens concept 
store in sM north

Office 2016 for OS, iOS 
devices now available in PH
Power Mac Center and Microsoft Philippines recently launched the 
Office 365 bundles for OS and iOS devices. You can now install Office 
365 on multiple platforms, so you can do your work–anywhere, 
anytime, and with anyone.

The partnership between the two tech companies also marks a key  
milestone for Microsoft Philippines as they make Office 365 available across 
all platforms in the mobile-first, cloud-first world.

The new versions of Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, and OneNote provide 
the best of both worlds for Mac users—the familiar Office experience, 
paired with the best of Apple devices. 

Office 365 with Office 2016 is now available at all Power Mac Center 
branches nationwide. Customers who will purchase any Mac device on cash 
or installment will get a special offer on the Office 365 Personal. Promo 
period is from December 1, 2015 to February 29, 2016.

For those who already have Apple devices, Office 365 is available as a 
standalone product at Power Mac Center.

Fitness 
buffs defy 
the odds in 
Mountain 
Athletics 
Challenge

To promote the growth 
of skateboarding in 
the metro, Converse 
Philippines mounted 
its second CONS 
Project Manila last 
November 28, 2015 at 
the Pelota Court in Las 
Piñas

Converse Philippines 
teamed up with known 
skate videographer 
VJ Chua to share 
his expertise in 
skate filming and 
editing. Almost 80 
skate enthusiasts 
participated in 
the event, which 
includes programs 
and workshops to 
awaken the creative 
spirit among the 
youth through arts  
and skate.

Converse CONS 
Regional Skate Brand 
Ambassador and 
world-renowned 
skateboarder Jeff 
Gonzales, as well 
as CONS skate 
influencers Iking 
Diaz Jr., Kenneth 
Evangelista, Rasheed 
Al Rasheed, Demi 
Cuevas, and Jundin 
Santos graced  
the event.

JBL recently opened the JBL Digital Dream 
concept store at the 3rd floor of the The Annex 
SM North EDSA.

JBL Harman executives, distributors, and select 
media representatives graced the store opening.

After the program, JBL allowed guests to try out 
their latest line of audio products.

Among the products showcased were the JBL 
Clip+, Pulse 2, Charge 2+, and the waterproof 
Extreme speakers. 
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Epson unveiled its next-generation textile dye-sublimation printers  
at the “Print Your Passion” fashion show held at the EDSA  
Shangri-La Hotel.

Featuring a new high-density black ink that produces richer black prints, 
the new Epson SureColor textile printers benefit high-volume commercial 
applications that require impressive print quality at a low running cost.

The Epson SC-F9270 printer took the spotlight during the fashion show. 
The F9270 promises highly efficient runs and reliable production runs by 
combining the speed, precision, and durability of the PrecisionCore 
printhead technology with 1.5L ink tank system.

To showcase the F9270’s performance and capabilities, the fashion show 
featured ten new designs that pay homage to the beauty of the Philippines. 
The designs were created by designer Avel Bacudio, who has recently 
utilized digital prints to bring his creative ideas to life.

Social, mobile 
Shopping with 
Shopee

Shopee, Southeast 
Asia’s newest smart 
and secure social 
mobile marketplace, 
was officially launched 
in the Philippines last 
December. Available 
for free in the Apple 
App Store and 
Google Play, Shopee 
boasts a wide range 
of products and is 
equipped with secure 
payment service and 
features to create a 
more secure, fun, fast, 
and easy shopping and 
selling experience. 

With its in-app  
Live Chat function, 
Shopee enables 
users to shop and 
communicate at their 
own convenience.  
It also integrates 
social features, 
including hashtag 
functions, allowing 
users to easily search 
for the most popular 
trending product.

Shopee’s Seller 
Assistant, on the other 
hand, guides users on 
how to manage their 
retail businesses on 
the platform. Sellers 
can use it to organize 
inventory and measure 
store performance. 
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PLDT Home has made Microsoft’s 
TVolution Stick available to current and 
new PLDT Home subscribers who upgrade 
or apply for DSL plans 999 and up. 

Epson, Avel 
Bacudio partner 
for SureColor 
F-Series textile 
printers

Stanley 
introduceS 
new power 
toolS 
Stanley Black & Decker 
recently introduced new hand, 
power, and mechanical tools, 
as well as storage solutions, 
to emphasize the brand’s  
new direction.

Included in the new lineup are 
the White Series Tough Case 
Tape, Snap-off Knife, Laser 
Distance Measuring Tools 
(TLM99, TLM165, and TLM330), 
power tools (Cordless Drill 
Driver, Chipping Hammer and 
Impact Drill), and storage 
solutions such as the Click 
and Connect toolbox and a 
19-inch metal toolbox.  
A new Stanley Black & Decker 
logo was also introduced at 
the launch. 

According to Anthony Allarey, 
Commercial Director of Black 
and Decker Asia Pacific 
Pte. Ltd., these new product 
lines highlight the brand’s 
new direction, anchoring 
its innovations towards 
‘Performance in Action.’

“Stanley Black & Decker 
pounds its century-long 
commitment to excellence by 
producing some of the most 
well-known hand tools and 
storage products in the world. 
As a trusted name in the 
industrial, construction and 
automotive industry, Stanley 
helps professionals build, 
repair and protect the most 
valuable objects,” he said.

Turn your TV into a 
Windows 10 PC with 
PLDT Home’s TVolution 
Stick by Microsoft

The Microsoft TVolution Stick transforms 
any HDMI-ready television into a full-fledged 
Windows 10 PC. It’s based on the Intel Compute 
Stick and runs on Windows 10 straight out of 
the box. 

The Microsoft TVolution Stick is powered by 
an Intel Atom quad-core processor and comes 
with 2GB RAM, 32GB internal storage, microSD 
card support up to 128GB, Bluetooth 4.0, Wi-Fi, 
multi-channel audio, and Windows 10. 



Apple
Available at authorized resellers 
nationwide
apple.com

Audio-Technica
Philippe Gadgets 
138-A West Ave., Quezon City

Auroma One
kickstarter.com

BlackBerry
global.blackberry.com

Bremont 
bremont.com

De’Longhi 
delonghi.com

Epson
Epson Philippines Corporation
(02) 706-2609
8/F Anson’s Center, 23 ADB 
Ave.,
Ortigas Center, Pasig 

Falyon
kickstarter.com

Ferarri
Autostrada Motore, Inc.
(02) 801-7777
32nd St. cor. 4th Ave., Crescent 
Park West, Bonifacio Global City, 
Taguig
ferrariphils.com

Figment 
kickstarter.com

Fossil
fossil.com 

H&M
Available at H&M stores in 
Robinsons Magnolia, SM North 
The Block, SM Makati,
and SM Megamall
hm.com/ph

Hard Graft
hardgraft.com

Harman Kardon
Beyond Innovations
(02) 634-5940
Unit B4, Topy’s Place Calle 
Industria cor. Economia St., 
Libis, Quezon City
Available at The Acoustical 
Space, 4/F SM Megamall 
Cyberzone Bldg. B; Sound 
Gallery, B3 Bonifacio High 
Street; and Digital Dreams,
4/F SM North Annex Cyberzone

Honda
Honda Cars Philippines, Inc.
105 South Main Ave., Laguna 
Technnopark, Sta. Rosa, Laguna
hondaphil.com

Honda Philippines, Inc.
(02) 581-6700 to 6799
Carolina Tanauan Intervention 
Center, 130 Onate St., Tanauan, 
Batangas
hondaph.com

Huawei 
Huawei Technologies Phils., Inc.
(02) 815-8808
Unit 5302 53/F PBCom Tower, 
Ayala Ave. cor. Rufino St., 
Salcedo Village, Makati
huawei.com/ph

Hyundai
Hyundai Asia Resources, Inc.
(02) 813-6788 to 89
9-10/F Hanjin Heavy Industries 
Corporation Bldg., 1128 38th St., 
North Bonifacio Global City, 
Taguig

I am Cardboard 
imcardboard.com

JBL
AGT Limited
(02) 474-8063
Unit 208 City Tower 
Condominium 810 Aurora Blvd. 
cor. N. Domingo St., Cubao, 
Quezon City
jbl.com

Jetstream
Available at Toby’s Sports

Lacoste 
lacoste.com

Lenovo
Lenovo (Philippines), Ltd.
(02) 558-5700
10/F 11th Corporate Center,
11th Ave. cor. Triangle Dr.,
Fort Bonifacio, Taguig 
lenovo.com/ph

Linksys
Available at Octagon Computer 
Superstore/Microvalley, Villman 
Computer/V Stores, PC Express, 
Complink/E-hub, PC Options, 
and Office Warehouse
linksys.com/ph

Luna 
luna.camera

Lytro 
lytro.com/immerge

Mango 
shop.mango.com/ph/men

Mercedes-Benz
Auto Nation Group, Inc.
(02) 784-5005
1008 EDSA Greenhills, San Juan
mercedes-benz.com.ph

Montblanc 
Available at Montblanc Manila 
boutiques at Rustan’s Ayala, 
Rustan’s Mandaluyong,
and Newport Mall Pasay
montblanc.com

Mophie 
mophie.com

Newton
newtonrunning.com

Nike
Nike Philippines
(02) 802-7235
10/F Marajo Tower, 312 26th St. 
West cor. 4th Ave., Bonifacio 
Global City, Taguig
nike.com/ph/en_gb

Nissan
Nissan Motor Philippines, Inc.
(02) 852-6706
Nissan Technopark, Brgy. 
Pulong, Sta. Cruz, Sta. Rosa, 
Laguna
nissan.com.ph

Onanoff
Available at Lazada, 
OdysseyNext, and Globe GEN3 
Store

Pen Uno 
kickstarter.com

Peugeot
Eurobrands Distributor, Inc.
(02) 633-2231 to 35
Peugeot Pasig E. Rodriguez Jr. 
Ave. cor. Caparas St.,
Brgy. Ugong, Pasig 
peugeot.ph

Rolls-Royce
rolls-roycemotorcars.com

Samsung
Available at all Samsung stores 
and authorized retailers
samsung.com/ph

Starmobile
Star Telecom Alliance 
Resources, Inc.
(02) 333-7827
Star Kapitolyo Building,
70 San Rafael St., Pasig 
starmobile.com.ph

TinyMOS
tinymos.com

Toyota
Toyota Motor Philippines Corp.
(02) 825-8888
Sta. Rosa-Tagaytay Highway, 
Sta. Rosa, Laguna
toyota.com.ph

Under Armour
Available at Under Armour 
stores in Bonifacio High Street 
and SM Megamall
underarmour.com.ph

WD
WD Digital Life Store
(02) 441-1615
4/F, Annex Cyberzone,
SM North EDSA, Quezon City
wdc.com

Yale
ASSA ABLOY Singapore Ltd. 
(Philippine office)
Unit 3309 Robinsons Equitable 
Tower, 4 ADB Ave. cor. P. Poveda 
St., Ortigas Center, Pasig
yalelock.com.ph

Yamaha
Yamaha Motors Philippines, Inc.
(02) 914-9620
Lot 8 Block 8 ADB Ave. cor.
Opal Rd., Ortigas Center, Pasig
yamaha-motor.com.ph

Yuneec
yuneec.com

Zara Man
Available at Zara Man boutiques 
at Shangri-La Plaza Mall, Power 
Plant Mall, TriNoma, Greenbelt 5,
Glorietta 4, and SM Mall of Asia

Store Directory
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BUYER’S GUIDE

Acer Liquid Z530
P5,990
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.3GHz	quad-core	
MediaTek	MT6735
•	8MP	rear,	8MP	front
•	5”	1920	x	1080
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	
2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	optional	dual	SIM

Acer Liquid Z630
P6,990
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.3GHz	quad-core	
MediaTek	MT6735
•	8MP	rear,	8MP	front
•	5.5”	1080	x	720	
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	
2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	optional	dual	SIM

Acer Liquid Z630S
P8,990
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.3GHz	octa-core	
MediaTek	MT6753
•	8MP	rear,	8MP	front
•	5.5”	1280	x	720
•	32GB	built-in,	microSD;	
3GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	optional	dual	SIM

Alcatel Flash 2
P6,190
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.3GHz	octa-core	
MediaTek	MT6753
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5”	1280	x	720
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	
2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

ASUS ZenFone 2 
(ZE500CL)
P7,995
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.6GHz	64-bit	Intel	Atom	
Z2560
•	8MP	rear,	2MP	front
•	5”	1280	x	720
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	
2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

ASUS ZenFone 2 
(ZE551ML)
P9,995
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.8GHz	64-bit	Intel	Atom	
Z3580
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5.5”	1920	x	1080
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;		
2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

ASUS ZenFone 2 Laser 
(ZE500KL)
P7,695
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.2GHz	quad-core	
Qualcomm	Snapdragon	
410	MSM8916	
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5”	1280	x	720
•	8/16GB	built-in,	microSD;	
2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

ASUS ZenFone 2 Laser 
(ZE550KL)
P8,695
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.2GHz	octa-core	
Qualcomm	Snapdragon	
615	MSM8939
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5.5”	1280	x	720
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	
2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

ASUS ZenFone Go
P5,995
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.3GHz	quad-core	
MediaTek	MT6580	
•	8MP	rear,	2MP	front
•	5”	1280	x	720
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	
2GB	RAM
•	dual	SIM	

ASUS ZenPad 7.0 
(Z370CG)
P7,995
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.2GHz	quad-core	Intel	
Atom	x3-C3230
•	8MP	rear,	2MP	front
•	7”	1280	x	800
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;		
2GB	RAM

ASUS ZenPad C 7.0 
(Z170CG)
P5,995
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.2GHz	quad-core	Intel	
Atom	x3-C3230
•	2MP	rear,	VGA	front
•	7”	1024	x	600
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;		
1GB	RAM

Cherry Mobile One G1
P5,999
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.2GHz	quad-core	
Qualcomm	Snapdragon	
410	MSM8916	
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5”	1280	x	720
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;		
2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

Cherry Mobile Flare
S Play
P4,999
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.4GHz	octa-core
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5”	1280	x	720
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	
2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

Cherry Mobile
Flare 4/S4
P4,999
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.3GHz	octa-core	
MediaTek	MT6753
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5”	1280	x	720
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	
2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

Cherry Mobile Flare
S4 Plus
P7,999
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.3GHz	octa-core	
MediaTek	MT6753
•	16MP	rear,	8MP	front
•	5.5”	1980	x	1020
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	
3GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM
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UNDER P10,000

Cherry Mobile Flare X 
(2GB RAM)
P5,999
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.3GHz	octa-core
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5.5”	1280	x	720
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	
2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

Huawei P8lite
P9,990
•	Android	5.0.2	Lollipop
•	1.2GHz	octa-core	HiSilicon	
Kirin	620
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5”	1280	x	720
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	
2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

Lenovo A7000
P7,390
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.5GHz	octa-core	
MediaTek	MT6752M
•	8MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5.5”	1280	x	720
•	8GB	built-in,	microSD;	
2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

Lenovo VIBE P1m
P7,999
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.0GHz	quad-core	
MediaTek	MT6735P
•	8MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5”	1280	x	720
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	
2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

LG Leon
P5,990
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.2GHz	quad-core	
Cortex-A53	
•	8MP	rear,	VGA	front
•	4.5”	480	x	854	
•	8GB	built-in,	microSD;		
1GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

LG Magna
P9,990
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.3GHz	quad-core	
Cortex-A7-	H502
•	8MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5”	720	x	1280
•	8GB	built-in,	microSD;		
1GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

Meizu M2 Note
P7,990
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.3GHz	octa-core	
MediaTek	MT6753
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5.5”	1920	x	1080
•	16GB/32GB,	microSD;		
2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

MyPhone my35
P6,888
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.3GHz	octa-core	
MediaTek	MT6753
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5”	1280	x	720
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	
3GB	RAM
•	LTE	
•	dual	SIM

MyPhone Rio 2
P5,499
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.3GHz	quad-core	
MediaTek	MT6582
•	8MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5”	720	x	1280
•	8GB	built-in,	microSD;		
1GB	RAM
•	dual	SIM

OPPO Neo 7
P8,990
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.2GHz	quad-core	
Qualcomm	Snapdragon	
410	MSM8916
•	8MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	
1GB	RAM
•	5”	960	x	540
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

OPPO Mirror 5
P9,990
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.2GHz	quad-core	
Qualcomm	MSMS8916	
Snapdragon	410
•	8MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5”	960	x	540
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	
2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

Samsung Galaxy J5
P9,990
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.2GHz	quad-core	
Qualcomm	MSM8916	
Snapdragon	410
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5”	1280	x	720
•	8/16GB,	microSD;								
1.5GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	optional	dual	SIM	

Starmobile Knight Elite
P9,990
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.5GHz	octa-core	
Qualcomm	Snapdragon	
615	
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5”	1920	x	1080
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	
2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

Starmobile UP Max
P7,490
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.3GHz	quad-core	ARM	
Cortex-A7
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front	
•	5”	1280	x	720
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	
1GB	RAM
•	dual	SIM

Xiaomi Mi 4i
P9,799
•	Android	5.0.2	Lollipop
•	1.7GHz	quad-core	
Cortex-A53	&	quad-core	
1.0GHz	Cortex-A53
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5”	1920	x	1080
•	16/32GB	built-in;											
2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM
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Acer Liquid X2
P11,990
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.3GHz	octa-core																
MediaTek	MT6753
•	13MP	rear,	13MP	front
•	5.5”	1280	x	720
•	32GB	built-in,	microSD;													
3GB	RAM
•	LTE	
•	triple	SIM

ASUS ZenFone 2 
(ZE551ML)
P13,995 (32GB)
P14,995 (64GB)
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	2.3GHz	64-bit	Intel	Atom	
Z3580	
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front	
•		5.5”	1920	x	1080	
•	32/64GB	built-in,	
microSD;	4GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

ASUS ZenFone 2 
Deluxe
P17,995
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	2.3GHz	quad-core	64-bit										
Intel	Atom	Z3580	
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5.5”	1920	x	1080
•	64/128GB	built-in,	
microSD;	4GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

ASUS ZenFone Selfie
P11,995
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.7GHz	Qualcomm	
MSM8939									
Snapdragon	615
•	13MP	rear,	13MP	front
•	5.5”	1920	x	1080
•	32GB	built-in,	microSD;	
3GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

ASUS ZenPad S 8.0 
(Z580CA)
P16,995
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	2.3GHz	quad-core	Intel												
Atom	Z3580	
•	8MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	8“	2048	x	1536
•	64GB	built-in,	microSD;	
4GB	RAM

BlackBerry Leap
P13,490
•	BlackBerry	10.3.1
•	1.5GHz	dual-core													
Qualcomm	MSM8960
•	8MP	rear,	2MP	front
•	5”	1280	x	720	
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;																
2GB	RAM
•	LTE

Happy Mobile Prive
P11,999
•	Android	4.4	KitKat
•	1.7GHz	octa-core																
MediaTek	MT6592
•	13MP	rear,	8MP	front	
•	5.5”	1280	x	720
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;																
1GB	RAM
•	dual	SIM

Huawei G8
P17,990
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.5GHz	octa-core	
Qualcomm	Snapdragon	
615	MSM8939	
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5.5”	1920	x	1080
•	32GB	built-in,	microSD;	
3GB	RAM
•	LTE

Lenovo Phab Plus
P14,999
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.5GHz	quad-core	
Cortex-A53	&	1.0GHz	
quad-core	Cortex-A53
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	6.8”	1920	x	1080
•	32GB	built-in,	microSD;	
2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM	

Lenovo S90
P13,999
•	Android	4.4.4	KitKat	
•	1.2GHz	64-bit															
quad-core	Qualcomm	
Snapdragon	410
•	13MP	rear,	8MP	front	
•	5”	1280	x	720	
•	32GB	built-in;	2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

Lenovo VIBE P1
P14,999
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.5GHz	octa-core	
Qualcomm	Snapdragon	
615	MSM8939
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5.5”	1920	x	1080
•	32GB	built-in,	microSD;	
2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

Lenovo VIBE S1
P15,999
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.7GHz	octa-core	
MediaTek	MT6752
•	13MP	rear,	8MP	front	and	
2MP	secondary	front
•	5”	1920	x	1080
•	32GB	built-in,	microSD;	
3GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

Lenovo Vibe Shot
P17,999
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.7GHz	octa-core																						
Qualcomm							
Snapdragon	615		
•	16MP	rear,	8MP	front
•	5”	1920	x	1080
•	32GB	built-in,	microSD;	
3GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

LG G4 Beat LTE
P12,990
•	Android	5.1.1	Lollipop
•	1.5GHz	octa-core																							
Qualcomm								
Snapdragon	615	
•	8MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5.2”	1920	x	1080
•	8GB	built-in,	microSD;	
1.5GB	RAM
•	LTE

LG G4 Stylus
P10,990
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.4GHz	octa-core	
Qualcomm	MSM8916	
Snapdragon	410
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5.7”	1280	x	720
•	8GB	built-in,	microSD;	
1GB	RAM
•	LTE
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UNDER P20,000

Microsoft Lumia 640 XL
P11,990
•	Windows	Phone	8.1
•	1.2GHz	quad-core																								
Qualcomm	Snapdragon	400	
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front	
•	5.7”	1280	x	720	
•	8GB	built-in,	microSD;		1GB	RAM
•	dual	SIM

MyPhone Infinity 2 
P12,799
•	Android	4.4	KitKat
•	1.5GHz	64-bit	octa-core	MediaTek	
MT6752M
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front	
•	5”	1280	x	720	
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

OPPO R7 Lite
P13,990
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.5GHz	octa-core	Qualcomm	
Snapdragon	615	MSM8939
•	13MP	rear,	8MP	front
•	5”	1280	x	720
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	2GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

Prestigio 5508
P13,899
•	Android	4.4.2	Kitkat
•	1.7GHz	octa-core	MediaTek	
MT6592
•	13MP	rear,	2MP	front
•	5”	1280	x	720
•	16GB	built-in;	1GB	RAM
•	dual	SIM

Samsung Galaxy J7
P12,990
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.4GHz	octa-core	Qualcomm	
Snapdragon	615	MSM8939
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5.5”	1280	x	720
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	1.5GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	optional	dual	SIM

Samsung Galaxy Tab A
P15,990
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.2GHz	quad-core	ARM	
Cortex-A53
•	5MP	rear,	2MP	front	
•	8”	1024	x	768
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	2GB	RAM
•	LTE

Sony Xperia C5 Ultra
P17,990
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.7GHz	octa-core	MediaTek	
MT6752
•	13MP	rear,	13MP	front
•	6”	1920	x	1080
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	2GB	RAM
•	LTE

Starmobile ENGAGE 10 pro
P11,999
•	Windows	8.1
•	1.8GHz	quad-core	Intel	Atom	
Z3735F	Baytrail-T	
•	5MP	rear,	2MP	front
•	10.1”	1280	x	800	
•	32GB	built-in,	microSD;	2GB	RAM

Xiaomi Mi Pad 
P10,999
•	Android	4.4	KitKat
•	2.2GHz	quad-core	NVIDIA	Tegra	K1	
•	8MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	7.9”	2048	x	1536	
•	16GB,	microSD;	2GB	RAM

•	 Android 5.1 Lollipop
•	 1.7GHz octa-

core Qualcomm 
Snapdragon 615 

•	 13MP + 2MP dual rear, 
8MP front

•	 5.5” 1920 x 1080
•	 32GB built-in, 

microSD; 3GB RAM 
•	 LTE
•	 dual SIM

The	dual	rear	camera
and	the	8MP	front
camera	position	the	
Starmobile	Knight	Spectra	
as	a	go-to	device	for
mobile	photography.

SPEED SAYS

Starmobile Knight Spectra
P14,990
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Apple iPad Air 2
Wi-Fi: P25,490 (16GB); 
P30,490 (64GB); 
P35,490 (128GB)
Wi-Fi+cellular:
P31,990 (16GB); 
P36,990 (64GB); 
P41,990 (128GB)
•	iOS	8
•	A8X	chip	with	64-bit	
architecture	and	M8	
motion	coprocessor
•	8MP	rear,	1.2MP	front
•	9.7”	2048	x	1536
•	16/64/128GB;	2GB	RAM
•	LTE

Apple iPad mini 4
Wi-Fi: P20,990 (16GB)
P25,990 (64GB)
P30,990 (128GB)
•	iOS	9
•	A8	chip	with	M8	motion	
coprocessor
•	8MP	rear,	1.2MP	front
•	7.9”	2048	x	1536
•	16/64/128GB	built-in;			
2GB	RAM
•	LTE

Apple iPad Pro
Wi-Fi: P42,990 (32GB); 
P50,990 (128GB)
Wi-Fi + Cellular: 
P57,990 (128GB)
•	iOS	9
•	A9X	chip	with	64-bit	
architecture	and	M9	
motion	coprocessor
•	8MP	rear,	1.2MP	front
•	12.9”	2732	x	2048
•	32/128GB;	4GB	RAM
•	LTE 

Apple iPhone 6
P31,990 (16GB)
P37,990 (64GB)
•	iOS	8
•	A8	chip	with	64-bit	
architecture	and	M8	
motion	coprocessor
•	8MP	rear,	1.2MP	front	
•	4.7”	1334	x	750	
•	16/64GB	built-in;	1GB	RAM
•	LTE

Apple iPhone 6 Plus
P37,990 (16GB)
P43,990 (64GB)
•	iOS	8
•	A8	chip	with	64-bit	
architecture	and	M8	
motion	coprocessor
•	8MP	rear,	1.2MP	front	
•	5.5”	1920	x	1080	
•	16/64GB	built-in;	1GB	RAM
•	LTE

Apple iPhone 6s
P37,990 (16GB)
P43,990 (64GB)
P49,990 (128GB)
•	iOS	9
•	A9	chip	with	64-bit	
architecture	and	M9	
motion	coprocessor
•	12MP	rear,	5MP	front	
•	4.7”	1334	x	750	
•	16/64/128GB	built-in;				
2GB	RAM
•	LTE

Apple iPhone 6s Plus
P43,990 (16GB)
P49,990 (64GB)
P55,990 (128GB)
•	iOS	9
•	A9	chip	with	64-bit	
architecture	and	M9	
motion	coprocessor
•	12MP	rear,	5MP	front	
•	5.5”	1920	x	1080	
•	16/64/128GB	built-in;				
2GB	RAM
•	LTE

BlackBerry Classic
P20,990
•	BlackBerry	10.3.1
•	1.5GHz	dual-core	
Qualcomm	MSM8960
•	8MP	rear,	2MP	front
•	3.5”	720	x	720
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	
2GB	RAM
•	LTE

BlackBerry Passport
P35,790
•	BlackBerry	10.3
•	2.2GHz	quad-core																							
Qualcomm							
Snapdragon	801	
•	13MP	rear,	2MP	front	
•	4.5”	1440	x	1440	
•	32GB	built-in,	microSD;	
3GB	RAM
•	LTE

BlackBerry PRIV
P45,000
•	Android	5.1.1	Lollipop
•	1.8GHz	hexa-core	
Qualcomm	Snapdragon	
808	MSM8992
•	18MP	rear,	2MP	front
•	5.4”	2560	x	1440
•	32GB	built-in,	microSD;	
3GB	RAM
•	LTE

Google Nexus 6P
P29,990
•	Android	6.0	Marshmallow
•	2GHz	octa-core	
Qualcomm	Snapdragon	
810	MSM8994
•	12.3MP	rear,	8MP	front
•	5.7”	2560	x	1440
•	64GB	built-in;	3GB	RAM
•	LTE

Huawei Mate S
P31,990
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	2.2GHz	quad-core	
&	1.5GHz	quad-core	
HiSilicon	Kirin	935
•	13MP	rear,	8MP	front
•	5.5”	1920	x	1080
•	32/64/128GB,	microSD;	
3GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	optional	dual	SIM	

Huawei P8
P21,990
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	2GHz	octa-core	HiSilicon	
Kirin	930
•	13MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5.2”	1920	x	1080
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	
3GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

LG G4
P31,990 (metallic 
finish);
P32,990 (leather)
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.8GHz	hexa-core																						
Qualcomm							
Snapdragon	808	
•	16MP	rear,	8MP	front
•	5.5”	2560	x	1440	
•	32GB	built-in,	microSD;	
3GB	RAM
•	LTE

LG V10
P37,990
•	Android	5.1.1	Lollipop
•	1.8GHz	hexa-core	
Qualcomm	Snapdragon	
808	MSM8992	
•	16MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5.7”	2560	x	1440
•	64GB	built-in,	microSD;	
4GB	RAM
•	LTE

BUYER’S GUIDE
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P20,000 & ABOVE

Sony Xperia M5 Dual
P21,990
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	2GHz	octa-core	MediaTek	
MT6795	Helio	X10	
•	21.2MP	rear,	13MP	front	
•	5”	1920	x	1080
•	16GB	built-in,	microSD;	
3GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

Sony Xperia Z4 Tablet 
P45,740
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	2GHz	quad-core	
Cortex-A57	&	1.5GHz	
quad-core	Cortex-A53	
•	8.1MP	rear,	5.1MP	front	
•	10.1”	2560	x	1600
•	32GB	built-in,	microSD;	
3GB	RAM
•	LTE

Sony Xperia Z5
P35,990
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	2GHz	quad-core	
Cortex-A57	&	1.5GHz	
quad-core	Cortex-A53
•	23MP	rear,	5.1MP	front
•	5.2”	1920	x	1080
•	32GB	built-in,	microSD;	
3GB	RAM	
•	LTE

Sony Xperia Z5 
Compact 
P29,990
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	2GHz	quad-core	
Cortex-A57	&	1.5GHz	
quad-core	Cortex-A53
•	23MP	rear,	5.1MP	front
•	4.6”	1280	x	720
•	32GB	built-in,	microSD;	
2GB	RAM
•	LTE	

Sony Xperia Z5 
Premium 
P40,990
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	2GHz	quad-core	
Cortex-A57	&	1.5GHz	
quad-core	Cortex-A53
•	23MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5.5”	3840	x	2160	4K	UHD
•	32GB	built-in,	microSD;	
3GB	RAM
•	LTE	

Microsoft Lumia 950
P28,990
•	Windows	10
•	1.8GHz	hexa-core	
Qualcomm	Snapdragon	
808	MSM8992
•	20MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5.2”	2560	x	1440
•	32GB	built-in,	microSD;	
3GB	RAM
•	LTE

Microsoft Lumia
950 XL
P32,990
•	Windows	10
•	2GHz	octa-core	
Qualcomm	Snapdragon	
810	MSM8994
•	20MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5.7”	2560	x	1440
•	32GB	built-in,	microSD;	
3GB	RAM
•	LTE

OPPO R7 Plus
P21,990
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.5GHz	octa-
core	Qualcomm							
Snapdragon	615	
MSM8939
•	13MP	rear,	8MP	front
•	6”	1920	x	1080
•	32GB	built-in,	microSD;	
3GB	RAM
•	LTE
•	dual	SIM

Samsung Galaxy A8
P24,990
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.8GHz	quad-core	
Cortex-A53	&	1.3GHz	
quad-core	Cortex-A53	
•	16MP	rear,	5MP	front	
•	5.7”	1920	x	1080
•	32GB	built-in,	microSD;	
2GB	RAM
•	LTE

Samsung Galaxy Note5
P36,990
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.5GHz	quad-core	
Cortex-A53	&	2.1GHz	
quad-core	Cortex-A57
•	16MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5.7”	2560	x	1440
•	32GB;	4GB	RAM
•	LTE

Samsung Galaxy S6
P29,990 (32GB)
P34,990 (64GB)
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.5GHz	quad-core	
Cortex-A53	&	2.1GHz	
quad-core	Cortex-A57	
•	16MP	rear,	5MP	front	
•	5.1”	2560	x	1440	
•	32/64GB	built-in;										
3GB	RAM
•	LTE

Samsung Galaxy S6 
edge
P34,990 (32GB)
P39,990 (64GB)
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.5GHz	quad-core	
Cortex-A53	&	2.1GHz	
quad-core	Cortex-A57	
•	16MP	rear,	5MP	front	
•	5.1”	2560	x	1440
•	32/64GB	built-in;										
3GB	RAM	
•	LTE

Samsung Galaxy S6 
edge+
P39,990 (32GB)
P44,990 (64GB)
•	Android	5.1	Lollipop
•	1.5GHz	quad-core	
Cortex-A53	&	2.1GHz	
quad-core	Cortex-A57
•	16MP	rear,	5MP	front
•	5.7”	2560	x	1440
•	32/64GB;	4GB	RAM
•	LTE

Samsung Galaxy Tab 
S2 8.0
P24,990
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.9GHz	quad-core	&	
1.3GHz	quad-core
•	8MP	rear,	2.1MP	front
•	8”	1536	x	2048
•	32/64GB	built-in,	
microSD;	3GB	RAM
•	LTE

Samsung Galaxy Tab 
S2 9.7 
P29,990
•	Android	5.0	Lollipop
•	1.9GHz	quad-core	&	
1.3GHz	quad-core
•	8MP	rear,	2.1MP	front
•	9.7”	1536	x	2048
•	32/64GB	built-in,	
microSD;	3GB	RAM
•	LTE
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Dr. IrIs 
ThIele C. 
IsIp Tan

Open FOrum Where everybody sounds oFF

How can we expect any 
less from our patients when 
their health is at stake? 

Dr. Google is in
The doctor is no longer 
the gatekeeper of medical 
information. Much of the 
world is increasingly online 
that every commodity 
or service has a physical 
component and an 
information component. 
While you need to see 
a surgeon to take out a 
cancerous growth in your 
colon, Dr. Google can 
provide information as to 
why this may or may not be 
a good idea, and what can 
happen after you do decide 
to have the surgery. 

But you shouldn’t believe 
everything on the internet. 
Patients know this, and 
that is why they still go 
and see a doctor. However, 
I think everyone tends to 
overestimate the perils 
of erroneous health 
information online. 

I blog because too few 
doctors are out there—and 
many snake oil salesmen. 
To protect patients, we, 
doctors, can create content 
ourselves or give out what  
I call internet prescriptions. 
An internet prescription is 
a curated list of websites 
that I can recommend to 
patients for further reading 
after a consultation.  
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Patient will be charged 
extra for annoying the 
doctor with self-diagnosis 
gotten off the internet.” 

So says a sheet of 
paper posted on what is 
presumably the door of a 
doctor’s office, a picture of 
which has circulated in my 
Facebook network. 

In a thread where this  
was being discussed,  
I posted, “I am a physician 
and I find this picture 
offensive.” To my surprise, 
my comment was promptly 
deleted. I felt as if I was 
cut off midstream as I was 
talking—something that 
happens to patients often 
enough, more than doctors 
care to admit. 

I can recall Lourd de Veyra’s 
speech at a graduation  
in 2012:

“Nagtatampisaw tayo sa 
baha ng impormasyon. 
Pero hindi pa rin maiiwasan 
na may magtanong sa 
Twitter kung ano daw ang 
capital ng Pakistan. Kung 
may internet connection 
ka, you could have saved 
yourself the humiliation 
of being called stupid and 
instead make GMG: Google 
mo, g*go.”

“Warning!!!!

At dokbru.endocrine-witch.net, for 
instance, I have written posts in Filipino 
about diabetes, goiter, etc., for my patients.

Inform and fight misconceptions
Increasingly, patients are becoming more 
empowered not only by online information, 
but by virtual communities. There are 
generally two types of empowered patients, 
according to Gerber & Eiser (2002): the 
knowledge-acquirer and the informed 
decision-maker. 

The knowledge-acquirer seeks only to find 
further information on a treatment already 
decided by his doctor. On the other hand, 
the informed decision-maker expects to 
make the decision himself based on the 
information that the doctor provides and 
what he finds. The doctor must then spend 
extra time to discuss what the patient 
knows without being frustrated about not 
being the sole source of information. 

Some years ago, I was talking with a patient 
for about 45 minutes explaining her thyroid 
problem. She had read something on the 
internet; and aside from explaining the usual 
things, I had to spend more time with her to 
discuss a few misconceptions. 

After she left, my secretary said, “Doctor, I wanted to charge 
her above your usual rate for taking so much of your time.” 
Thankfully, she didn’t! 

Doctor-patient-internet confidentiality?
What happens now to the doctor-patient relationship in the 
age of Internet? 

It must evolve with the times. The Society of Participatory 
Medicine is promoting a movement in which “networked 
patients shift from being mere passengers to responsible 
drivers of their health, and in which providers encourage and 
value them as full partners.” Dr. Google is helping drive this 
change forward.

Aside from Dr. Google, patients often ask me now, too,  
if what they read on Facebook about a food supplement is 
true. At the #TedXDiliman last October, I gave a talk titled 
A Doctor on Facebook, where I told the story of Aling Lita 
who had diabetes and an ingrown toe nail. She asked a 
manicurist to go after it. The next day, her big toe is red and 
swollen. She then buys amoxicillin capsules, opens them, 
and sprinkles the powder on her toe. Eventually, that toe gets 
amputated. Why did she do these and not see a doctor? 

Real doctors care
While it may be a question of economics, it is often also 
an issue of health literacy. When patients do not get the 
information they need, they don’t get care that they need 
or worse, get care that they don’t need. Googling incurs 
data charges, but Facebook is free. My Facebook Page at 
facebook.com/EndocrineWitch is therefore my attempt  
at using social media to improve health literacy.

Dr. Google is here to stay. But think about it, as Dr. Tracey 
Delaplain says on www.kevinmd.com: 

“Dr. Google doesn’t really care about your health. Does 
that shock you? It shouldn’t. The internet will never replace 
human interaction. It can’t show you compassion, empathize 
with you, give you a shoulder to lean on, hold your hand, 
rejoice with you, or grieve with you. 

Dr. Google will never know you or care as much as I do.”
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